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Summary 

This report describes the soils of an area near Karapinar in 

the drainless depression between Konya and Eregli in Central 

Anatolia, Turkey. In this report it is briefly called "Great 

Konya Basin" (see fig. 1). The area surveyed forms the Erosion 

Control Camp of Topraksu. 

This soil survey is a part of the results of the activities 

of the " Soil Research- and Trainingsproject " of the Agri

cultural University of Wageningen in Holland, in co-operation 

with the Turkish Government . 

It covers an area of about 14.000 ha and a semi-detailed soil 

map was produced on scale 1 : 50.000. 

The level of the land averages between 1000 and 1020 meters 

above mean sea level. Summits of two mountains of volcani c 

origin rise to over 11 00 meters above mean sea level. 

The c limate is semiarid and cont inental and a s teppe vegetation 

occurs (A preliminary list of the main plants is made, see 

chapter 2 .6). Many places are harren as result of ancient 

human activities. The wind has eroded many places and piled 

sandy materials. So rounded and crescentic dunes were built up. 

A small part of the surveyed area is arable land, which is 

dry-farmed . The main products are wheat and rye. The largest 

part is idle land. 

Physiographically 4 different main landscapes can be recog

nized within the area surveyed . 

All the soils of this area range from calcareous to extremely 
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calcareous . The lime content ranges from 30 to about 80%. 

Their drainage conditions are good and no salt efflorescence 

has been observed. 

The following general division of groups of soils can be made : 

Light brownish gray, sandy soils occur in the Aeolian sandplain. 

They have a weak profile development, mainly limited to a 

faint secundary lime accumulation. In many places the wind has 

formed light gray, sandy, rounded dunes and barchans, which 

overlie a caliche-like layer over lacustrine sediments. 

Light gray, sandy to clayey soils occur in the lacustrine 

plain. The profile development is limited to horizons with 

accumulation of secundary lime and gypsum. They may be weak 

to strongly expressed. Weak calcic horizons and strongly 

developed gypsic horizons may occur in places. The substratum 

is a lacustrine sediment of pleist ocene age and shells occur . 

Very pale brown to pale brown, sandy soils with grave l adjoin 

the volcanic mountains. They are mainly beach deposits and the 

waterworn pebbles have often lime pendants. The not active 

volcanic mountains consist of mainly Basalt Rockland. 

Light gray, angular cobbly, sandy and gra:velly sandy soils 

occur mainly on and near the limestone platform. The soil 

overlies a limestone bedrock or a gravelly beach deposit, 

whi ch is built up of waterworn limestone pebbles. 

Detailed descriptions of representative profiles are given in 

Appendix II and the soils are classified in chapter 6. 
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Öz et 

Bu rapor Orta Anadoluda Konya ve Eregl& aras&nda Karap&nar mev

kine yak&n drene olarnayan topraklardan bahseder. Bu raporda, k&

saca "Büyük Konya Havzas& 11 olarak isimlendirilmi9tir. ($ekil 7 'e 

bak&n&z). Etüd edilen arazi Toprak-Su Erezyon kamp&n& meydana 

getirir. "Bu arazi etüdü Holandada fo/ageningen Z&raat üniversite

sinin, Türk Hükümeti ile mü9tereken yürüttügü Toprak ara9t&rma 

ve Egi tün pr>ojesinin bil• par>ças&d,1,.1'. 

74.000 ha bir araziyi kaplar ve 7:50.000 öleekli yar& detayl& 

bir har&tas& Haz&rlan m&9t&r. 

Arazinin deniz seviyesinden yüksekligi ortalarna 7000-7020 metre

dir. Volkanik orijinli ikidag&n Denizden yüksekligi 7700 metre

dir. iklim yar& ku:r>ak kara iklimi olup bitki örtüsü step karek

terindedir . (Ba9l&ca bitkilerin basit bir listesi bölüm 2-6' da 

gösterilmi9tir) pek çok yer k&raç olup, bu k&raçl&k eski be9e

riyetin hareketlerinden olagelmektedir. Rüzgar erezyonu bir çok 

sahay& istifadesi guç kumlu topraklar haline getirmi9tir. 

Ve bu mataryel yuvarlak hilal §eklinde kumy&g&nlar& halinde Te

pecikler meydana getirmi9tir. 

Etüd edilen arazinin ancak kücük bir k&sm& ekilebilir 'ki bu:r>ada 

kuru z&raat yap&lmaktad&r, ba9l&ca mahsul bugday ve cavdard&r. 

Arazinin büyük bir k&sm& bo9tu:r>. 

Tabii cografyas& bak&m&ndan etüd edilen arazide ba9l&ca 4 arazi 

§ekli görüliir. Bütün Topraklar a9&r& derecede kireçli olup, bu 

miktar 30% ile 80% aras&nda degi9mektedir. Süzülme durumlar& iyi 

olup hiç tuz kristalle9mesi görülmemi9tir. 
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A§ag&da izah edildigi sekilde toprak s&n&fland&rmas& yap&labilir: 

Aeolian kwnluklarda aç&k kahverengimsi gri kwnlu topraklar görü

lür. Genellikle hafif sekonder kireç birikmesi ile s&n&rland&

r&lm&9 zay&f profil geli9mesi vard&r. Bir çok yerlerde rüzgar, 

göl birikintilerinin üzerindeki kali9e (caliche) benzer tabaka

lar& örten gri, kwnlu, yuvarlak kum tepeleri ve barkanlar (bar

chans) meydana getirrni9tir. 

Göl birikinti sahas&nda ac&k gri, kwnlu ve killi topraklar görü

lür. Profil geli9mesi sekonder kireç ve jips birikmesi olan ho

rizonlara inhisar eder. Zay&f veya kuvvetle belirtilmi9 olabilir

ler. Baz& yerlerde zay&f kalsiywn horizonlar& ve kuvvetle geli9-

mi9 jips horizonlar& görülür. Alt tabaka pleistosen devrine ait

göl birikintisidir ve fosiller görülür . 

Çok ac&k kahverengi veya ac&k kahve rengi kwnlu, çak&ll& toprak

lm volkanik daglm0 & birle9tiri1•. BunlaP coijunlukla b.y& bfri

kintileridir ve sular taraf&ndan a§&nd&r&lm&§ çak&llar wnumi

yetle üzerinde kireç birikintileri ta9&rlar. Aktif olmayan vol

kanik daglar-esas olarak Bozalt kayalar&ndan meydana gelmi9tir. 

Aç&k gri kö9eli iri çak&ll&, kwnlu ve kumlu çak&ll& Topraklar 

wnwniyetle kireç ta9& platforrnuna dogru olan uçta görülür Toprak 

kireçta9&ndan meydana gelmi9 ana kayay& veya a9&nm&9 kireç ta9& 

çakûlanndan meydana gelmi9 hy& birikintisini örter. 

Ek 2 de örnek profillerin detayl& izahi yap&lm&9 ve bölüm 6. da 

da topraklar s&n&fland&r&lm&9t&r. 
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Pref ace 

According to an agreement between the Government of Turkey and 

the Agricultural University of Wageningen-Holland, staff and 

post graduate students from the Department of Tropical Soil 

Science from this University, in co-operation with post 

graduates from Turkey, are enabled to carry out the "Soil 

Research and Training Project" in the Konya plains of Central 

Anatolia. 

The project, mentioned above, is carried out under the 

guidance of Ir. T. de Meester, senior soil scientist, and is 

supervised by undersigned. 

This report is the fifth in a series of preliminary reports, 

prepared by staff-members and students about the activities of 

the Konya Project. It deals with the soils in the area of the 

Wind Erosion Control Camp of Topraksu at Karapinar. A soilmap 

of this area on scale 1 : 50.000 is included. 

The other preliminary reports are: 

Report no. 1 Soil Survey of t he Çumra Area- 1965 by Ir.T . de 

Meester 

Report no . 2 Soil Survey of the Çumra Experimental Station 

Area- 1965 by P.M. Driessen 

Report no. 3 Soil Salinity and Alkalinity in the Çumra 

Area-1966 by P.M. Driessen 

Report no. 4 Soil Survey of the Karaarslan Exp. Station 

Area-1966 by H.L. Slothouwer 

In the course of 1968 and 1969 the above reports will be 
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combined in two final reports, one about the soils of the 

Çumra area and one about the soils of the Great Konya Basin. 

Grateful acknowledgement for their co-operation during the 

fi e ldseas on 1965 i s made to Mr. Naki Uner, General Director 

of Topraks u, Mr. Mesut Ozuygur, Director of the Soils and 

Fertilizer Research Institute and Mr. Durs un Çuhadaroglu, 

Dire ctor of the Sulu Ziraat Deneme I s tasyonu (Experimental 

Station) at Çumra. 

Prof . Dr . Ir . P. Bur i ngh 

Professor of Tropical Soil Science . 

The author wishes t o thank Mr. W. F . Andriessen f or th e make up of 

the report and maps . 
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Onsöz 

Türk Hükümeti ve Ho llandada ivageningen Z?,raat Üni versi te si ara

s?,ndaki anlaçma geregince, Orta Anadalu Konya ovas?, Toprak ara-

9t?,rma ve egitim projesi, üniversitenin Tropikal Toprak ilmi 

bölümü eleman ve mezunlar?, taraf?,ndan Türk elemanlar?,n?,n i9bir

ligi ile yürütülmektedir. 

Yukarda bahsedi Zen proje Ir. T. de .'1eester idaresinde ve yaz?, sa

hibinin kontrolu alt?,nda yürütülmektedir. 

Bu rapor Konya projesi elemanlar?,nca haz?,rlanan bir seri önrapo

run beçincisidir Karap?,nm0 yahn?,ndaki Toprak-su Rüzgdr Erezyonu 

Kontrol Kamp?, sahas?,ndaki Topraklardan bahseder. 

Sahan?,n 7:50.000 ölçekli bir toprak haritas?, ilave edilmiçtir. 

Diger ön raporlar 9unlard?,r: 

Rapor No. - Çumra sahas?,n?,n toprak etüdü 7965 Ir. T.de Meester. 

2 - Çumra Deneme Îstasyonu sahas?,n?,n toprak etüdü 7965 

P.M.Driessen. 

3 - Çumra sahas?,nda Toprak tuzluluk ve alkaliligi 7966 

P.M.Driessen. 

4 - Karaarslan Deneme Îstasyonu sahas?, Toprak etüdü 

7966 H.L . Slothouwer. 

7968-ve 7969 y?,llar?, aras?,ndaki devrede yukar?,da bahsi gecen ra

porlar, biri Çumra sahas?,na digeri Büyük Konya havzas?,na ait ol

mak üzere iki nihai rapor halinde toplanacakt?,r. 7965 arazi mev

siminde gös te1°dik leri yard?,m la1°dan do lay?,, Toprak- su gene l müdü

rü bay Naki Uner'e. 
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Toprak ve gübre ara9t~rma enistütüsü müdürü bay Mesut OzuygUPa, 

ve Çumra sulu, z~raat deneme istasyonu müdürü bay Dursun Çuhada

rogluna te9ekkürlerimi bildiririm. 
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1 Introduction 

1. 1 PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY 

This soil survey was made in order: 

1) to investigate the soils of the Wind Erosion Control Camp 

Area of Topraksu near Karapinar and their range in character

istics in such a way that the area recorded will serve as 

"sample area " for the survey 01 a much ldrger drea in the 

Great Konya Basin. 

2) to furnish the authorities of Topraksu with a report, 

which describes the soils and which shows their location on a 

soil map, necessary for a modern and efficient management of the 

activities in the Wind Erosion Control Camp. 

The survey was done in May and June 1965 and the laboratory 

investigations have been carried out in Ankara, during August 

1965 and in Wageningen during the winter 1965-1966. 

Unless otherwise mentioned, all statements in this report refer 

to conditions at the time the survey was in progress . 

As this report is compiled and published within the framework 

of the results of the "Soil Research and Training Project " , 

its chapters are in the same sequence as those in Preliminary 

Report no. 1 (de Meester, 1965). 

Soil surveys provide a base for all land use programms. This 

report presents information both general and specific about the 

soils, the crops and the agriculture of the area surveyed. The 

accompanying map on scale 1:50.000 shows the location and the 
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extent of the soils. 

Repor t and map may give an s wer s to several different questions. 

For example: How much material (reed, s takes ) and man-hours are 

needed to con t rol t he drifting sand in t he Erosion Camp Area? 

If t he reader knows how muc h ma t erial and man-hours (averages ) 

are tak en to c ont rol 15 ha drifting sandy dune land, he can 

c alcula te approximate l y the t otal amount of material and man

hour s , neces sary to control the drifting Active dune land, 

because the s urface and location of this drift ing l and are 

g i ven in report and map . 

Technicients, teachers, students and other users will find 

information about the soils, the crops, the agriculture and 

other subjects of the area surveyed . Ordinarily one will be 

able to obtain the informations one needs without reading the 

whole report . 

The recommendations for soil management practices given in this 

report are intended for individual land-users, like farmers, 

who must use their land within the economie limitations and 

in accordance wi t h t he i r facilit i es . 
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2 General area description 

2. 1 GEOGRAPHY 

The area of the Erosion Control Camp of Topraksu is situated 

near Karapinar in the central part of the "Grea t Konya Ba s in". 

This is a drainless depress ion in Central-Anatolia and i s 

roughly located between the towns Konya- Karaman- Nigde- Karapinar . 

(see situation map, fig. 1) 

This basin is cut off by t he spurs of the mighty Taurus 

Mountains on the south. lts northern boundary is formed by a 

wide rise, built up by s everal mountains , whic h s epara t e t hi s 

basin from the depression of Tuz GÖlÜ. 

The imaginary lines, which connect the town Karapinar and the 

villages Apak Yayla (=Y.)-Çardak Y. - Akka~ Y. - Vahapobasi Y., 

roughly indicate the limits of the studied area ( see fig.2). 

This area is at the south of the asphalt highway from Konya 

to Karapinar and Eregli.The distance from the most northern 

limit, near the highway, to the southern boundary is about 

16 km . At the village Apak Y. , the distance from the western 

boundary to the eastern one is about 10 km . 

The area of the Wind Erosion Control Camp of Topraksu (briefly 

called in this report : the Erosion Camp Area ) is fenced in by 

barbed wire. There are two entries . The main gate is near 

Karapinar and a second one is near Çardak Y. 

Grazing and picking woody plants is forbidden in the Erosion 

Camp Area. Generally no people reside in this area. All the 
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farmer villages have been vacated, except the village Kindam Y. , 

which is situated about three kilometers southwest from 

Karapinar. Kindam Y. is uninhabited in winter. In the other 

seasons it is occupied by people, engaged by Topraksu, for 

erosion control works and other activities. 

Formerly all these deserted villages had been summercamps 

(=Yayla 1s). The villages around the Erosion Camp Area still are. 

In winter the summercamps are deserted and the farmers are 

living in the towns then. 

2.2 GEOGENESIS AND GEOLOGY 

During the pleistocene period the central part of the Great 

Konya Basin was occupied by a shallow lake. This lake ha s been 

silted up with erosion products from the surrounding uplands 

and ha s dri ed up s inc e. 

Th e s har es of the ba s in cons i s t mainly of col l uvial slopes, 

but alluvial fans, cliffs and sandridges occur locally along 

the fringe s as well. 

The surveyed area is located in a section of the basin with 

much volcanism. South of Karapinar (see soil association-map 

fig. 2) and within the camp-area a basalt formation occurs 

with And1kl1 Tepe as its summit. East of the s urv eyed area a 

large volcanic formation is found with several fine crater 

lakes, like Tuzla gÖlÜ and Krater gölü . The first is a "nested 

crater" , the latter appears to be a "Maar". Their nearly cir

cular cavities might be the results of an explosive central out

break, caus ed by the contact of lava with water. (Cotton 1964). 

Stratified deposits of volcanic ash and tuff are s een around 

this place. Several miles south of the described formation, 

the isolated volcanic ashcone of the Meke Dag rises out of 

the lacustrine plain. The ash and other volcanik material 
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deposited in the vicinity of this mountain may have been 

produced by lava, which had been in contact with water of the 

pleistocene lake ( compare Cotton 1964). Much material was 

accumulated near the ejecting centre forming the summit. Fine 

material was thrown farther away from the crater to form gentle 

concave slopes in radial profile. Landslides and volcanic mud

flows may, be responsible as well for the present conic form 

of this mountain. 

A lime s tone platform of Neogene age occ urs near t he north 

western corner of t he s urveyed area. This platform protrudes 

into t he l a cus t r ine pla i n a nd has cl i ffs and gravelly bea c h 

deposits in many pl aces as a r esult of former lacus t rine 

abrasion and deposition. Those and other remains of an old 

shore line ( like a zone of waterworn basalt blocks around 

Andikli Tepe) a r e a ll l ocated a t a l eve l between 1010-101 5 m. 

(Loui s 1938 ) . Thi s mean s tha t the l eve l of the p l eis t ocene l ake 

must have been constant for a long time and this can only be 

obtained if the excess water is drained away at a certain 

constant level. Such a drainage may have existed because 

several dolines occur in the limestone formations. 

One of those,the Düden gölü, is still used to drain some lakes 

and swamps with which it is connected by canals . 

A major part of the surveyed area is covered with sanddunes , 

which are considered as the result of Aeolian erosion and 

deposition of the older lacustrine sands in this area. The 

accumulation of sand here might be explained by the fact that 

this part of the basin is relatively narrow. Where currents 

have been rather strong, calcareous sand has been deposited 

instead of the calcareous clay which is found at the surface 

in most other parts of the lacustrine plain . 

After the lake had dried up, the sand was blown to dunes 

locally and also spread as a blanket over adjacent area's. It 
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Fig. 3 (f}ekil 3) 

The "nested crater" with its -ring-shaped crater lake (Tuzla 

Gölü). 

Halka 9ekZindeki krater gölü (Tuzla Gölü) iZe birlik te "nested 
ara ter "· 

Fig. 4 ($ekil 4) 

Stratified deposits of volcanic ash and tuff near Krater GÖlÜ. 

Krater gölü yak~n~nda tabakala9 me9 volkanik külveta9lar. 
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was arrested by a vegetation cover and fixed. 

In more recent times however, the vegetation cover became 

destroyed by overgrazing and other human activities. 

As a result the Aeolic shifting sand formations, which cover 

large portions of the surveyed area at present, carne into 

shape . 

See also chapters 2.3, 5 .4.1 and appendix I. 

2.3 PHYSIOGRAPHY 

The f orms of the pres ent lands cape are mainly the result of the 

action of internal and external geological farces, the 

properties of the earths urface and the quaternary sedimentation. 

Four mdin landscape units <..an be ob"'erved in this reg ion, in 

which the Erosion Camp Area i s s i t ua ted (see fig . 2 ). 

1. the Aeolian sandplain 

2 . t he lacus trine plain 

3. the volcanic mountains 

4. the limestone platform 

These main landscape units have many obvious differences, for 

example in form, level, stoniness, etc. and they can easily 

be found back in the field. They are so closely related with 

the soils , that they were used as a basis for the principal 

grouping in "soil associations " in our classification system 

(see chapter S. 1) . 

sub . 1. The Aeolian sandplain occupies the largest part of the 

Erosion Camp Area . It is situated in the southern and central 

part of the surveyed area . The topography ranges from nearly 

level to very steep crescentic dunes and the altitude ranges 

from ca . 10 00 m to 1010 m or higher. 

This plain has been the bottom of the lake in Pleistocene times. 

It was a relative narrow connection between the lake of Konya 
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in the west and the lake of Eregli in the east. The water may 

have flown faster there than in the central parts of the lakes 

and s o mainly sandy textured material was deposited, mixed 

with shells (chapter 2-2). This material in turn is ma inly of 

l i me s tone origin (from limestone mountain s or platform) in the 

west of the area surveyed, mainly of sorted reworked volcanic 

a s h origin in the east central part of the area, and of mixed 

origin in the central part of the area recorded. 

When dur i ng t he process of dry ing up , the s i ze of t he l a ke 

contracted a nd the shorel ines moved grad ually i nward to lower 

places in the Basin of Konya and Eregli, the wind blew over the 

sandy sediments, dried them and set them in motion. The wind 

removed the finer particles in s uspension and shifted the sand 

by saltation and surface creep. The vegetation cover, which 

followed t he gradually movi ng shore at a certain distancG , has 

trapped the sand. It also fixed the drifting material and 

prevented its destruction by the wind. So the ancient dune-like 

landscape was probably built up. 

I n more recent t i mes the vegetation cover was damaged , by 

over graz i ng , by trampl ing a nd by human act i v i ties ( Appendix I ). 

The wind eroded parts of this a ncient dune-like landscape , 

altered it in many places and formed many blowouts . The 

shifting sand accumulated downwind and has built up new dunes , 

which are still moving on in many places. 

The Aeolian sandpl a i n ca n be div ided in two sub-landscape un i ts : 

A - The f ixed Aeol i an sandplain 

B - The active duneplain 

A - The fixed Aeolian sandplain is situated mainly in the 

south of the surveyed area. It is the remainder of the a~cient 

dune-like landscape and has vague long dunes. 

Mostly , their ridges have a S.S.W.-N . N.E. direction and are 
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parallel in several places. These forms are often obscured 

however by the effects of winderosion and some times by rocky 

obstacles. The dunes are overlying lacustrine deposits, which 

can be found in the elongated depressions between the dunes. 

This fixed Aeolian sandplain is covered mainly with a poor 

steppe vegetation. Commonly low hummocks of sand occur and 

are scattered irregularly over the surface. 

Very deep, carbonatie, excessively drained, sandy soils are 

on the dune ridges and on the sides of the dune slopes. No 

distinct stratification can be observed and fragments of shells 

are throughout the profile . 

A faint layer, in which secundary lime has accumulated, is 

commonly recorded. This cemented layer resisted in several 

places to the wind-erosion. 

Vet'y det:µ, somewlia L excessi.vely drained, carbona tic soils are 

in the elongated depressions and vague valleys . Commonly the 

shallow or moderately deep sandy layer overlies a lacustrine 

rust mottled stratified substratum of sandy, loamy or clayey 

material . Often thin layers of entire shells (Dreissensia spec .) 

occur. A faint layer, in which secundary lime has accumulated 

is commonly observed. These layers also often resist to wind

erosion and form commonly the bottom of blowouts. 

Krotovinas of the Ziesel (Citellus citellus L. ), however, have 

been recorded in these dry soils . 

The described soils have been severaly eroded by wind in many 

places. 

B- The active duneplain occurs chiefly in three irregular bel ts, 

mainly in the central part of the Erosion Camp Area. Two 

isolated areas, which are very large blowouts, lie in the 

south-western part. This sublandscape unit consists mainly of 

drifting and moving sand dunes. Two shapes of isolated sand 

mounts or dunes can be distinguished in the active dune plain. 
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Isolated dunes with mainly rounded shapes occur mostly in the 

south-western part of the belts and in the two large blowouts. 

They are 2 to 4 meters or more high. 

The more the dunes are moved in north-eastern direction, 

propelled by the dominant winds from the south-western corner, 

the more the dunes get a crescentic shape. Isolated dunes with 

an ideal crescentic form have been found mostly in the north

eastern part of the active dune plain. 

These crescentic dunes or "barchans" are 2 to 12 meters or 

more, high. They have downwind orientated horns. 

As the small dunes are moving with a higher speed than the 

large ones, the dunes aften touch each other. Large dunes may 

absorb even small ones. So they aften form a dune complex. This 

phenomenon and also obstacles obscur aften the ideal dune form. 

(A more detailed descr i ption of the mechanism of sand transport 

and of the formation and farms of barchans is given in 

Appendix I). The nearly level to very steep dunes have short 

slopes and are built up of wind-sorted, light gray or pale brown, 

carbonatie, fine sand material, which is structureless , aften 

stratified and loose when dry. This material is excessively 

drained. Asymmetrical ripples of a few cm. high occur aften on 

the surface. These shifting dunes lie and move mainly on the 

slightly hard to hard caliche-like layer or lacustrine sediments 

which aften is exposed in the depressions between the dunes. The 

surface of these troughs between the dunes is mostly formed by 

a well-drained, nearly level to level hardened, white layer of 

material in which secundary lime has accumulated and which 

overlies carbonatie very deep lacustrine sediments. 

The substratum is light gray to white, aften stratified, sandy, 

loamy and clayey material, in which aften thin layers of 

entire shells (Dreissencia sp. ) occur. 

Krotovinas are commonly recorded here. The active dune plain 

has no or very little vegetation and is a very droughty sand 
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de sert -li ke area. 

An erosion pavement or desert pavement occurs in the north

eastern part and counteract s the wind eros i on. Windbreaks have 

been erected by Topraksu at right angles to the direction of 

the dominant wind for protection against winderosion over a 

certain surface of the active dune land. 

Al l the Aeolian sandplain was native pasture for mer l y and is 

idle land now. 

sub. 2. The Zacustrine plain occurs mainly in the north-western 

part of the Erosion Camp Area. It extends between the limestone 

platform in the wes tern and the volcanic mountain in the 

eastern part of the surveyed area, 

Scattered areas of this landscape unit occur in the southern 

and south-ea stern parts . It occup i es the lower parts of t h e 

area at an altitude of about 1000 m or lower. 

The topography is level to nearly level. 

The parent material is a lacustrine clastic sediment, probably 

mainly derived from limestone of the mountains and the platform 

in the environment. 

In places in the eastern part of the surveyed area, these 

sediments contain an important amount of material, which is 

probably derived from volcanic ash, reworked by water. The 

deepest place of the farmer pleistocene lake within the 

surveyed area was located in the north-western part. The lake 

was enclosed here by t h e mountaîn and by the limestone platform 

and it seems that the water was more or less quiet here. Mostly 

clayey or loamy material was deposited here, mainly derived 

from limestone. They are overlain by a layer of Aeolian material, 

by gravelly or coarse sandy local beach deposits or by angular 

cobbly colluvial and abrasion deposits in several places. 

The soils of the lacustrine plain are very deep, level to nearly 

level, well drained, carbonatie , gray or light gray to white, 
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commonly l oa my or c l ayey , i n pl aces overlain by sandy , 

gra ve l ly sandy or angular cobbly layers . 

In this soil a layer has been recorded in which an accumulation 

of calcium carbonate occurs . It might be a weakly developed 

calcic horizon in few places . Also a layer, in which an 

accumulation of gypsum occurs, and that ranges from a 

gypsiferous "cs "layer to a well developed gypsic horizon is 

recorded. 

The substratum of these soils is aften stratified, but no or 

very faint stratification has been recorded in several places. 

This landscape was formerly almost entirely in native pasture, 

but is now idle land. It is covered by a steppe vegetation. 

Fig . 5 ($ekil 5) 

Genera l view over the lacustrine plain from the limestone plat 
form. The dry-farmed elongated fields extend from the foreground 
on to the plain. In the background the Basalt rock land. The dark 
rock outcrop contrasts with white Aeolian deposits, blown from 
the active dune land . 

Kir>eç ta9i platfor>mundan göl bir>ikinti sahasi.mn umumi gör>ÜnÜ9Ü. 
KUY'u zi.r>aat yapi.lan temdit edilmi9 tar>talar> on plandan ovaya 
dogr>u uzanmaktadi.r>. Ar>ka plànda Bazalt kayali.klar>i.. Koyu r>enkli 
kaya ci.ki.ntûan r>Üzg(fr tar>afi.ndan aktif kumlu sahasi.ndan ta9i.n
mi.9 beyaz aeolian bir>ikintiler>le kontr>ast meydana getir>ir. 
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A small extent is cultivated, mainly in dry farming system. 

Stripcropping at about right angles to the direction of 

dominant winds is used. In the last few years pumping-irrigation 

was applied in some areas. 

sub 3 . The volcanic mountains occur in the north-eastern part 

and in the south-eastern part of the Erosion Camp Area. This 

main landscape unit cons i sts of two mountain - types, which 

differ much in form and structure . 

The volcanic mountain in the north- eastern part of the 

surveyed area is the largest one and its altitude ranges from 

about 1005 mat the edge to about 1120 mat the top of the 

mountain, called "Andikli Tepe ". 

This mountain consists mostly of areas with <lark colored, rough 

basalt out:<'rop. The sharp angular rocks have relatively smooth 

s urfaces . Bedrock i s exposed as many elongated ledges with 

s harp crests mainly in the southern part of this rocky mountain. 

The long sides of the crests seem to be concentrically 

arranged around the summit of the "Andikli Tepe". No obvious 

arrangement of bedrock exposures have been recorded in the 

other parts of this mountain. The southern boundary of this 

mainlandscape unit is formed by a very steep escarpment. Here 

in few places the sand of the plain is blown up high against 

the mountain, which protects Karapinar against the drifting 

sand . 

In depressions between the bedrockexposures soil material is 

found, which is made up of volcanic ash, colluvium derived from 

weathered basalt, and wind borne material . These deposits 

may occur separately or may be mixed and often contain angular 

cobblestones. 

Included in this main landscape are the beach deposits around 

this volcanic mountain. Louis (1938) reports about some basalt 

blocks, polished by the influance of the surf of the 
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Pleistocene lake and which occur at the edge of the mountain. 

They can be found in areas at a level of about 1010 to 1015 

meters. Around these polished blocks waterworn, dark colored 

gravel and coarse sand with shell fragments occur. They might 

have polished t he blocks under influence of the to and fro 

moving water on and near the beach. 

No well shaped elongated beach ridges like in other parts of 

the Great Konya Basin have been recorded in the Erosion Camp 

Area. 

Gravelly and sandy material, derived from the volcanic material 

Fig. 6 ($ekil 6) 

Rock outcrop of the Basalt rock land near Kindam Y. The base of 
the rock on the foreground has been polished by the pleistocene 
water action. 

K&ndam yak&n&nda toprak yüzüne ç&km&9 Bazalt kayalar&. önplanda 
Kayan&n pleistosen su hareketleriyle cilälanmi9 temeli. 

was reworked by water and sedimented adjacent to the volcanic 

mountain. Only the elevation in the north of Kindam Y. may be 

conceived as an ofshore gravelly beach ridge in its first stage. 

The other volcanic mountain occurs near the south-eastern part 

of the Erosion Camp Area. The ancient volcano Meke dag has a 

typical conical form. lts summit rises about 280 m above the 

lacustrine plain and has a cup-shaped hollow, which may have 
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cor.tained some water in the past. The slopes of this mountain, 

becoming gentler with increasing distance from the s ummit have 

many deep gullies, which start at an altitude, ranging from 

1050 to 1100 meters and which radiate from the cone downwards 

to the plain . 

The cone is mainly built up of ash, which contains angular 

stones and in places covers rocks . Only a spur of this mcuntain 

lies in the surveyed area. 

The soils of the volcanic mountains between the barren bedrock 

exposures and on the sides of the summits are sha llow to very 

deep, nearly level to moderately steep,somewhat excessively 

drained, calcareous, light brownish gray to pale brown, sandy 

soils, which contain in some places angular cobble stones. 

At the edges very deep, somewhat excessively to excessively 

drained , calcarcous , pale bro1m to very pale bro1m, gY'aVPl ly 

mat erial o r gravelly sandy soils are adjacent to the mountain s . 

The waterworn pebbles have often lime pendants and the upper 

part of the gravelly substratum is locally cemented with lime. 

The soils of this landscape are covered with a scarce steppe 

vegetation and were used for grazing. Now it is mainly idle land. 

Certain areas are planted with young trees and are cultivated 

and irrigated. 

sub . 4. The limestone platform occurs in the western part of 

the Erosion Camp Area. This main landscape has striking features 

and it i s generally built up of successive layers of white hard 

cavernous limestone and white layers of softer chalky lime . 

According to Chaput (1947) it is neogene fresh water lime

stone . 

The surface of the platform has a general slope down in south

eastern and partly in eastern direction. Its level ranges from 

1050 m in the west near Apakka9 Tepe to 1020 southwards from 

Apak Y. The surface is dissected by several gullies, which 

lead the concentration of the runoff in a south-eastern or 
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eastern direction onto the lacustrine plain. 

In Pleistocene times this platform might have been an isthmus 

and its edges were cut by waves over certain distances. The 

cliffs, formed by abrasion,are mapped chiefly as very steep 

escarpments. Their level ranges from about 10 20 m to 1005 m 

on the concave and gentler footslopes of the escarpment. 

The orbital motion of the Pleistocene lake water and waves was 

interfered with by the bottom and converted into a to and 

fro movement. This was attended with a to and fro movement 

of the gravel and the coarse sand and caused them to erode 

or abrade the bottom of the lake and the cliffs of the platform. 

The erosion products were transported by the current and partly 

thrown up on more gently sloping land as a protective gravelly 

and sandy beach, south of Apak Y. The level ranges from about 

1020 meters to 1005 meters, but the slopes are gently sloping 

to nearly level. 

No well shaped elongated beach ridges have been thrown up in 

this part of the s urveyed area, unlike those at the western 

side of the limestone platform near the asfalt road Karapinar

Konya. This beach ridge joins the former cliff or escarpment. 

The escarpment, westward from Ecelertolu Y., is the cliff of 

an ancient bay. Here small caverns were eroded into the 

limestone. 

Included in this main landscape are the gravelly and sandy 

beach deposits, the escarpment with its angular cobbly 

colluvial deposits, which are thinning out over abrasion 

debris and lacustrine deposits. 

The soils of the limestone platform occur in a minor extent 

in the surveyed area and vary rnuch. They range from shallow 

to very <leep, nearly level to moderately steep and are 

carbonatie, very pale brown to light grey, angular cobbly, 

sandy soils, gravelly sandy soils and sandy soils , overlying 

limestone bedrock or in places lacustrine deposits. 
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Fig. 7 (Sekil ?) 

Small caverns in the escarpment of the limestone Platform 
near Ecelertolu Y. The crops on the escarpment-footslopes 
profit by water, coming from the platform. 

Ecelertolu yak&nlar&nda kireçta9& platformwzun dik yüzeyinde 
kü?ük magaralar. Dik yüzeyin alt yamaçlar&nda yeti9en mahsül 
platforrndan gelen sudan istifade eder. 

The waterworn limestone pebbles have lime pendants and are 

often mixed with fragments of shells . In some places the upper 

side of the substratum is cemented with lime. 

One part of the soils of this landscape is used for crop 

cul tivation in dry fa rming system and wind str ip cropping is 

put into practice . Formerly the greatest part was native 

pasture, but now it is mainly idle land . 

In the reconnaissance survey of the Konya Basin , the limestone 

platform is included in larger integrant landform-unit, 

called "Terraces", (Soils of the Great Konyd Basin , 

Reconnaissance survey, in press). 
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2.4 CLIMATE AND SOIL CLIMATE 

2.4. 1 The climate 

The Erosion Camp Area has a cont inent al semiarid climate. At 

its level of approximately 1000 m the average monthly pressure 

ranges from about 899 millibar in springtime t o 903 millibar 

in autumn. 

This climate is characterized by wide daily and annual variati

ons in temperature and by well defined seasons. 

The summers are dry and have warm day-temperatures, followed 

by cool nights. They are rarely oppressive, because the 

humidity is low. There is an occasional hot spell. 

The winters are usually cold with an average ot twenty days 

a year in which the soils are covered with snow. The greatest 

amount of snow falls in January and February. 

According to the climate classification of Köppen the Csa type 

climate (average rainindex 2,4 ) prevails in the Erosion Camp 

Area. Very dry years are not infrequent (e.g.1873, 1928, 1940, 

1956).The normal monthly, seasonal and annual precipitation, 

temperature and other data, compiled from records of the State 

Meteorological Service of t h e Ministry of Agriculture of 

Turkey at Ankara, are given in table 2 and table 3 and fig. 8. 

These data are recorded on three Weather Stations , one in 

Konya, one in Nigde and one at the northern gate of the 

Erosion Camp Area near Karapinar . 

The average annual precipitation in the Erosion Camp Area 

is about 270 to 280 mm. Of this, about 40% fa lls in winter. 

During the growing season rainfall normally amounts to only 90 

to 120 mm and is not enough for crops, that are not irrigated. 

It tends to reduce the yield of small grain crops in dry 

farming system and the harvest is about one month or more 
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earlier than that one of the same crops in irrigated areas. 

The average prec ipitation from July through September totals 

only about 10 mm. 

Heavy rainshowers occur a few times a year. Occasionally more 

than 20 mm falls in one day, often within a few hours. 

Snowfall is normally light and the snowperiods total about 

from 10 to 16 days a year . 

Hailstorms, local in nature, are not rare and occur mainly in 

springtime. Sometime s they may cause damage to certain crops . 

The annual precipitation of the places near the mountains, which 

surround the Great Konya Basin is generally higher (Nigde = 

357 mm, Konya = 315 mm, Karaman = 361 mm), than in the central 

part of this basin (Karapinar = 276, Çumra = 246 mm). 

Becaus e the Erosion Camp Area is at fairly high elevation and 

because the sky is dominantly clear and the air is dry, the 
0 daily range in temperature is great. I t a ver ages about 10 C in 

winter and about 15°C in summer. 

In winter the nights are cold . The average monthly lowest temp. 

ranges from about -2 to about -5°C in night. In time the 

temperature falls below -20°c or lower. 

The average frost - free period extends from the middle of May 

to October , a period of about 4~ months. 

In summer the temperature is often between 30 and 35°C and is 

occasionally above 35°C . 

The dominant winds are commonly from the south-western corner, 

mainly from S. S.W , and rise to <lust storms that are disagree

able ánd destructive. One year has an average of about 2 or 3 

stormy days, in which the wind attains speeds of 20 to 25 m/sec 

or more . 

Principally because of the dry air and the warm summer day, the 

evaporation rate is relatively high. Evaporation from free water 

surface averages 11 89 mm in Konya annually. The average relative 

humidity ranges between about 40% in summer to 80% in winter. 
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Figure 8 

Wind diagrams show 

the average direction and 

average frequency of the 

winds in one year ( a ). 

N I G D E N 

(11 year record) 

s 

The average wind-speeds 

range from 2 to 6 m./sec. 

N 

K 0 N Y A 

(12 year record) 

E 

s 

a). Data about wind, recorded in Karapinar were not available . 
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Only a tentative comparison can be made with data recorded 

in Konya and Nigde . Karapinar is situated roughly between 

these two towns. It lies about 1 00 km. east of Konya and 

about 130 km. W.S.W. of Nigde in the Great Konya Basin. 



Table 1 

Average stormy 
days ( b) 
Maximum wind
s peed (m/ s ec.) 
and the wind
direction 

SSE 

Jul. Aug . Sept . Oct. Nov . De c . Year 

c d I c d j c d c d c d c d c d 

0.2 - 0.3 0.1 0.1 - 0.1 - 0.1 0.2 3.1 0.1 , 1.3 

13.3 20.6 12.9 23.2 19.5 17.9 10.5 24.6 14.2 29.1 19.5 17.2 , 20.7 29.1 

NE SW NNE NNW WSW N s sw sw sw SSE NW SW sw 

b) St orm-winds have wind- speeds > 17 . 1 m/s ec . 
c) Data recorded in the Weather Bureau Station near Nigde. 
d ) Data recorded in the Weather Bureau Station near Konya. 

Table 2 - Temperature and precipitation at Karapinar ( a). 

Elevation : about 1000 m. 

month precipitation in mm . temper at ure 

ave r age 1 dr i es t wettes t max . in °c 
( b ) 1 ( c ) (d) ( e ) ( f ) 

in mm year J_':J::J/ year J_':Jb::l rainfall average 1964 
December 42 . 7 35. 1 4 1. 8 2 0 . 6 1. 9 
January 38.2 12 . 6 64.4 32 .4 -8 . 9 
February 33 . 2 26 . 1 50. 7 33 .0 0.4 

Winter 77 4 . 7 73 . 8 756 . 9 33 . 0 - 2 . 2 
March 28 . 3 2 4. 7 37. 8 2 1. 4 6 . 6 
April 24 . 4 33 . 0 64 . 4 29 . 5 8 . 9 
May 40 . 3 24.5 11 0. 6 2 7. 5 14 . 1 

Spring 93 . 0 82.2 272 . 8 29 . 5 9 . 9 
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June 22. 2 13 . 9 31. 9 25 . 1 19 . 0 
July 3 . 0 5 . 1 6.9 17.0 22 . 9 
August 0.8 4.4 20 . 7 

Swnmer 26.0 79.0 38.8 25 . 7 20.9 
September 6 . 3 0 . 0 26 . 6 14 . 9 15.3 
October 14 . 7 15. 5 5 . 7 28.0 11. 2 
November 21. 9 16. 9 16. 4 25 . 6 5 . 0 

Autumn 42.9 32.4 48.7 28.0 70.5 
Year 276.0 207.4 457.2 33.0 9.8 

Notes: (a) The Weather Station near Karapinar is a substation 

and has been installed several years ago. As its re

corded data are limited, data from the stations of 

Konya and Nigde are given in table 1 ,3 and fig. 8. 
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(b) Average precipitation, based on a 11-year record, in 

the periods 1953-1954 and 1956-1964 . 

(c) J?recipitation in 1957, the driesL yedP ll1 the 11-

year record. 

( d) Precipitation in 1963, the wettest year in the 11-

year record. 

(e) The absolute maximum rainfall in one day, based on a 

12-year record, in the period 1953-1964. 

(f) Since June 1963 temperature data could be obtained. 

Thus only average monthly temperature on an 1-year 

record through 1964 is given here. The average tem

perature based on a 30-year record in the period 

1931-1960 in Konya is given in table 3. 



Table 3 - Precipitation, Evaporation and Temperature near 
Konya ( a ). Elevation : 1026 m. 

month precipitation evapora- Temperature 
tion 

average snow average average absolute absolut 
in mm. ( days) in mm. in °c. maximum minimum 

e 

(b) ( c ) (d) (e) ( f) ( f) 

December 36.9 4.5 22 . 1 1. 6 20.0 -26.0 
January 40.9 8.6 20 .5 -0.2 16.3 -28.2 
February 32 . 3 5 .6 32.9 1. 6 23.8 -26.2 

flinter 770. 7 78.7 75.5 7. 0 23.8 -28.2 
March 31.0 2.6 65.5 5.0 28.2 - 16.4 
April 30.5 0.2 103.2 11. 0 30.4 - 6.6 
May 39.4 118.4 15. 9 33.8 - 0.7 

Spring 700.9 2.8 287. 7 70.6 33.8 -76.4 
June 25.6 145.8 19. 8 34 . 8 1.8 
July 6.3 204.2 23. 1 37.7 6.7 
August 3.7 206.2 22.9 36.8 5.3 

Summer 1 35.6 556.2 27.9 37.7 7.8 
September 10. 7 142.7 18.2 35.2 - 3.0 
October 26.8 86. 1 12. 5 31. 6 - 8.4 
November 30.8 0,8 41. 0 6.5 25.4 -19.0 

Autumn 68.3 0, 8 269.8 72.4 35.2 -79.0 
Year 375.0 22, 2 7788. 8 77. 5 37.7 -28.2 

Notes: (a) The Weather Station near Kony& has recorded more data 

than the subst ation in Karapinar and th e averages are 

based on longer periods. It is situated in the Great 

Konya Basin about 100 km westward from Karapinar. 

(b) Average pree ipi ta t ion in mm., based on a 30-year 

record, through 1960. 
(c) Average number of days, in which the snow covers 

the soil surface, based on a 30-year record, 

through 1960. 

(d) Average evaporation of a free water surface (Wilt 

evaporimeter) in mm. on a 28- year record. 

(e) Average temperature, based on a 30-year record, 

through 1960 . 

( f ) Highest and lowest temperatures on a 30-year record, 

through 1960. 
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2.4.2 Soil c l imate 

The clima t e, as i t has been described before, is not ent irely 

the same as the climate, which influences the soil-conditions. 

Big differences in moisture and temperature consequently 

related to respectively relief and exposure, occur mainly in 

the mountains and in the limestone platform. 

Due to differences in relief a large part of the rainwater 

runs over the surface and does not penetrate the soil on the 

mountain and platform slopes. It reaches the footslopes and 

the lacustrine plain, which therefore have wet t er conditions 

than may be deduced f r om the rainfall record s . 

Also the soil temperature may vary much. In winter and in the 

night cold air flows from the limestone platform and the 

mountains into the footslopes and the lacustrine plain. 

The daily summer temperature in most soils is high, because 

the vegetation is mainly poor and the soils are harren. 

Also soils , exposed on south slopes , will have other variations 

in temperature than the soils on for example norths l opes . 

As the soil climate is an important factor in soil formation, 

it is described more in detail in chapter 3. 

2.5 HYDROLOGICAL ASPECTS AND SALINITY 

By the absence of rivers the hydrological aspects of the 

surveyed area depends mainly on the precipitation. As the 

drainage conditions range from well drained to excessively 

drained, no important accumulations of water occur in the 

depressions for a long time. 

The surface of the limestone platform has locally been cut by 

several intermittent gullies, which are sloping downward the 

south-east. There the surface runoff ranges up to rapid (class 4) 
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The surface water flows over and through the escarpment to the 

lacustrine plain. If the water has reached this plain it drains 

soon to the subsoil. The groundwater table depth in the plain 

varies from about 8 to about 20 meters. 

In the past the groundwater table was not so deep in some 

places . A recent canal drains parts of Karapinar for only 

about a decade. Other canals have been dug and are draining 

farmer marches in the south near Samuk Y., mainly for 

prevention of malaria. 

Salinity. Because of their good internal drainage and the deep 

groundwater table Salinity is not a hazard to agriculture 

within the surveyed area. Some salinity may occur in the sub

soil of the lowest parts of the lacustrine plain and also on 

Lhe suils dra.iI1ed fr·om volcanic material. Sal t efflorescence 

on the soil surface has not been observed. 

2.6 LANDUSE AND VEGETATION 

2.6. 1. Idle land 

The largest part of the Erosion Camp Area has been idle land 

for the last years and was in native pasture formerly. Sheeps 

and goats have been grazed in herds, probably for centuries. 

Livestock graze selectively and they remove more leaves from 

some plants than from others. Their selection of plants for 

grazing varies with the season and the degree of use. For 

this reason , pasture responds to grazing in different ways . 

Some kinds of plants decrease ("decreaser "), some increase 

("increaser"), and others originally not present, may invade 

("invaders"). 

In this overgrazed area the composit ion of the vegetation will 

have been determined mainly by intensive grazing sheeps and 
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goats. 

The plants are mainly increasers and invaders. So, on c layey 

soils mainly Peganum harmala (Üzerlik) occurs, which is not 

liked by livestock and mainly Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir) on 

sandy soils. 

The vegetation cover is now very slowly becoming to have a 

new composition, because grazing is limited. 

A provisional collection of the most occurring plants in the 

Erosion Camp Area has been compiled. The collected plants have 

been identified by Mr . Dr. Ri za Çetik , dozent of the Botanie 

Univers ity of Ankar a . 

List of scientif i c and l ocal plant names 

Plants on mainly calcareous sandy soils: 

Scienti f ic name 

Artemisia fragrans 
Il Il scoparia 

Bromus tectorum 

Ajuga chia 

Marrubium parviflorum 

Salvia cryptantha 

Alhagi camelorum 

Astragalus microcephalus 

Verbascum cheiranthifolium 

Common tu:r>kish name 

Pi ren 
Il 

Ipelek 

9aplak or Kisa malunut 

Tapir 

Ada çay 

Yandak 

Geven 

Plants on mainly calcareous loamy and clayey soils : 
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Halimione portulacoides 

Achillea santolina Bin Yaprak Otu 



Centaurea triumettii 

Cirsium acarna 

Inula 

Tragopogon pratensis 

Convolvulus lineatus 

Isatis tinctoria 

Sinapis arvensis 

Euphorbia tinctoria 

Phlomis ameniaca 

Teucrium orientale 

Alhagi camelorum 1) 

Onobrychis sativa 

Glaucium corniculatum 

Mclilotus officinalis 

Adonis flammea 

Reseda lutea 

Verbascum ballsianum 
Il lasianthum 

Zozimia absinthifolia 

Peganum harmala 

Gökba;; 

Yemlik 

Kahkana çiçegli 

Deh sar-i 

Hardol 

Sütlegen 

Alanotu or Hazeran 

Yandak 

Gelineik 

Kan damlasi 

Çiçegi 

Sugir kuyrugu 

Cörtük 

Üzerli.k 

1) Occurs on sandy, loamy and clayey soils. 

Appendix III gives the scientific names of plants, which may 

occur in the Great Konya Basin and which are listed by 

ZHUKOVSKY, P. and H. BIRAND. 
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2.6.2 Management of pasture land. 

Many areas in the Erosion Camp Area are not suitable for erop 

cultivation . In the future, when the vegetation of the idle 

land will be returned to excellent conditions, it seems to be 

possible to allow some limited grazing here. Succesful grazing 

can only be obtained if the principles of grazing management 

are respected (U SDA 1954, no. 61). 

There are four prirnary requirements which need to be met to 

practice pasture conservation through management of grazing: 

1. Proper degree of pasture use, considering the kinds of 

pasture plants to be encouraged in the pasture. 

2. Proper season of use, considering the need of the 

vegetation for irnprovement and the need of livestock for 

f orage . 

3. Proper distribution of grazing throughout the pasture, 

so that, within practical limits, most of the pasture will 

be grazed to the proper degree. 

4, Proper kinds of livestock, considering the nature of the 

pastureland and the kind of forage furnished by pasture 

plants. 

Several areas, around the Erosion Camp Area are overgrazed and 

become more and more susceptible to wind-erosion. It should be 

very useful, when the herdsmen and people around the Erosion 

Camp Area would learn about the methods and the profits of a 

proper use of their grazing land. Properly grazing can be 

done by careful herding. 

sub. 1. Proper degree of pastureland use. 

Degree of pasture use refers to the amount of the current 

annual forage growth which is removed by grazing. This is 

important to the herdsman because it affects the physiology 

of the plant, which in turn governs its production and ability 
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to compete with the plants around it. 

Proper pastureland use is a degree of grazing that will restore 

or maintain high pastureland condition. For rapid improvement 

of pastureland in poor condition, the pasture should not be 

used during the growing season. 

The proper degree of pasture use on pastureland in excellent 

condition is removal by grazing of about half the current 

years growth. The growth left on the pasture forms a mulch 

that s lows erosion and increases intake of moisture for growth 

the following year. 

sub 2. Proper season of use . 

The proper time to graze a given pastureland depends on the 

characteristics of that land , the pasture plants it supports, 

the growth periods of the principal plants , and the condition 

of the pastureland. 

If pastureland improvement is the main objective , it can be 

hastened by permitting the plants to grow unmolested for part 

or all of the growing season . The longer the rest period, the 

more rapidly the pasture improves toward excellent pastureland 

condition. If no forage growth i s removed, a mulch accumulates. 

This mulch brings more rapid improvement of the pastureland 

because it creates a condition mo s t favorable to the decreaser 

plants . The practice of not grazing pastureland for a time 

during the growth period is called deferred grazing (USDA 1954 ). 

sub . 3. Proper distribution of grazing. 

If proper degree of pastureland use is to be accomplished over 

an entire pasture, the distribution of grazing within the 

pasture requires planning. Livestock tend to graze most in 

areas near water, where the relief is gentle and near roads 

and trails . Distant corners and steep terrain are likely to be 

undergrazed. Poor grazing distribution may be caused by too few 
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wateri ng places, or by l ocating shade, resting grounds, and 

water all at one place. Concentration of livestock causes 

severe use in parts of a pasture. Too few watering places, or 

watering places that are poorly located, are the indirect 

cause of blowouts. 

Watering places should be distributed in a way which will 

encourage livestock to graze a pasture uniformly. When sheep 

and goats are under herd, the herdsman can see that all part s 

of the pastureland are uniformly grazed. To avoid excessive 

trampling, livestock should be held in open and well spreadout 

bands and not be driven over the same trails day after day 

to water or bed grounds. Frequent shifting of bed grounds also 

is desirable or herds should be allowed to bed-down where night 

overtakes them. Modern sheepmen in other places of the world, 

fence their lands into paddocks, thereby eliminating herding 

and the concentration of animals which occurs with herding even 

under the most careful management. 

Control of blowouts . Blowouts produce little or no forage and 

are centers from where shifting sand blows and destroys more 

soils and vegetation. They can be revegetated to productive 

pasture. 

Burning of pasture is likely to be very harmful. 

2.6.3 Cropland and young woodland 

Arable land occurs mainly in the northwestern part of the 

described area. Chiefly wheat, rye and barley are cultivated 

in dry farming system here. 

The original allotment was not suitable. Farmland was split-up 

to a great extend in this area. A re-allotment has been 

carried out inside the Erosion Camp Area a few years ago . Now 

the fields are rectangular and are arranged in strips. These 
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strips are uniform in width ( about 50 meters ) , usually straight 

and are laid out as nearly as possible at right angles to the 

direction of the dominant winds. 

Dry farming practices are applied in this wind-strip cropping 

system. The cultivated strip, which is left fallow every 

second year, adjoins a fallow plowed one and serves as a 

buffer strip . 

Crop yields in dry farming depend largely on the climate . 

Yields of wheat and rye range from about 400 to 900 kilograms 

per ha. and generally depend on the amoun t and distribution 

of rainfall. Crop yields are also affected by diseases, insects, 

fertility of the soils and differences in soil management. 

Conserving moisture is most important in the Erosion Camp Area 

It seems that the yields of small grains in the fields on the 

footslopes of the escarpment are somewhat larger t han those in 

the plain, probably because the crops on the footslopes can 

profit from water, that comes from the limestone platform. 

All the soils of the Erosion Camp Area have a very 101-1 content 

of organic matter. Additional organic matter is needed by all 

the soils to improve structure and to increase the water

holding capacity. Organic matter can be supplied by a erop 

rotation of low intensity by green-manure crops and by heavy 

application of animal manure. To add manure, however, is not 

easy at the moment. 

Acarla (1956) has described this problem as follows: 

"Unfortunately under present conditions , one can not recommend 

to the farmers to use the animal manure exclusively for their 

fields either. It is a common practice among the farmers to 

use the animal manure as a source of heat. Only in the future, 

when fuel prices will be low enough to warrant the use of 

animal manure for fertilizing purposes, that the farmers may 

start using i t to fertilize their fields " . 

During the survey some experiments were undertaken by Topraksu 
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with papilionaceous crops like Onobriches sativa and Melilotus 

officinalis in a wind-strip cropping system. 

A number of wells have been dug and several pumping stations 

have been built in the last year s . 

By pumping irrigation is tried to redu ce t he water s hortage 

of certain crops in s everal new reclamations. These reclamations 

vary from the cultivation of vege tables to the care of young 

tree pla ntations. 

Young trees of , for example , Pinus nigrum, Acacia , Tamarix , 

wild cherry, wild olive and wild almond have been planted along 

tracks and in several other places in the Erosion Camp Area. 

They are watered by hand with water, transported in tank

wagons. No big trees occur in the Erosion Camp Area. Some 

larger trees can be found only outside the Erosion Camp Area, 

planted along the asfalt road. 

Nitrogen and phosphorus are most likely t o be t he n ext limiting 

factors in the irrigated fields, when the water deficit has 

sufficiently been reduced by irrigation . 

Nitrogen because the content of organic matter is low and 

phosphorus because the soils have a very high content of lime. 

Only the most water-soluble forms of phosphorus should be used. 

The lime interferes with the absorption of iron by some crops 

and this causes chlorosis in some crops in several places, 

All the arable land in the Erosion Camp Area needs special care , 

that wil l prevent damage by winderosion . Pract i ces , which help 

to control winderosion are growing crops in a suitable 

sequence, stripcropping and a proper use of erop residues, 

2.7 THE ACTIVITIES IN THE EROSION CAMP AREA. 

This chapter mentions very briefly the activities in the 

Erosion Camp Area. 
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According to the Topraksu authorities the most important task 

in the Erosion Camp Area is to stabilize the drifting sand . 

In about 1952 a rule has been made, which forbids grazing 

inside the area surveyed . This area ha s been fenced in by 

barbed wires in the year s 1962 and 1963 and s everal new tracks 

have been made to attain that the area i s better accessible . 

Drifting dunes are being stabilized by reed windbreaks s ince 

that time . In several places t he drifting sand between the 

windbreaks has been planted with rye. Here the dune sand is 

very sensitive for winderosion. In other places young trees 

of different kind have been planted in the dune sand along 

tracks and in the fields. All these plantations seemed to be 

in an experimental stage, during the time of the soil s urvey 

(1965). 

Several pumping stations have been built and the water is 

added to the different crops by basin- and furrowirrigation , by 

sprinkles irrigation, or plants are watered by hand. 

Several new reclamations were carried out. x) 

Topraksu employs labourers, who live mainly in the region around 

Karapinar. These people can learn about modern conservation of 

soil and water here . They are taught in modern management of 

cropland and pasture too (see chapter 2 .6. 2 ). 

x) In 1965 a large experimental irrigated garden was established 

near Kindam, which seemed to succeed very well. Still more 

pumps and storage basins are under construction T.de Meester 

2.8 WILDLIFE 

The soils of the Erosion Camp Area produce food, cover and 

protection for a few species of wildlife. 

The common game in the area surveyed is the hare, which has 
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more protection in the fenced surveyed area than in the 

surrounding grazing areas in the Great Konya Basin. 

Very few foxes live in this area and it seems that in winter 

wolves may come from the mountains into the plain. 

Few kinds of birds live in the recorded area. Pigeons are most 

common. A few birds of prey hunt on rodents, mainly Citellus 

spp. Also vultures occur. 

The surveyed area serves occasionally as meeting place for 

migratory birds, mainly storks. 
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3 Pedogenesis and biological activity 

The factors of soil formation are so closely interrelated in 

their effects, that only a few general remarks can be made. 

The main factors, governing the soil forming processes in the 

Erosian Camp Area are: 

1. The parent material 

2. The soil climate 

3 The relief and drainage 

4. The t ime 

5. The biosphere 

6. The human being 

s ub. 1. Several classes of parent material can be distinguished 

in the area s urveyed. 

a. Parent material, which has been transported and redeposited, 

occurs in the Aeolian sandplain, in the lacustrine plain 

and partly in the volcanic mountains. 

Aeolian, carbonatie , sandy material of the sandplain is 

probably of lacustrine ori gin , derived from limestone of 

the surround ing limestone mountain s . The sandy material has 

been sorted by wi nd to a unifor m fine sand and blown i n to 

a complex pattern of dunes or in sheets over the underlying 

lacustrine deposits. The weathered mater.ial and volcanic 

ash may partly be reworked by wind in the volcanic mountains. 

Lacustrine sediments are carbonat ie , often strat ified 

sandy, loamy and clayey and occur in the lacustrine plain 

or are underlying the Aeolian sandplain. They seem mainly 
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to be derived from limestone of the limes tone platform and 

mountains and have often layers of entire s hells in which 

Dreissens ia spec . are dominant. In places i t i s mixed with 

volcanic ash or with sandy beach deposits. 

Beach deposits , which are carbonatie and calcareous , 

often stratified and gravelly to sandy, have been thrown up 

at a level of about 101 0 to 1015 meters along the foreshore 

of the pleistocene lake. The material i s derived from the 

limestone platform or the volcanic mountain, and is commonly 

thinning out over the lacustrine deposits. 

In a few places it seems to be mixed with volcanic ash. 

Fragments of shells occur throughout the profile. 

Colluvial sandy deposits, which are carbonatie and 

angular cobbly, occur along the escarpment of the limestone 

plattorm and are thinning out over' dbrasion debr i::; and 

over the lacustrine deposits. 

b. Parent material formed in places from unconsolidated igneous 

and soft rocks are also in the recorded area. 

Parent material produced from unconsolidated igneous 

rocks occur in the volcanic mountains, between the rock 

outcrop. They are mainly angular cobbly volcanic sandy 

materials, which may be reworked by wind and water in some 

places. 

Parent material produced from soft to hard limestone 

occurs on the limestone platform. The soil has mainly been 

formed in the chalky material, which aften overlies hard 

limestone. 

sub. 2. The soil climate may differ much from the atmospheric 

climate and comprises a number of climatic factors (Mohr 1954) 

They are mainly: a - The soiltemperature 

b - The watercondition 

c - The humidity of the air 

d - The nature and state of vegetation 
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Exact data of the three first factors in the area surveyed 

were not available. Only a tentative compari son with some data, 

r ecorded in Konya, may give t he s i ze-order of s everal da t a. 

a . The average year t emperature of the soil i s 13,1°C at 15 cm 

and 13 , 6°C at 50 cm depth near Konya. I n win ter t he average 

mont hly temperature ranges f r om 1 , 4°C to 3 ,0° C at 15 cm 
0 0 and from 4,2 C t o 6,8 C at 50 cm. In s ummer the average 

0 0 monthly t emper ature ranges fr om 22 ,0 C to 25 ,5 C at 15 c m 
0 0 and from 19 , 5 C to 23 , 9 C at 50 cm depth . Thus these soils 

belong to the c l ass of mesic soi ls ( USDA 7th Appr. 1964). 

b. As the groundwatertable is deep (depth ranges from 8 to 

25 meters or more), the watercondition of the well drained 

to excessively drained soils depends mainly on the 

distribution and amount of the precipitation in the year, on 

the fieldcapacit y, on the soi l, on the exposure and on the 

evapotranspiration. 

c. The relative humidity of the air in Konya has a year average 

of 60 %. It is characterized by wide daily and seasonal 

variations . The monthly average ranges from 40 % in August 

to 80 % in December . 

In the afternoon the daily variation has its minimum 

humidity value. Occasionally it may fall below 4 %. 

d . In the idle land the surface is harren or covered with 

a poor steppe vegetation, which will not have important 

i n fluence on t he daily t emperatur e variations of the soil. 

The arable l and is cul tivated according to principles of 

dr y farming. So the cult i va ted f i e l ds are le f t fallow and 

plowed every other year . 

sub 3 . The relief and drainage . 

The Aeolian sandplain consists of mainly excessively drained 

to somewhat excessively drained dunes which are nearly level 

to very steep . 

The lacustrine plain is mainly level to nearly level and is 
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in some places gently undulating. Its soils are well- to 

somewhat excessively drained. 

The volcanic mountains are nearly level to very steep and run

off flows over the barren rock outcrops to the well drained to 

excessively drained depression s . 

The limestone platform is nearly level to very steep and has 

somewhat excessively drained soils. 

No reduced soils, even subsoils, have been found in the area 

surveyed. Iron occurs in ferric farms as faint, small mottles 

in the substratum, indicating that the drainage conditions of 

the soils in the plain may have been a little wetter before the 

drainage canals were made. 

sub 4. The time. 

According to Chaput (1947), the limestone platform dates from 

tert i ary per i ods . Thus these soi ls are o l der than those of the 

plains . The soils of the platform, which lie inside the Erosion 

Camp Area, are on the edge of the platform and are eroded, 

Also the soils of the volcanic mountains existed before the 

pleistocene lake dried up, except the beachdeposits. These 

last ones date from pleistocene periods and a ca-horizon 

occurs, in which calciumcarbonate has accumulated as lime 

pendants and has cemented the pebbles in some places. 

The soils of the Aeolian sandplain are younger, but show 

partly more soilformation. A faint ca-layer with lime accu

mulation occurs at a certain depth. These soils occur near 

very recent sandy deposits, which are still drifting. 

The soils of the lacustrine plain date also of pleistocene 

periods. These soils have a faint to well expressed ca layer, 

which may be a weak calcic horizon in some places. They also 

have a es layer with gypsum accumulation in the substratum . 

In some places a gypsic horizon occur. 

sub 5. The biosphere. 

Because of the soils of the Erosion Camp Area are well drained 
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to excessively drained and are dry for long periods, the former 

overgrazed plantcover is poor. The plants add little organic 

matter to the soil, give scant protection against water and 

wind, and provide very meager shade. For this reason the soils 

seem to be poor habitats for microorganisms and have a very 

low content of organic matter ( < 1 %). 

The biological activity, however, is considerable. All soils of 

the surveyed area except the sandy material of the drifting 

dunes, have been more or less subject to the disturbing 

activities of soil <ligging rodents mainly species of Citellus 

(German: ziesel, Turkish: tarla fare). Also some few Spalax 

species (blind mouse or Köstebek) occur. The disturbed soil is 

clearly sho•m in the soil profile by the occurence of 

Krotovinas . Another kind of disturbance is also observed . 

Rounded casts of about mm diameter occur in the solum or 

fill earthy cocoonlike elongated holes of about 1 cm diameter. 

The walls of these holes are plastered with massive soil mate

rial and often occur in the caliche-like layer too. These 

cocoon-like tubular pieces of soil are probably built by inseds. 

s ub.6. It seems that this region, in which the Erosion Camp 

Area lies, has been inhabited in neolithic times. Fragments 

made of obsidian, like those found on Catal Hüyük and described 

by the Mellaert (1964) are occasionally found between dunes. 

Also human homes, fragments of ancient potteries, ancient 

tracks, seVeral very old wells occur aboriginal in places. 

Also the very few and relative small dwelling mounts (Turkish: 

hüyüks), which occur in this region, indicate that this region 

was sparsely populated and the influence of men on the soils 

has mainly been through his livestock. The herds of mainly 

sheeps and goats have overgrazed the poor steppe vegetation. In 

few places the soils have been disturbed by men, mainly around 

villages, where the soil is often excavated for manufactoring 

sun-dried bricks. 
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4 Mapping procedures 

The soil survey was carried out according to modern 

methods. The fieldwork has been supported by the use of aerial 

photographs as a result of which the soil boundaries could be 

plotted accurately and time could be saved for the fieldwork 

necessary to investigate the soil properties of the map units 

in great detail. 

4, 1 PHOTOINTERPRETATION 

The scale of the available photographs was about 1:40.000. The 

quality of these glossy contact prints on single weight paper 

was excellent. 

After an exploratory survey and previous to the fieldwork, a 

"preliminary photointerpretation map for soil survey purposes " 

was compiled by means of stereoscopie study, interpretation 

and analysis of the aerial photographs of the area surveyed. 

The analysis was directly drawn with grease pencil on the photos. 

Next, the field survey was planned and the fieldwork was 

started. 

4.2 FIELDWORK 

The fieldwork was carried out in the months May and June 1965. 
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When the a uthor travelled over the Er osion Camp Area, he 

observed and recorded steepness, length and shape of slopes , 

kinds of native plants or crops, kinds of rocks and many facts 

about the soils. He examined about 40 soilpits, which expose 

undisturbed soil profiles. 

A soil profile is the sequence of natural layers or horizons 

in a soil. It extends from the surface down into the parent 

material, which has not been changed much by leaching or by 

roots of plants. The main soil properties of the profile, such 

as texture, gravel, stones, colour (according to the Munsell 

notation), structure, consistency, porosity, mottling, roots, 

etc. were determined and recorded on the spot. 

Other features taken into consideration are the external 

characteris tic s l ike topography, surface morphology, e t c. 

The places of the p:rofiles were carefully chosen and located 

on the a erial photo or topographic f i el d map ( scal e 1 : 25 . 000 ) . 

At representative sites the soilprofile was described in detail 

according to the instructions of the Soil Survey Manual 

(Handbook 18) of the U.S.D.A. (1951). The diagnostic horizons 

of these selected profil.es were determined and these prof iles 

were classified according to the 7th Approximation of the new 

U.S.D.A. soil classification system (1960). 

The soils are also classified in great soil groups (Thorp 1949) 

Two soil peels (large monoliths) have been made from selected, 

well sampled and well described profil.es. Photographs of 

these 2 soil peels are printed in Appendix II . Soil samples, 

taken from these soil profil.es have been used for research in 

Ankara and Wageningen. The results are given in tables 4 and 

5, Appendix II. Also about 800 holes were bored to expose 

soil profil.es by means of a soil auger (Edelman type). 

In some places deep borings were done to a depth of 300 to 

400 cm in order to investigate the nature of the subsoil, 

The observation sites were precisely pinpointed on the aerial 
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photo and on the topographic field map. Also the landuse was 

precisely noted. 

Finally a field check was carried out of the entire obtained 

field soil map ( scale 1:25.000) by checking the characteristics 

of the soils in all mapping units and by checking the correct 

position of the majority of map unit boundaries. 

4.3 SOIL MAP COMPILATION 

By compiling the soildata, obtained by fieldwork as well as by 

the results of photointerpretation, a semi-detailed soilmap 

on scale 1:50.000 has been produced, The field soilmap has 

been compiled on a basis of a tracing copy from the national 

topographic sheets 1:25.000. Later this field soilmap was 

reduced photographically to scale 1:50.000. 

The soilmap published has a high standard of accuracy with 

regard to the topographic position of the plotted soil 

boundaries as well as to the nature of the soil units. The 

mapping units are uniform within the limits of tolerated im

purity. 

4.4 METHODS OF ANALYSES 

The physical and chemical properties of selected soils in the 

Erosion Camp Area are shown in table 3 and 4, Appendix II. 

The tests were made in the laboratories in Ankara and 

Wageningen. 

The mechanical analyses were made with the pipette method with 

dispersion by sodium hexametaphosphate and with and without 

HCl treatment. The basic texture classes, used in this report, 

are based on the size distribution, without elimination of lime. 
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In the field the texture is estimated by the way the soil feels, 

when rubbed between the fingers and it is later checked by 

laboratory analyses as often as possible, 

The chemical properties were determinated according the methods, 

described in Agriculture Handbook, no 60 of United States 

Salinity Laboratory Staff.(1954). 

Soil chemical analysis has been limited very much. 
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5 The soil map 

Soil surveying consists of the examination, classification, 

and mapping of soils in the fields. The soils are classified 

and named according to uniform procedures . To use this report 

efficiently, it is necessary to know the kinds of groupings 

most used in this local soil classification. 

5. 1 SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

Soils, that have profiles almost alike, make up a soil series. 

Except for different texture in the surface layer, the major 

horizons of all the soils of one series are similar in thick

ness, arrangement and other important distinguishing character

istics. Each soil series is named fora village, mountain or 

other geographic feature near the place where a soil of that 

series was first mapped in the Erosion Camp Area, 

Many soil series contain soils that differ in minor character 

istics such as texture. Such differences in texture make it 

necessary to separate a series into types. Owing to t he semi

detailed character of the survey, the soils are mostly mapped 

on series-level. Several times subdivision of a soil series 

into a group of soi l types was possible. This s ubdivision is 

based on the texture of the surface soil, which is grouped in 

general terms of three classes (See glossary, Chap.5.2) 

Karafaki clayey soils and Karafaki sandy soils are two groups 
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of soil types in the Karafaki series . The general difference 

in texture of their surface layer is apparent from their names. 

Some soil series, groups of soil types or complexes of soil 

series vary so much in degree of erosion, number and size of 

stones, or some other feature affecting their use that practical 

s uggestion about their management could not be made if they 

were shown on the soil map as one unit. Such soil series, groups 

of soil types or complex of soil series are divided into soil 

phases. The name of a soil phase indicates a feature which 

affects management. For example, Günagili complex, stabilized 

dark sandy soils (map unit Dd.3.1) and Günagili complex, dark 

sandy soils, wind-eroded phase,(map unit Dd.3.2) are two of 

several phases of Günagili complex, a complex of soil series 

which ranges in erosion from stabilized to wind-eroded. 

In some areas difterent kinds of soils occur in such small 

areas or in such intricate association that it is not practical 

to show them separately on the soil map at this scale. 

Therefore this mixture of soils is shown as one mapping unit and 

is called a soil complex. A soil complex is named for the major 

soil series in it, in this report. For example, in the 

Ecelertolu complex (mapunit Tp 3-2), sandy soils, the Ecelertolu 

soil series is the most important series. 

Sometimes , very few clear geographic features occur in the 

field and on the topographic map. In that case the name of the 

occurring feature is divided in A and B. For example, the Komoba 

complex (mapunit Dd 1. 1) consists of two soil series, namely; 

the Komoba A soil series and the Komoba B soil series, 

Also, on the soil map, areas are shown that are so rocky, or so 

frequently worked by wind that they scarcely can be called soils. 

These areas are shown on a soil map like other mapping units, 

but they are given descriptive names, such as Active dune land 

or Basalt rock land, and are called miscellaneous land types 

rather than soils. 
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For the sake of convenience the various soils in the Erosion 

Camp Area have been arranged in a number of "soil associations". 

Same of the soil associations are closely related and in 

places merge with one another without a distinct line of 

demarcation. Others are more distinct and are separated by 

more obvious boundaries. 

For the grouping of the soils in soil associations, the 4 main 

landscape units (see chapter 2.3 ) are used, because they have 

all a specific range of geographically related soils. 

5.2 TERMINOLOGY AND GLOSSARY 

The term.inology ( terms and abbreviations) used in this 

report and in soil descriptions is according to those 

recommanded for international use by the Soil Survey Manual 

et al. 

The most common terms and abbreviations are repeated: 

Aeolian (eolian) soils: Soils formed from materials deposited 

by winds. 

Alluvial soil: Soil formed from alluvium and showing li ttle 

or no modification of the original materials by soil-forming 

processes. 

Alluviwn:Fine material, such as sand, silt or clay, that has 

been deposited by streams. 

Association~ soil: A group of soils physiographically and 

geographically associated in a characteristic pattern. 

BOX'chan: is an isolated mound of sand travelling forward as a 

dune of crescentic form, The sandfall is on the concave side 

and the horns of the crescent trail forward in advance of the 

main body. 

BlOUJout : An excavation produced by wind action in loose soil, 

generally sand. 
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CaZcareous soil: Soil which contains enough calcium carbonate 

(aften with magnesium carbonate ) to form bubbles visible to 

the naked eye when treated with cold, dilute hydrochloric acid. 

Soil that i s alkine in reaction because of the presence of 

free cal cium carbonate. 

CaZcisol .' A soil which occurs on highly calcareous parent 

rnaterial in arid and semi-arid regions. In these soils 

accumulated cal cium carbonate ha s formed a horizon. Calcisols 

differ from zonal soils in not having an accumulation of 

silicate c lay minerals in the B horizon. 

Caliche: A braad term for more or less strongl y cemented depo

si ts of calcium carbonate in many soils of arid and semi-arid 

areas. 

When near the surface or exposed by erosion, the rnaterial 

har'den~. 

Carbonatie soil: A soil containing more than 40 percent 

carbonates (aften calcium, carbonates and magnesium carbonate) 

in the fine earth portion (less than 2 mm). 

Clay: Mineral soil particles l ess than 0 .00 2 mm in diameter . 

See also texture . 

Clayey soil : See texture . 

Climax vegetation: The stabilized plant communi ty on a particlar 

natural environment ; it reproduces itself and does not change 

so long as the environment does not change. 

CoUuviwn: (colluvial deposits ). Mixed deposits of rock fragme nts 

and coarse soil rnaterials near the bases of steep s l opes . The 

deposits have accumula ted as the result of soil creep, slides 

or local wash. 

Complex, soil: An association in which two or more soils are 

so intricately intermixed that it is not practical to show 

them separately at the scale of rnapping used. 

Decreasers: Any of the climax plants most heavily grazed . 

Because they are the most palatable , they are the first to be 
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destroyed by overgrazing. 

Deferred grazing: Postponing grazing for a prescribed period 

to improve the vigor of the vegetation stand or to allow seed 

production. 

Desert pavement:(erosion pavement). A cover of gravel and small 

rock fragments left on the surface of the soil after finer 

particles have been removed from the s urface horizons by wind. 

Dominant winds : As used in this report, winds which produce 

the largest and most darnaging wind-erosion. 

Dune:A mound or ridge of sand piled up by wind. 

Erosion: The wearing away or removal of soil material by wind 

or water. 

Erosion l?azard: Relative susceptibility to wind or water 

erosion. Relative terms are slight, moderate and severe. 

Great soil group: Any one of several broad groups of soils with 

fundamental characteristics in common. 

Increasers:Species in the climax vegetation which increase in 

relative amount as the more desirable plants are reduced by 

close grazing; they are commonly shorter than decreasers, and 

some are less palatable to livestock. 

Intrazonal soil: Any of the great soil groups having rather 

well developed soil characteristics that reflect the dominating 

influence of some local factor of relief, parent materials, or 

age over the affect of the clirnate and vegetation. 

Invaders : Plants which come in and grow after the cli max vege

tation has been reduced by grazing. 

Lithosol: A soil having little or no evidence of soil develop

ment and consisting rnainly of a partly weathered mass of rock 

fragments or of nearly barren rock. 

Loamy soil: See texture. 

/vklrl: In this report a broad term for an earthy deposit mainly 

of calcium carbonate mixed with clay and other impurities. 

Neogene : A period of geologie time which occured between about 
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2 and 30 million years ago. Also, geologie materials deposited 

during the Neogene period. 

Pha se, soi Z: In thi s report, a subdivision o f a soil series, 

soil type , or other unit in t he natural, or taxonomie, 

class i f ication of so ils, The subdivision is based on differ

ences in the soil series, which affect management, 

Prevalent winds : Winds, which blow with the greates t frequency 

at any p lace . 

RegosoZ: An Azonal group of soils without defini te genet ic 

horizons and developing from deep unconsolidated or soft 

rocky deposits. 

Sand: Individual rock or mineral fragments in soils having 

diameters ranging from 0.05 to 2.0 millimeters. See texture. 

Sandy soiZs: See texture, 

Series, so-iZ: A group of soils that have genetic horizons 

similar, except for the texture of the surface soil, as to 

differentiating characteristics and arrangement in the soil 

profile and developed from a particular type of parent material. 

A series may include two or more soil types that differ from 

one another in the texture of the surface soil. 

Si Z t: See texture. 

SZip-faae : A lee slope of the dune , where the slope of the 

surface reaches the limit of steepness imposed by the angle of 

shear of deposited material. 

SoiZ : The natural medium for the growth of land plants on the 

surface of the earth; composed of organic and mineral mater ials. 

SoiZ depth : The depth of soil material, in which plant root s 

can penetrate readily to obtain water and nutrients. It is the 

depth toa layer which, in physical properties, differs from 

the overlying material to such extend as to prevent or seriously 

retard the growth of roots. The depth classes are: 

Shallow soils 0-40 cm 

Moder. deep soils 0 - 80 cm 
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Deep soils 0-120 cm 

Very deep Il 0- > 120 cm 

Surface layer: The topmost layer in the soil profile, regardless 

of the thickness of this layer. 

Surface soil 

Subsurface soil 

Subsoil 

approx. 
Il 

Il 

0-20 cm (ploughlayer) 

20-100 cm (solum) 

100 cm 

Substratum : Any layer lying beneath the s olum, or true soil; 

t he C horizon. 

Texture, soil: The r elative proportions of sand, s ilt and clay 

particles in a ma s s of soil. 

Basic soil textural Abbr . General terms: 

Class names : Four classes : Three classes : 

Sands s ~ Coarse-textured } Loamy sands ls soils Sandy soils 
Sandy loam sl } Moder.codrse-tex. 
Fine sandy loam fsl soils 
Loam l 

} Silt loam sil Medium-textured Loamy soils 
Sil t si soils 
Cl ay loam c l 

} Fine text. 

Sandy clay loam scl 
Sil ty c lay sicl 
Sandy c lay loam se soils Clayey soils 
Silty clay sic 
Clay c 

Type, soil: A subdivision of the soil s eries tha t i s made on the 

basis of differences in the texture of the surfac e layer. 

Winnowed soil: Soil from which the wind has removed the finer 

par tic les . 
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5 . 3 MAP LEGEND; THE GUIDE TO THE SERIES AND MAPPING UNITS; 
PROPORTIONAL AND ABSOLUTE EXTENT OF THE MAPPING UNITS. 

1) 

page per- hectares 
cent 

D 

Dd 

Dd. l 

1Dd.1.1 1 

1Dd. 1 . 2 I 

1Dd .1. 3 1 

1Dd. 2 .1 J 

Dd.3 

[?5G33 

1 Dd. 3 . 2 1 

AEOLIAN SANDPLAIN. 2 ) 

Shif ting and s tabili zed s and dunes 

Komoba A and B seri es 

Komoba complex, s tabilized s andy 
soils, l ow hummocky 

3) 

Komoba complex, s andy soils, wind 
eroded phase 

Komoba complex, s andy soils, over
blown phase, high hummocky 

Active dune l and 

Günagili A and B series 

Günagili complex , stabi li zed dark 
s andy soils , l ow hummocky 

68 

70 

73 

75 

76 

80 

Günagili complex, dark sandy soils , 83 
wind eroded phase 

I Dd . 4 .11 Dark active dune l and 

L LACUSTRINE PLAIN 2 ) 

84 

Lm 

Lm.4 

g 
JLm.4. 3 1 

~.5] 
Lp 

Lp. l 

1Lp .1. 1 1 

Lp . 2 

1 Lp . 2 .1 1 

Marl soi ls 3 ) 

Karafak i seri es 

Karafaki c l ayey soils 

Karaf ak i cl ayey soils , phase with 
few to common l ow sandhills 

Karafaki s andy soils , phas e with 
common to many low s andhills 

Karafaki sandy s oils 
3 ) 

Soils of t h e sandplain 

Kindam s eries 

Ki ndam sandy soils 

Kay1r l1k a9 1 seri es 

Kay1rl1ka91 dark gravelly sandy 
soi ls 

90 

9 1 

92 

93 

96 

98 

49 

19 

10 

3 

12 

3 

x 

2 

29 

3 

2 

2 

19 

6770 

2600 

1330 

355 

1720 

370 

95 

300 

3965 

46 0 

17 0 

265 

330 

2555 

185 
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Mv 

Mv 

Mv. 1 

1 Mv.1.1 1 

Mv.2 

VOLCANIC MOUNTAINS 
2) 

Soils of volcanic mountains a nd hills 3) 

Andikll series 

Andikli angular cobbly sandy soi l s 100 

Kartan series 

78 

x 

~ 
T 

Kartan gravelly sandy soils 

Basalt rock land 

LIMESTONE PLATFORM (TERRACES ) 
3) 

Soils of flat terraces 

4) 2 ) 

101 3 

102 14 

4 

Tp 

Tp. 1 Apak series 

ITp.1.1 1 Apak angular cobbly s andy soils 106 

Tp . 3 

1 Tp . 3 . 1 1 

Karata9 series 

Karata9 grave lly sandy soils 107 

Karat a9 sandy soils 108 

Ecel ertol u series 

Ece l ertolu complex , angular cobbly 11 0 
sandy soils 

/ Tp . 3 . 2 1 Ece l ertolu compl ex , sandy soi l s 11 1 

U MAN DI STURBED LAND 

66 

Recent man disturbed land 

Ancient man disturbed land 

x Less than 1 percent 

map unit 

Total 

11 3 

11 3 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

2425 

25 

470 

1930 

600 

55 

185 

135 

45 

180 

100 

55 

45 

13860 



Notes : 

5 .4 THE SOILS . 

1) The surfaces were measured with a " Kent " 

compen sation planime ter on the field s oil 

map ( scale 1 :25 .000 ) . 

The measurements of the surfaces have a n 

accuracy of about ~ 5 hectares. 

2 ) So il associations . 

3 ) Sub-soil assoc i at i on s , descr i bed in " Soil s 

of the Great Konya Basin, Reconnaissance 

Survey, in press. 

4) In the reconnaissance survey of the Konya 

Basin, the Limestone platform is included 

in a larger integrant landform-unit, called 

" Terraces 11 ( Soils of the Grea t Konya Basin, 

Reconnaissance Survey , in press.). 

This chapter describes systematically the soil associations, 

the soil series and the mapping units of the Erosion Camp Area. 

For general information about the soils the reader is referred 

to the general description, which describes briefly the soils 

of the soil association and precedes the description of the 

soil series and mappi ng units . After th i s , the soi l series 

are first described and then the mapping units in these series. 

The descr i ption of complexes of so i l series fo l lows the 

reverse sequence. 

Unless otherwise stated, the colors given describe the surface 

layer when dry and the underlying layers when moist. 

Readers, who want detailed descriptions of characteristic soil 

profiles, as well as physical and chemical analyses, should 

see Appendix II. 
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The locat ion and extent of the soils in the Erosion Camp Area 

are shown on the semi-detailed soil map (Appendix IV). 

The map legend, the guide to the series and mapping units, the 

proportional extent and the absolute surface in hectares of 

each mapping unit are given in chapter 5.3 . 

In parentheses the legend also gives as much as possible the 

" s ub-associations ", to which the undermentioned soil series and 

mapping units belong in the larger integrant survey of the 

Konya Basin. (Soils of the Great Konya Basin, Reconnaissance 

Survey, in press.) 

5.4.1 Series of the Aeolian sandplain soil association. 

(Very <leep, level to ver•y steeµ, caPbondtic soils and winnowed 

materials, underlain by lacustrine sediments, unit 1 in fig.2) 

General desaription. 

This association constitutes about 49% of the Erosion Camp 

Area . It is the largest one and it occurs in the southern and 

central part of the mapped area. 

The topography ranges from level depressions to very steep 

dunes. 

An indistinct dune-like landscape, which is level to undulating, 

occurs in the southern part of the surveyed area. It is 

characterized by very broad gently rounded dune ridges and 

nearly level broad valley-like depressions. 

Originally this indistinct dune-like landscape had also 

occurred in the central and eastern part of the recorded area. 

Here, however, it had been transformed into an active dune 

landtype by the wind action. 

The topography of this landtype ranges from level to very steep 

and the slopes are short. The active dunes are arranged in two 
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belts of mainly crescentic dunes or barchans in the central 

part and in one belt of mostly rounded sanddunes in the 

eastern part of the Erosion Camp Area. The dominant S.W. winds 

propel these different dunes very slowly as rollers to the 

basalt mountain "Andikli Tepe" (see appendix I). 

The soils of this association are unconsolidated Aeolian 

deposits on lacustrine sediments at a level, ranging from 

about 1000 meters to about 1010 meters or higher. The lacus

trine deposits may be exposed at the surface in blowouts. 

These soils are well drained to excessively drained, droughty, 

very deep, carbonatie, predominantly sandy soils or materials, 

sometimes loamy or clayey. 

Their parent material is mainly a wind-deposit, reworked from 

underlying lacustrine sediments or in some places from under

l ying beac h deposits. 

These soils have not been subjec t to s alinization. 

The soils of this association are mapped in two complexes of 

soil series, in three soil phases and two miscellaneous land 

types . 

The two complexes of soil series have been mainly recognized 

on basis of difference in mineralogical composition of the 

parent material. This because light gray, carbonatie, very fine 

sands lie in the south-western part of the surveyed area and 

their color become darker by the gradual increase of the content 

of dark colored coarser sand grains (mainly basalt sand) in the 

north-eastern direction. 

Very pale brown sandy materials with very dark brown coarse 

sand and fine gravel are in the north eastern part of the area. 

In several places they are covered by a kind of "desert pave

ment", which counteracts the sand-drifting action of the wind. 

A distinct line of demarcation between the light gray and the 

darker sand can not be indicated as the increase of the dark 

colored coarser sand is very regular in north-east direction. 
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Thus the boundaries between the light gray soils ( Map unit s Dd. 

1 . 1 , Dd. 1 .2 and Lp. 1 . 1) and the darker s oils ( Map unit s Dd . 

3.1, Dd. 3 .2 and Lp. 2 . 1) ar e vague . They s i gnalize a general di f 

f e r ence in th e mineralogi cal compos ition and properties of th e 

several soils. 

Komoba complex, stabilized sandy soils, low hummocky. ( Map uni t 

Dd.1.1). 

The t wo soil series in this complex consist of somewhat ex

cessively drained to excessively drained, very deep, level to 

undulating carbonatie soils on the Aeolian sand plain. They 

occur in an indistinct dune-like landscape. The soils of this 

complex belong to the most extensive map units of the Erosion 

Camp Area and make up about 19% of the total area. 

They occur mainly in the southern part around the deserted 

village Komoba Y. 

Of minor extent of this complex is an isolated area in the 

north central part . 

The first soil ser ies of this complex, called Komoba A ser i es , 

are on the very broad gently rounded dune ridges and their 

gently s loping sides. They occupy about two third of the 

surface of this map unit. 

The Komoba A soils are very <leep, excessively drained, car

bonatie sandy soils and are covered with a scarce steppe vege

tation. 

Dominant are Marrubium parvifl orum (Tapir ) , Sal via cryptantha 

( Ada çay ) and a few to very few Art emis i a fragrans ( Pi ren ) occur . 

This plants grow often on l ow hummocks of fine sand that are 

scattered irregularly over the surface and range from about 

10 cm to 80 cm in height. 

The parent material is a wind deposit. 

The surface layer, a light brown i sh gray fine and very f i ne 

sand with often fragments of shells, is about 10 to about 40 cm 
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thick. It i s thinner in wind-blown areas and thic ker where soil 

ma terial from other area s has accumulated. 

Below t he surface layer i s about 30 to 50 cm of fine sand, that 

i n col or a nd struc ture is tran s itional to the subs t r a t um. 

The s ubs tratum i s light gray t o light brownis h gray , loamy f ine 

sand, often wi t h hard to very hard cons i stence when dry by the 

presence of secundar y l ime accumulation. I t i s l i ke a f a i nt 

cali che l ayer. Very fa int white cal careous spot s are vi s i b l e . 

In this soils mostly no clear texture stratification occurs 

and the fragments of s hells are mixed through the profile. 

Detailed descr iption . 

A detailed description of a repr esentative profile of Komoba A 

soils (map unit Dd. 1. 1) on an indistinct broad dune ridge is 

given in appendix I I , Profile no. 1 . 

These soils absorb water rapidly and relea s e it readily . 

The ava ilable moisture c apac ity i s low. Plant s may be damaged 

by l ack of water during eve n a s hort per iod of drought. 

The second so i l series of t his Komoba comp l ex , called t he 

Komoba B ser i es, occur i n t he nearl y l evel, wide , vall ey-like 

depre s sions . They occupy about one third of the surface of 

this map un i t. 

The Komoba B series are made up of very deep, somewhat exces

sivel y dra ined, carbonati e, sa ndy soil s and are covered with 

a scar ce steppe vege ta tion. Dominant are Salv ia cryptantha 

(Ada çay), Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir) and very few Artemisia 

fragrans ( Piren ) occur . The veget ation occurs mostly on l ow 

hummocks of sand, that are scattered irregularl y over the 

surface and range from 10 to 50 cm height. 

The parent material is a carbonatie wind deposit on carbonatie 

lac ustr ine depos i ts . 

The surface layer , a light brownish gray to light gray fine 
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and very fine sand with often fragments of shells, is about 

20 to 60 cm thick. It is thinner in wind-blown areas and 

thicker where soil material from other areas ha s accumulated. 

In the lower part of the s urface layer lime concentrat ion is 

mostly visible as very faint white calcareous spots . 

Bel ow the surface layer is 20 to 40 cm of grayish brown to 

light brovmish gray material that in texture i s transitional 

to the substratum. Often the consistence is hard when dry by 

the presence of lime accumulation. In this caliche-like layer 

Krotovinas occur. 

The substratum mostly ranges from light brownish gray to light 

gray clay loam to silty clay or clay. ~t is often stratified. 

Thin layers of sandy material and often entire shells 

(Dreissensia spec.) occur. 

Detailed description. 

A detailed description of a representative profile of Komoba 

B soils in a depression (map unit Dd. 1. 1) is given in Appendix 

II, profile 2. 

These soils absorb water rapidly and release it readily. The 

available moistur e capacity is also l ow , but slightly higher 

than that one of the Komoba A soils. 

A few severely eroded areas and blowouts, too small t o map 

separately are included in this map unit. Also included are 

I 

too small areas with a thicker sandy solum, trans itional between 

Komoba A soils and Komoba B soils. 

The surface l ayer of the soils of Komoba complex contains very 

little organic matter. 

Use and rranagement. 

Formerly all this unit was in native pasture and mainly sheeps 

and goats were grazed on it . The scarce steppe vegetation 

provided scant forage and had a limited value for grazing . At 
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the moment its chief value is to stabilize the soil material 

against further erosion and keep it from blowing on to 

Karapinar and other habitations. The erosion hazard is slight 

if a good cover of vegetation is maintained. 

Presently these soils are idle land and natural return to climax 

vegetation is very slow. In the future when the vegetation 

cover will be in excellent condition, deferred grazing with a 

proper degree of use and uniform grazing seems to be possible. 

Control of blowouts is needed in some small areas. 

Fig. 9 ($ekil 9) 

Marrubium parviflorum on low hummocks of the soils of Kornoba 
complex. On the background the braad dune ridge. 

Komoba kompleksinin alçak tepeaiklerinde "marrubiwn parviflorwn" 
(Tapir) arka planda geni9 kwnlu siralar&. 

Komoba complex, sandy soils, winderoded phase (map unit Dd. 1.2) 

These soils have a rougher surface, commonly a poorer vegetation 

and are more windblown than the soils of Komoba complex (map 

unit Dd.1 .1.). 

They occ upy about 10% of t he s urveyed area and occur rnainly in 

three large areas in the central part. An isolated area of 
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minor extent is in the north central part. 

These soils are commonly bounded in the south and south-west 

by the soils of Komoba complex and are mostly between the 

Active Dune land and the Komoba complex. 

This map unit consists of Komoba soils, which are intersperced 

with winderoded places, blowouts, high hummocky areas and 

sometimes with low shifting dunes. 

The Komoba soils make up more than about 60% of this phase 

and are described under Komoba complex (map unit Dd.1. 1). 

The winderoded places have slightly lighter colored soils than 

the Komoba soils, as the surface soil has been winnowed or 

eroded and the supply of organic matter is lower. 

The blowouts are generally result from destruction of vegetation 

probably caused by a too high intensity of grazing, by excessive 

trailing by livestock in early days and by winderosion. Here 

the surface- and the subsurface soil have been removed by 

wind. The caliche-like layer forms commonly a level floor of 

those shallow depressions. Also the fine lacustrine deposits 

may be at the surface. The edges of the blowouts may range 

from nearly level to very steep. The soil is mainly harren 

between some places with a poor steppe vegetation. 

The high hummocky areas of accumulated sand are commonly 

adjacent to areas of removal. The high hummocks are up to 

1 meter high and the low dunes are up to 2 meters or more high . 

The properties of these soils are about the same as described 

for Komoba soils (map unit Dd. 1. 1) except for the winderosion, 

which is a great hazard, ranging from moderate to severe. 

Use and ma.nagement. 

Formerly all this mapping unit was used for native pasture. 

Because many places had not been grazed properly small blowouts 

and windblown areas are developed. 

Most of this vegetation has very little value for grazing. Its 
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main value is to stabilize the soil material against further 

erosion. In several places a natural recovering with vegetation 

of small blowouts and winderoded places can be observed in 

these areas, which are now protected from grazing. Volunteer 

annuals and weedy plants gradually spread in from edges and 

stabilize the soil . After them native vegetation gradually 

reoccupies these places. 

Seeding or planting of native plants on severely eroded spots 

may increase the recovering within a reasonable time. 

Revegetation can also be hastened by mulching eroded areas with 

native hay that contains seeds. 

Komoba complex, sandy soils, overblown phase, high hwrunocky 

(map unit Dd. 1.3) 

These soils are Komoba sandy soils on which significant amount 

of coarse textured material have been deposited by wind. 

These soils make up about 3% of the surveyed area and occur 

mainly in the central part of the surveyed area. These overblovm 

soils are commonly bounded in the south and south-west by the 

active duneland. They occur in the lee-side of this landtype. 

The soils of this map unit are like Komoba soils, except for 

high hummocks up to 1,5 meters high and some low dunes up to 

2 meters. The steppe vegetation consists of mainly Marrubium 

parviflorum (Tapir) and a few Astragalus microcephalus (Geven). 

It has been burried by fine sands and the hummocks are 

scattered irregularly over the surface . 

These overblovm soils absorb water rapidly and release it 

readily. The erosion hazard is severe in many places as the 

vegetation is buried. Only those plants remain alive, which 

grow upward vigorously. 

Use and management. 

Most of this scarse vegetation has very little value for 
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grazing . lts chief value is to arrest the sand, which is blown 

from the active dune land1 The plants cause it to accumulate 

and to fixe it in this area. So, the vegetation keeps the sand 

from blowing on to more valuable soils nearby. 

Active dune land. (map unit Dd. 2.1). 

This miscellaneous landtype consists of an accumulation of light 

gray, Aeolian, shallow to very deep, loose, carbonatie (about 60 

to about 80% Caco
3 

equiv.), coarse textured material and is 

mainly overlying a slightly hard, light gray to white coarse to 

fine textured mainly lacustrine deposits, which sometimes form 

the surface in areas between sandhills. and in blowouts. Mostly 

very little or no natural vegetation occurs. This landtype makes 

up about 12% of the surveyed area and occurs mainly in the 

central part of the Erosion Camp Area Two isolated areas of 

minor extent are in t he south-western part, near Çardak Y. 

Fig. 10 (:}ekil 70) 

A blowout near Çardak Y. The surface of the original soil, which 
is blown away, should reach to the shoulders of the man. 

Çar>dak yaki.nrnda r>üzg<Îr> er>ezyonu. Rüzgar> tar>af'indan a9i.ndir>1, lmi.9 
yüzey topr>agi.ni.n yüksekligi adami.n omzuna kadar>di.r>. 
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This map unit consists mainly of drifting dunes. The blowouts 

are so numerous and are in such intricate association, that 

they are included. 

The dunes vary much in size and shape, but are predominantly 

from 2 meters to 12 meters or more high. They occur in two 

irregular belts, that extend from the southwest central part 

of the surveyed area in north-eastern direction to the volcanic 

mountain "Andikli Tepe". 

The accumulated material seems to be originated from winnowed 

former Komoba soils and from windremoved material from blowouts, 

which became so numerous that the land altered in a real 

droughty sand desert-like area. 

So the parent material is a wind deposit, consisting of well 

wind-sorted coarse textured material. 

The sandhills in the southwestern side of the belts and in the 

two isolated areas near Çardak Y. are dominantly rounded dunes, 

mainly from 2 meters to 4 meters or more high. 

The more the material seems to have been transported by the 

dominant south-western winds in north-eastern direction over 

the severely blown out s urface , the more the dunes become higher 

and get a clearer crescentic shape. Often clear shaped barchans 

occur in the central part of the surveyed area near the vol

canic mountain, predominantly from 2 meters to 12 meters or 

more high. (Fora detailed description see appendix I). 

These drifting dunes are slowly propelled by dominant south

western winds in about north-eastern direction. A few of them 

are blown on the edge of the volcanic mountain . 

Personal observations in the field and on aerial photos of 

several years old, agree with informations of local people, who 

told that the dunes are moving very slowly in about north

eastern direction, for example about 5 meters a year (for other 

dune speeds in the world see appendix I) . 

Many of the dunes originated or enlarged during a former period 
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of overgrazing and over-gleaning of vegetation, suited for 

cooking and heating purposes. But some of these dunes seem to 

have been in existence long before that time. The dunes have 

a level to very steep topography with short slopes. Their 

surface is covered by asymmetrical ripples of a few cm high 

sometimes . They are made up of mainly very deep, excessively 

drained, carbonatie, light gray, stratified, fine and very 

fine sand. The texture layers in the profile vary from level to 

very steep . This depends of the position of the surface of the 

vertical section (profile) into the dune. They are mostly old 

slip-faces. (For an explicative description see appendix I) . 

Fragments of shells occur throughout the profile and the coars e 

textured material has a single grain structure. No s oil 

horizon has been developed. 

No or very little scarse vegetation occurs . 

Detailed description. 

A detailed descript ion of a r epresentative profil e of dune ma

terial is given in appendix II, profile 3 . 

A soil peel (a large monolith) has been made of this profile, 

which is a nice example of an Aeolian sediment without horizons. 

It has been presented to the Topraksu authorities in Konya on 

30 September 1965. 

Results of physical and chemical investigations are given in 

table 4 , Appendix II. 

The permeability is very rapid and very little water runs off, 

The available water holding capacity and the natural fertility 

is very low. Th e erosion hazard is very severe. 

Both, the numerous blowout floors and the blown out areas 

between the drifting dunes are mainly made up of coarse, Aeolian 

deposits or loamy to clayey lacustrine materials. This wind

eroded areas consist of very <leep, level or nearly level, well 
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drained to somewhat excessively drained light gray or 

white, carbonatie, coarse textured material over fine textured 

deposits. 

Very little or no vegetation occurs. 

The surface layer, a light gray to white, sandy to loamy 

material, is about 25 to 40 cm thick. It is caliche-like, 

slightly hard when dry by lime concentration, which is often 

visible as very faint, white, calcareous spots, and very soft 

concretions . The structure near the surface is platy or in 

places tends to be massive . It is mostly overlying a subangular 

structure. Here often krotovinas and many earthen cocoons of 

insects occur. 

The surface layer is resting on a substratum of material, 

ra11ging from 111o::;tly ::;_i_lty cldy to clay. Sometimes Lhin layer· 

of sand or often entire shells (Dreissensia spec.) occur. Here 

few fine distinct rust mottles and few black coatings of Mnü
2 

are visible . 

Detailed descr>iption. 

A detailed description of a representative profile of a wind 

eroded area between dunes is given in appendix II, profile 4, 

The permeability of this material will range from moderate to 

slow, depending on the caliche-like layer. The erosion hazard 

ranges from slight to moderate. 

Use and flianagement. 

This active dune land has no agricultural value. In windy days 

it causes large clouds of dust, which is whirled high in the 

air and is blown over the volcanic mountains. This dust taints 

the living-atmosphere of Karaprnar and other lee-lying villages. 

It seems possible to stabilize the drifting sand of this land

type . After some botanical research it may be possible to 
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find some adapted species of native vegetation, which can be 

replanted or reseeded, starting on the windward side of the 

prevailing winds. The list of plants, given in Appendix III, 

may be useful in the search for plants, which are suitable to 

this purpose. Such a kind of revegetation is already engaged 

very slowly by the nature in for example few small eroded 

places of the Komoba soils, wind eroded phase (map unit Dd.1.2). 

At the center and wind-lee sides of this active dune land, 

windbreaks of reed have been established under guidance of the 

Topraksu authorities. In few places the dunes have been 

planted with different kinds of trees varieties and rye. 

These effords seem to be in an experimental stage. 

Fig. 11 ($ekil 77) 

The concave side of a barchan dune. 

"Bar>chan 11 kumulunun konkav yüzü. 

Günag~l~ complex, stabilized dar>k sandy soils, low humrnocky. 

(map unit Dd 3.1) 

The two soil series in this complex consist of somewhat exces

sively drained to excessively drained, mostly very <leep, level 
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to undulating, calcareous soil on the Aeolian sandplain. 

They occur in an indistinct dune-like landscape . The soils of 

this complex make up about 3% of the total area and are named 

after a little rocky hill "Günagili Tepe". They occur in two 

oblong areas in the eastern part of the surveyed area. 

The first soil series of this complex, called Günagili-A series 

are on the broad gently rounded ridges and on the gently sloping 

sides. They occupy about three quart of the surface of this 

map unit . 

The Günag~l~-A soils are very <leep, excessively drained, cal

careous, coarse textured and are covered with a scarce s teppe 

vegetation. This vegetation is more scanty than that of the 

Komoba soils. Dominant is Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir ) and a 

few Artemisia fragrans (Piren) occurs. 

These plants grow otten on low hummocks of tine sand, wpich are 

scattered irregularly over the surface, ranging from 10 to 60 

cm in height. The hummocks are less numerous than on the 

Komoba soils (map unit Dd.1.1). 

The parent material is mainly a windreworked beach- and lacus

trine deposit. In several places, however, the original 

deposits are at the surface or may be mixed with the wind

deposits. They are chiefly derived from basalt, tuff and lime

stone. Light colored calcareous material and black and brown 

coarse textured basalt grains, which occur in a higher content 

than in the Komoba soils, give a salt-and-pepper effect to this 

mate rial. 

In places the surface is covered with winnowed, <lark colored, 

very coarse sand and fine gravel , which tends to protect the 

landsurface against winderosion. 

The dry surface layer, a light yellowish brown, calcareous 

fine sa nd, is 50 to 75 cm thick. It is thinner in wind-blown 

areas a nd thicker where soil material from other areas has 

accumulated . This layer consists of scattered rounded basalt 
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fine gravel and of fragments of shells and i s very low in 

organic matter. Single grain structure occurs and the con

sistence is loose when dry. 

The surface layer rests on a substratum of yellowish brown verY 

fine sand. The sand and gravel are finer than those of the 

surface layer and fragments of shells occur. No distinct strati

fication occurs and the consistency is soft to loose, and in 

places firm because of slight cementation by lime. 

Detailed description. 

A detailed description of a representative profile of Günagili 

A soils on a broad ridge is given in appendix II, profile 5. 

These soils absorb water rapidly and release it readily. They 

are droughty because of low available moisture capacity. The 

second soil series of this Günag1l1 complex, called Günagili-B 

series, occur in the nearly level depressions. They occupy 

less than one quart of the surface of this map unit. 

The Günag&l&-B soils are made up of very deep, somewhat exces 

sively drained, calcareous, coarse to fine textured soils. They 

carry the same scarse vegetation, as the Günag1l1-A soils, 

which have already been described. 

The parent material was mainly a wind-reworked lacustrine 

deposit or in some places a wind-reworked beach deposit. These 

different deposits may be also mixed with the originally 

alluvial deposi ts. 

The dry surface layer, a light yellowish brown, fine sand with 

dark rounded fine gravel and fragments of shells, is about 20 

to 50 cm thick. It is thinner in wind-blovm areas and thicker 

where soil material from other areas has accumulated. 

Below the surface layer is 20 to 35 cm of very pale brown 

material that i s transitional in texture to the substratum. 

Often the consistence is slightly hard when dry by s light lime 
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cementation, which is often visible as very faint, white, cal

careous stains. 

The substratum ranges from mostly very pale brown loam to 

silty clay loam. Thin layers of entire shells (Dreissensia spe. ) 

may occur. 

Some small areas with basalt bedrock exposure and with very 

shallow and shallow, coarse textured soil, overlying basalt 

bedrock are included in this map unit. Also included are a few 

small blowouts and small areas wi th a thicker coarse textured 

solum, that integrades between the Günag1l1-A soils and the 

Günag1l1-B soils. 

The properties of the soils of this map unit are approximately 

similar to those of Komoba complex, stabilized sandy soils, 

(map unit Dd.1.1), except the erosion hazard. These soils are 

somewha t less s uscept ible to blo wing than the Komoba so i ls 

(ma p unit Dd 1.1). 

Use and mana.gement. 

All this mapping unit is covered by native vegetation, which 

is poorer than that one of the Komoba soils (map unit Dd 1.1). 

The management of these soils is about the same as for Komoba 

so il s (map unit Dd 1 . 1 ) . 

Günag~l~ complex, da:rk sandy soils, winderoded phase. (map unit 

Dd 3.2) 

These soils have a rougher surface, a poorer vegetat:bn and 

are more windblown than the soils of Günag1l1 complex (map 

unit Dd 3 . 1). They occupy about 0~7 % of the total surveyed 

area and occur in one oblong area and in two areas of minor 

extent in the eastern part. This 1nap unit consists mainly of 

Günagili soils, which are intricately mixed with winderoded 

places, blowouts, adjacent high hummocky areas and some low 

drifting dunes. The Günagili soils make up more than about 60% 
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of this phase and are s imilar to those described for the 

Günagili compl ex (map unit Dd . 3 .1). 

I n many winderoded places the surface layer is severely eroded. 

The blowouts are mos tly small, nearly harren, shallow 

depressions, where a winnowed coarse textured material and an 

accumulation of fine dark pebbles tend to protect the level 

or nearly level floor. 

A caliche-like layer may also form the relatively wind resistant 

layer in the blowouts. 

Adjacent to the blowouts areas with higher hummocks occur . They 

are commonly less numerous and lower than in the winderoded 

Komoba soils (map unit Dd 1.2). 

The low dunes are up to 2 meters or higher. These soils absorb 

water rapidly and release it readily. The available moisture 

capacity is also low. 

These soils are somewhat less susceptible to blowing than the 

winderoded Komoba soils by the inf luence of the presence of 

local desertpavement-like material on the surface. The erosion 

hazard is still moderate. 

Use and management. 

All of these soils have been former grazing land. Last years 

livestock has been excluded and now it is idle land. The 

management is the same as described for the winderoded Komoba 

soils (map unit Dd 1. 2 ). 

Some places show signs of natural revegetation . 

Dark active duneland (map unit Dd . 4 . 1) 

This miscellaneous landtype consists of an accumulation of very 

pale brown, Aeolian, shallow to very deep, loose, calcareous , 

coarse textured material and is mainly overlying slightly hard, 

light gray to white (10 YR 8/2), coarse to fine textured, mainly 

beach or lacustrine deposits. 
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This beach or lacustri ne substratum forms i n some pl aces th e 

surface in areas between dunes and i n blowouts. 

There is very little or no natural vegetation. 

This dark colored landtype occupies about 2% of t he surface of 

the surveyed area and occurs in one oblong area and two areas 

of minor extent in the eastern part of the Erosion Camp Area. 

It consists mainly of drifting dunes and blowouts are so 

numerous and so intricat ely mixed, that they are inc l uded . 

The drifting dunes vary in size and shape, but are predominantly 

2 to 6 meters or more high. They are dominantly rounded sand

hills and occur mainly in one oblong belt, that extends from 

the northwest of Vahapobasi Y. to the volcanic mountain 

"Andikli Tepe". Mainly in the north-east side some crescentic 

dunes or barchans occur. 

Thé accumulo.ted material appears to be originated from winnowed 

former Günagili soils and from windremoved material from 

blowouts , which became so numerous, that the land altered in a 

droughty, dark, sanddesert-like area. 

Thus the parent material is mainly a winddeposit, consisting of 

a well windsorted coarse textured material . 

In some places the parent material may be a coarse textured 

beach deposit with fine gravel and in depressions a fine 

textured lacustrine deposit. 

The dark dunes, which are commonly lower than those in the 

western part have a level to very steep topography with short 

slopes . They are made up of excessively drained , very deep , 

calcareous , very pale brown , f i ne sand . The light colored 

calcareous particles and the black and brown basalt grains give 

a salt-and-pepper effect to this material. Fine basalt pebbles 

and common fragments of shells occur throughout the profile. 

The material is structureless single grain and its consistence 

is loose when dry. 

On the surface are often asymmetrical ripples of a few cm 1 s high. 
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The lee slope is steeper than the windward one. Often a kind 

of discontinuous thin desert pavement occurs, compound of 

fine dark basalt gravel and dark basalt coarse sand. 

Detailed description. A detailed description of a representative 

profile of dune material is given in Appendix II, profile 6. 

The dune sands are very permeable and very little water runs 

off. The available water holding capacity and the natural 

fertility is very low . This dark active dune land is somewhat 

less suscept ible to blowing than the active dune land (map unit 

Dd 2. 1) but the winderosion is still a severe hazard. 

Both, the numerous level to nearly level blowout floors and 

the severely winderoded troughs between the dunes are made up 

of very deep, well drained to somewhat excessively drained, 

carbonatie to calcareous, light-gray (10 YR 7/2 ) to white, fine 

sand with some dark fine basalt gravel and very coarse sand . 

It has a sa lt-and-pepper effect. 

The surface layer is commonly fine sand and is 20 to 60 cm 

thick. The material has a massive structure and the consistence 

is slightly hard, when dry by the concentration of lime. It is 

a caliche-like layer. 

The material, underlying the surface layer, ranges from loam 

to silty clay loam or clay, in some places stratified with 

shell layers (Dreissensia spec.) or with thin sandy layers. 

Few fine rust mottles occur. The run-off is slow and permeabil

i ty ranges from slow to moderate and depends of the development 

of the caliche-like layer. The hazard of winderosion is slight . 

The natural fertility is very low. 

Use and management . 

All this dark açtive dune land has no agricultural value and it 

is idle land. In windy days it produces dust, but less thar the 

active dune land (map unit Dd 2.1). This landtype must be 

managed like active dune land. 
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5.4.2 Series of the lacustrine plain soil association . 

(very <leep, level to nearly level, carbonatie soils, underlain 

by clastic lacustrine sediments, unit 2 in fig. 2). 

General description. 

This association constitutes about 29% of the Erosion Camp Area. 

It occurs throughout this area. The largest single area is in 

the north and three other areas in the south and east. 

The topography i s predominantly level but may be nearly level 

to gently undulating in some places. 

The soils of this association are unconsolidated lacustrine 

sediments at a level ranging from about 998 to about 1003 m. 

In many places this sediment is overlain by a relatively thin 

layer ot Aeolian s andy material. 

The Kindam soils are the most extensive of this association and 

occur in the north. They are very <leep, level to nearly level 

and may be in places gently undulating. 

The surface soil and sometimes also the subsurface soil are 

sandy materials, which overlie commonly a stratified clayey, 

loamy and sandy lacustrine subsoil. 

Of minor extent in the association are the Karafaki soils, 

which are very <leep, well drained, level soils. They are 

underlain by a clayey subsoil. In mapping it was possible to 

separate the Karafaki series into two groups of soiltypes on 

base of the texture of the surface layer and into two phases. 

The content of <lark colored sand and gravel increases very 

regular in south-eastern direction. 

The Kayirlika~i series of this association has been recognized 

in the eastern part of the area on basis of the important 

content of <lark colored gravel and coarse sand and of the 

presence of a discontinous <lark desert pavement, which counter

acts the winderosion. In this soil series no or very weak ex-
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pressed layers with lime accumulation and with gypsum accumula

tion occur,unlike in the other s eries of this association,which 

commonly show layers with lime accumulation overlying a layer 

with gyps um accumulation. 

As the increas e of the content of dark colored coarse material 

is very regular, the boundary of the Kay1rl1ka91 s oils with 

the other mapping units can not clearly be indicated in the 

field and so it is a general boundary. 

More than 90 % of this association is idle land. A minor extent 

i s cu l tivated. The ancient t r acks , radiat e from the villages 

and are r e lat i ve l y s tra i ght . They are charact er i sed by a s mooth 

cut in the level terrain . A hard caliche- like layer forms often 

the s urface of t he tracks . 

Karaf aki. serz.,es . 

Soils of the Karafaki series are level to nearly level , very 

deep, we l l drained , carbonat i e, sandy and clayey soils, They 

are mai nly located in t he northwestern part of the surveyed 

area. One area of minor extent occurs in the south-eastern part. 

About half of these soils are cultivated. The vegetation on idle 

land ranges from a vegetation relatively poor in number of 

plantspe cies on former grazing land to a vegetation which 

consists of a relatively great number of plantspecies near 

arable land. 

The parent material is a fine textured, carbonatie, clastic, 

lacustrine deposit. 

The dry surface layer is light gray to white and ranges from 

very fine sand to silty clay loam. It varies from 15 cm to 

50 cm in thickness, but it averages between 25 and 35 cm. The 

surface of the not plowed clayey soils are mostly formed by a 

crust, which often overlies a fine granular or weak platy 

structure. 

Below the s urface layer i s a 20 t o 40 cm of material, that 
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mostly is transitional to the substratum. The texture ranges 

from clay l oam to s ilty clay or clay. In few places the material 

has been altered and a very weakly expressed horizon between 

A and C occurs, that tends to be a cambic B horizon. 

Krotovinas may occur here. 

Also below the surface layer an accumulation of carbonates 

occurs . This cali che-like layer ranges from about 20 cm to 

40 cm in thickness. The depth of the upper boundary of thi s 

layer ranges from 20 to 40 cm. It may be a A
3
ca, a AC , a C ca ca 

and in places a B
2 

and its development ranges from medium to ca 
prominent. In some places a weak calcic horizon occurs. 

The s ubs tratum i s light brownish gray and the texture ranges 

from silt loam to clay and has an angular structure. Faint thin 

layers of fragments or of entire shells (Dreissensia spec.) 

may occur . In places a compound pri smat i c structure ocèurs . 

Gene rally an accumulation of gypsum occurs as veins of very 

fine gypsum cristals or as distinct gypsum cristals or both. 

The depth of the upper boundary of this C horizon ranges es 
from 60 to 100 cm . and its development ranges from weak to 

prominent. In places a well developed gypsic horizon occurs 

and its thickness ranges from 30 to 60 cm . 

Detailed descPiption. 

A detailed description of a profile with well developed 

horizons i s given in Appendix II, profile no. 7 . A soil peel 

of this profile has been made and was offered to th e Topraksu 

authorities. 

Results of chemical investigations are given in table 5, 

Appendix II. The soils of this soil series could be mapped in 

two groups of soi l types, according to the differences in 

texture of the surface layer of the soils and in two phases, 

according to the presence of low sandhills, which cover these 

soils . 
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Karafak~ clayey soils. (map unit Lm 4 .1) 

These soils have layers like those described for the series, 

except the surface layer, which is chiefly clayey but may be 

loamy in places. 

The surface layer ranges from light gray loam to s ilty clay 

loam.The surface of a not plowed soil often has a crust, 

overlying a granular or weak platy soil structure. Mostly the 

layers with lime accumulation (ca) and with gypsum accumulation 

( es ) have resp . moder a t e and s trong hor izon diffe r ent i ations. 

These soils are mapped in one area in t he northwest ern part of 

the Eros ion Camp Area, and make up about 3% of the total area. 

They occur in t he l owest part of t he area at a level from 999 

to 1000 meters . 

Detailed description . 

A detailed description of a representative profi le is gi ven in 

Appendix I I, profile 8 , 

These soils take in water readily and it moves through the 

profile at a moderate rate. 

Nevertheless, in places water accumulates in small amounts in 

low s pots, following a heavy rain or r a pid melting s now. 

These s oils are easy to work but they clod, if worked too wet 

or too dry. Wh en the s oil dries up, a crus t will form, that 

sometimes causes the stand of crops to be poor . The winderosion 

hazard is slight to moderate if the soils are cultivated. 

A few areas , which have surface layers with a texture ranging 

from fine sand to loam, are included in this map unit. They 

have often been verges of former tracks, where vegetation had 

caught blowing s and. Also included are i s olated low s andhills . 

Idle land on these clayey soils has a vegetation, rich in plant

s pecies. All th e plants , mentioned on page 40, occur in this 

area on the clayey s oils . 
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Use and management. 

These soils are mainly used to grow wheat, rye, barley under 

dry farming system. 

The fields are rectangular and are arranged in s trips , about 

50 meters broad. Here dry farming practices are applied in a 

wind strip cropping system. A few numbers of windbreaks are 

scattered over the field. 

Ka:r'afak~ clayey soils , phase with few to common low sandhills. 

(map unit Lm 4.2) 

On these clayey soils are few to common low sandhills. These 

are about 0,30 to about 1 meter or more high and 3 to about 

6 meters across . 

These low s andhills cover 10 to about 50% of the area mapped as 

this 11nit They a~e made up of fine to very fine sandy ~aterial 

and a ppear to be a wind-de pos it . 

Below and between these low s andhills, Karafak1 clayey soils 

occur, with a profile as described f or the series , but the 

thickness of its surface layer is more variable. 

The ca layer and the es layer are commonly weakly expressed. 

These soils are distributed in four areas in the northern 

part of the Erosion Camp Area, and they adjoin to the K1ndam 

soils. 

They make up about 1% of the surveyed area. 

The soils are well drained and have a moderate permeability 

above the clayey material and a slow one in it. 

The erosion hazard of these soils under vegetation is slight 

and moderate if cultivated. 

Use and management. 

These soils are used for cultivation of crops (mainly wheat and 

rye) on several places of this mapping unit in the same way 

as the Karafaki clayey soils. The winderosion is a hazard, 
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Fig. 12 (SekiZ 72) 

Dry farming on Karafaki clayey soils, phase with 
few to common low sand-hills . To the right at the 
back of the spade lies a low sand-hill . 

Kar>afak?, kiUi topr•akZannda kuru ziPaat, az çok 
aZçak kwn tepesi gör>ünü9Zü. Sagdor kazmanin ar>ka 
tar>afir>da aZçak bir> kum tepesi uzanmaktadir>. 

mainly on the low sandhills, if the protecting vegetation has 

been plowed up. 

In idle land these low sandhills are stabilized, commonly by 

a cover of steppe vegetation, in which Alhagi camelorum ( Yandak) 

is dominant. They form striking small , green elevations in the 

field and are often attractive residences for Citellus spec . 

(Terra farla ) . These rodents mix by burrowing the coarse 

textured low sandhill material with the clayey substratum . They 

visit daily the arable land for feeding. 

Kar>afak?, sandy soiZs, phase with common to many low sandhills. 

(map unit Lm 4.3). 

The soils of this map unit have common to many low sandhills . 
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They are 0,30 to about 1 meter high and 3 to about 12 meters 

across. These low sandhills cover about 50 to 100% of the sur

face . They are made up of fine sand to loamy very fine sand, 

which is probably accumulated at the base of the plants by the 

action of winds. 

Between and mainly below these low sandhills are the Karafaki 

clayey soils . They have layers like those described for the 

series, hut the thickness of their surface layer is more 

variable . The layer with lime accumulati on ( ca ) and the layer 

with gypsum accumulation are commonly weaker expressed, than 

those described for the series . The homogenization is relatively 

high by activities of rodents (Citellus ). 

The soils of this mapping unit make up about 2% of the Erosion 

Camp Area and occur in the northern part of the area surveyed . 

This map unit is transitional between the Karafaki clayey soils 

and the Kindam soils. 

These well drained soi l s hav e a very slow runoff in periods of 

normal rainfall and the permeability is moderate above the 

clayey material and slow in it. Winderosion is moderate to 

severe if cultivated and slight if covered by vegetation. 

Use and management. 

These soils are mainly in idle land and are covered by mainly 

Alhagi camelorum (Yandak). Many rodents (mainly Citellus spec,) 

live in the sandhills and mix the sandy surface soil and sub

surface soil with the subsoil . From there they collect their 

food on the arable fields. 

Karafak& sandy soils (map unit Lm 4.4). 

These soils have layers similar to those described for the 

series, but the s urface layer is coarser textured and thinner. 

The dry s urface layer range s from light gray fine sand to fine 

sandy loam. In the past wind action, has deposed sandy material 
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at the base of the plants. This surface layer ranges from 10 to 

20 cm in thickness. 

Below the surface layer there are layers with lime accumulation 

(ca) and with gypsum accumulation (cs)which are weakly to moder

ately expressed in the clayey subsurface soil and substratum. 

Some soils of this map unit, which occur in the south-eastern 

part of the surveyed area, may have locally thin to thick 

layers of dark ashy sand in the substratum (chiefly in the 

are as in the south of the mountain "Meke dag"). 

Also in this part the ca and es lay ers may be very weakly 

expressed or even may be absent in se ver al places. 

The soils grouped in this map unit make up about 2% of the 

Erosion Camp Area. 

Low, isolated, stabilized s andhills are included in this map

unit. This unit may alsn includP areas of Karafak1 clayey soils 

too s mall i n s i ze to show them separately on the soi l ma p at 

the s cale used in this report. 

Ne a rly a l l thes e soi ls were f ormer grazing l and and the 

vegetation has a relative small number of plantspecies. In this 

steppevegetation Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir) and Bromus 

species (Ipelek) are dominant and in places Peganum harmala 

(Üzerlik) and Alhagi came lorum (Yandak) occur. The soi ls have 

a s light erosion hazard under native vegetation. They have about 

the same properties as described in Karafaki clayey soils, but 

they are more susceptible to wind-erosion if cultivated. 

Use o:nd management. 

Nearly all this map unit is idle land. In few places the 

soils are recently reclaimed and cultivated. Here can be ob

served, that tillage increases the hazard of winderosion. 

K"ndam series. 

The Kindam series are level to nearly level and gently sloping 
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in few places, very deep, well- and somewhat excessively 

drained soils, which are carbonatie. The soils of this map 

unit are the most extensive in the Erosion Camp Area. They are 

distributed throughout the Eros ion Camp Area and occur in the 

southern, the south-eastern, the central and the northern part 

of the area surveyed around Kindam Yayla. 

A steppe vegetation occurs in which Marrubium parviflorum 

(Tapir) and in places also Bromus spec. (Ipelek) are dominant. 

The carbonatie parent material is mainly sandy, overlying 

stratified loamy or clayey material. The surface soil may be 

reworked and sorted by windaction or blown from other areas. 

The dry surface layer is light brownish gray to light gray 

and ra~ges from fine sand to fine sandy loam. It ranges from 

10 to 40 cm in thickness, but it averages between 20 and 30 cm. 

The structure is cornmonly weak platy Ol' massive. The surface 

is mostly billowy and very low hummocks may occur, which are 

scattered irregularly over the surface. They range from about 

10 to 50 cm in height. Sandy material is often accumulated at 

the base of plants. 

Below the surface layer there is a 20 to 65 cm material, that 

is transitional to the substratum. Its texture ranges from 

fine sand to s ilty clay or clay . 

In this transitional layer an accumulation of carbonates occurs 

(ca) and forms a caliche-like layer. The depth of the upper 

boundary ranges from 15 to about 35 cm. It may be a weak 

expressed A
3
ca, AC ca or a C ca and has commonly a white color. 

The substratum is light gray to light brownish gray and is 

commonly stratified sandy, loamy and clayey material, layers 

of entire shells (Dreissensia spec.) may occur (for example 

in the south -west of Kindam Y.). 

In the substratum a layer with an accumulation of gypsum occurs 

(es) . It is visible as white powder in cracks, as white spots 

and as powdery pockets . The upper limit of this weakly expressed 
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es layer ranges from 70 to 110 cm in depth. 

Detailed desaription. 

A detailed description of a representative profile is given in 

Appendix II, profile 9. 

K~ndam sandy soils (map unit Lp 1.1) 

These s oils have layers similar to those described for the 

series . It makes up about 19% of the Eros ion Camp Area . 

I nc luded wi th this soil i n mappi ng are small areas of Komoba 

soils and Karafaki soils, too small in size to show them 

separ at e l y on t he map at this scale . Also included are low 

sandhills, which are covered with a vegetation, consisting 

rnainly of Alhagi camelorurn (Yandak) . They are striking green 

places in the landscape . 

These soils take in water readily and it moves through the 

prof i le at a moder ate rate . 

The winderosion hazard is slight under vegetation and s evere 

under cultivation. 

Use and management. 

Formerly all thes e soils were in native pasture. After placing 

the fence s , it was idle land. In some places this soil has 

just been reclaimed for irrigated cultivation . The winderosion 

hazard is severe there. In the future when the vegetation cover 

of the idle land will be in excellent condition, deferred 

grazing with a proper degree of use and uniform grazing s eems 

to be possible. 

Kay~rl~ka9~ ser~es. 

The Kayirlikasi series consist of level, very deep, we l l 

drained, carbonatie, gravelly s andy s oils . They occur in one 
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area in the eastern part of the area surveyed, near the ele

vation called Kay1rl1ka91. 

The scarse native steppe vegetation consists chiefly of 

Peganum harmala (Üzerlik), but about more than 50% of the soil

surface is barren. 

The parent material consists of waterworn gravel and coarse 

sand, derived from dark colored basalt, andesiet, ash and lime

stone. It is overlying lacustrine, loamy and clayey material. It 

is an offshore sediment, deposited in the pleistocene lake near 

coarse sandy and gravelly beaches. 

The dry surface layer is gray (10 YR 5,5/1) gravelly coarse 

sand. The light colored calcareous sandy material and the black 

and brown basalt and ash grains give a salt-and-pepper effect. 

The structure is mussive und the soil is soft or loose. 

It ranges from 30 to 50 cm in thickness. The surface is common

ly covered by asymmetrical ripples, which are commonly a few 

cm to about 8 cm high. In places a discontinuous desert pavement 

occurs. 

Below the surface layer one finds commonly a transitional 

layer, 20 to 30 cm thick, consisting of a gravelly sandy 

material. It has a weak subangular structure and it is hard. 

The substratum is light gray to very pale brown, loamy or fine 

textured material and is very hard. It has an angular, blocky 

structure. 

Detailed description. 

A detailed description of a representative profile is given 

in Appendix II, profile 10. 

The soils of the Kayirlikasi series are somewhat darker than 

the Kindam soils, which have less dark colored coarse textured 

material from volcanic origin. A ca and es layer do not occur 

in this soils. 
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Kay&rl&ka9& dark gravelly sandy soils (map unit Lp 2.1) 

This map unit has layers similar to those described for the 

series and makes up about 1% of the area surveyed. 

Included in this map unit are small areas of Kindam soils and 

Kartan gravelly sandy soils. 

These well drained soils are low in fertility . They are cal

careous throughout the profile. Surface runoff is slow . Per

meability is moderate. These soils are somewhat less sus 

ceptible to blowing than the Karafaki clayey soils, because of 

the desert pavement, but the erosion hazard is still s light to 

moderate. 

Us e and management . 

Formerly all of th is soil was in poor pasture . Now grazing is 

limited by fences and it will be idle land. The natural re

ve getation i s very s low. 

5.4.3 Series of the volcanic mountain soil association. 

(Shallow to very deep, nearly level to moderately steep, 

gravelly sandy soils and barren dark rock land (Unit 3 in fig.2) 

General description. 

This association occupies about 18% of the Erosion Camp Area. 

It mainly occurs in the northeastern part of the surveyed area 

and an area of minor extent is in the southeastern part near 

"Meke dag". 

The topography ranges from nearly level to very steep. 

This association mainly consists of a volcanic mountain, in 

which the Andikli Tepe is the highest summit. In pleistocene 

times this mountain was almost entirely enclosed by a lake. 

There was only land at its eastern side. 
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Hence, the mountain is on 3 sides s urrounded by beach deposits. 

After the lake had dried up, the wind action reworked this 

sediment, mainly in the south. In several places Aeolian deposits 

had been formed. 

The level of the association ranges from about 1005 m around 

the mountain to about 1120 m on the top of the Andikli Tepe . 

The miscellaneous landtype "basalt rock land", is a rough 

harren droughty land with very little value for grazing . A 

steep escarpment forms the southern boundary of this largest 

map unit in this association. 

The Kartan soils occur mostly around this volcanic mountain 

and adjoin the rock land. The soils of this series are nearly 

level to sloping and the texture mostly ranges from gravelly 

coarse textured beach deposits to dark water worn gravel. 

Of minor extent in this association are the Andikli soils, 

which range from shallow t o very deep and a r e angular cobbly 

sandy soils. 

Formerly almost the whole association was in pasture, but now 

it is idle land. Small areas are planted with young trees. 

Andi,kli. series. 

The Andikli series has s hallow to very deep, somewhat exces

sively drained, gently sloping to moderate steep, calcareous, 

sandy soils. They occur in the volcanic mountain at alevel, 

ranging from 1060 to 1100 meters on the southeast slopes of 

the moµntain "Andikli Tepe". 

A scarce vegetation occurs, but in many places the soil surface 

is harren. 
I 

The parent material consists of coarse and medium textured 

material, wheathered from dark volcanic ash and basalt. In 

several places it may be mixed with calcareous wind deposits, 

blown from the sand plain. 

The surface soil is light brownish gray to pale brown. Its 
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texture ranges from coarse sand to sandy loam. In several 

places the bedrock occurs at depths, that range from moderately 

deep to deep. The soils have predominantly a single grain struc

ture. In places the subsurface soil and subsoil consist of 

material, that ranges from coarse sand to sandy loam. 

And&kl& angular cobbly sandy soils. (map unit Mv 1.1) 

The profile of this soil is like the one described for the 

series . Angular cobbly stones are throughout the profile and 

interfere with tillage, but do not make tillage of intertilled 

crops impracticable. This map unit is the smallest one and 

makes up less than 0,2% of the Erosion Camp Area. 

Mapped with this soi l are small areas of exposures of harren 

bedrock . 

The runoff 1 s slow to medium and dPpends on the s lopes and the 

intens i ty of rainfall. Winderosion is a hazard. 

Use and management . 

This soil has been used as cultivated land in dry farming 

system. This area i s difficult to reach, because the tracks, 

which lead to it, are sometimes steep and narrow between the 

basalt rocks. 

Kartan series. 

The soils of the Kartan series are nearly level to sloping, 

very deep, somewhat excessively to excessively drained, cal

careous, coarse and moderately coarse textured soils. 

They are distributed in the northern and eastern part of the 

area surveyed. They are adjacent to the basalt rock land and 

are named to the two peaks "Büyük Kartan Tepe" and "Kücük 

Kartan Tepe". 

Formerly all this soil was in native pasture and now it is 

covered by a steppe vegetation, in which commonly Marrubium 
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parviflorum (Tapir ) i s dominant and i n places Alhagi camelorum 

( Yandak ), Peganum harma l e (U zerlik ) , Bromus spec . and Ar t emisia 

fragrans (Piren ) occur . 

The parent material seems to be either a beach deposit or a 

sediment deposited as spits in the farmer pleistocene lake . In 

places at alevel higher than about 1015 meters it may be vol

canic ash and these sediments may have been sorted by windact i on 

in more recent times . The texture ranges from gravel to gravelly 

coarse or moderately coarse wi th gravel. The waterworn pebbles 

are rounded and this material is derived mainly from basalt and 

volcanic as h. Fragments of shells are commonly throughout the 

profile and in many places layers of braken s hells occur at dif

ferent depths in the s ubstratum. The level of this soils ranges 

from 100 5 to 101 5 mete r s . The dry s urface layer i s commonly 

palE.. br l\'l'l to very pale brown or sometimes light gray îts text

ure r anges from fine gravelly sand to sandy loam , wh i ch contains 

r ounde'd fine gravel. lts thickness ranges from 1 0 to 30 cm. 

Be l ow the s urface layer there i s commonly 30 to 55 cm of 

material transitional to the substratum, which ranges from fine 

gravelly sandy to sandy material with rounded gravel. Many 

of the pebbles are coated with lime, mainly on their lower sides. 

The substratum is waterworn fine gravel. Here also many of the 

pebbles are coated with lime, mainly on their lower side and 

have aften lime pendants. In places the upper side of the sub

stratum may be weakly cemented with l ime . Layers of fragments 

of shells aften occur in the substratum. 

De tai led descM'.ption . 

A detailed description of a representative profile is given in 

Appendix II, profile 11. 

Kartan gravelly sandy soils (map unit Mv 2.1) 

These soils have gravelly layers similar to those described for 
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the series and make up about 3% of the Erosion Camp Area. 

Small areas of Komoba soils, Karafaki soils and And1kl1 soils 

are included with these soils. Also included are very small 

exposures of harren bedrock and a small area in the north of 

Kindam, where this coarse textured soil with gravel is gradually 

thinning out over the lacustrine clayey subsoil and lies as a 

small ridge in the landscape. 

These somewhat excessively to excessively drained soils have 

a rapid permeability. Surface runoff is mostly slow . Fine 

roots penetrate very deeply. The available water capacity and 

the fertility are low. Wind eros ion i s a slight hazard under 

vegetation . 

Use and management. 

These soils seem not suitable for cultivation and they have 

little value as range l and. Some places have been planted with 

trees. 

However the s ubs tra tum may be in few pl aces a source of gravel, 

which can be used, for example, for road construction . 

Basalt rock land. (map unit Mv 3, 1) 

This miscellaneous landtype consists of rough, rocky areas, 

where basalt outcrops and loose fragments of mainly bas alt are 

on the surface. 

Between the rock outcrop, which consists of harren basalt 

blocks, characterized by relatively smooth surfaces and sharp 

angular blocks, are shallow and in some places very <leep sandy 

soils commonly in the depressions. They may be volcanic ash 

and coarse textured winddeposits. The slopes range from gently 

sloping to very steep. 

These soil·s are covered wi th a sparse steppe vegetation, in 

which Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir) is dominant and a few 
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Artemisia fragrans ( Piren ) occur. 

This landtype, which makes up about 14% of the Erosion Camp 

Area, is located in the northeastern part of the area surveyed. 

It also occurs in a very small extent in the south-eastern part 

near the mountain Meke dagi. 

The outcrop of basalt and loose fragments of mainly basalt, 

covers from 25 to 70% of the surface. In the south of this 

land type the basalt rocks show a curious arrangement ( parts of 

eroded ring-dikes),which is described in chapter 2-3, sub 3. 

The boundary of this landtype in the south is formed by a 

s teep escarpment. The small area near the Meke dagi has less 

rock outcrop . 

Some small areas of Andikli soils, Kartan soils and Kindam soils 

were mapped with this landtype. Also included are small areas 

of Active dune land in the southern part ot this landtype. 

There black rocks stand out against the light gray drifting 

sands . 

The material of this landtype is calcareous and its natural 

fertility and content of organic matter are very low. Surface 

run off on the basalt blocks is rapid to very rapid. The in

filtration and the permeability are rapid on the sandy soil. 

The available moisture capacity is very low. 

Use and management . 

Formerly the basalt rock l and was in poor pasture but now it is 

idle land. It is not suited for cultivation of crops or pasture, 

because of its high content of rock, its shallow rootzone and 

and its low available moisture capacity. This landtype is 

protecting the town Karapinar against the drifting sand of the 

Active dune land. 

Some areas between the rock outcrop have been planted with trees 

by Topraksu. 
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5.4.4 Series of the Limestone platform soil association. 

(shallow to very <leep, nearly level to moderately steep, 

angular cobbly sandy soils, gravelly sandy soils and sandy 

soils, overlying limestone bedrock or in places lacustrine or 

beach deposits, unit 4 in fig .2). 

GenePal descPiption. 

This association makes up about 4% of the Eros i on Camp Area. 

I t occurs in the northwes tern part. 

Soi ls of this association are l ocat e d: 

1) on the Limestone pl atform and 

2 ) in the f ringe areas a t s i des of t hi s platform. 

ad. 1. The surface of the Limestone platform slopes downward 

in easteI'n and southeastern direct ion. Iu some places i t is 

dissected by several gullies, which mainly drain away the con

centrated run-off water in southeastern and partly in eastern 

direct i on onto the lacustri ne pl ain . The level ranges f r om 

about 1050 meters near Apakka9 Tepe to about 1020 meters at the 

edge of the platform, for example near Apak Y. 

ad. 2 . The fringe areas consist of nearly level to gently 

s loping areas in the southeastern part of the platform and of a 

very s teep escarpment and s loping or nearly level concave 

es carpment-footslope s at the eastern s ide of the platform. 

Included in this association are areas of which the surf ace 

layer consists of material, derived from the limestone platform 

and which i s thinning out on the lacustrine plain. 

Apak soils occur on the Limestone platform and are the highest 

soils of this association. They are moderately <leep to very 

<lee p, angular cobbly, well drained soils over limes tone. 

The Karata9 soils occur in the fringe area at the s outh-eas tern 

s ide of the Limestone platform. They are very dee p , gr a ve lly 

sandy or sandy s oils . 
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The Ecelertolu soils are located mainly on the footslopes of the 

escarpment. These nearly level to moderately steep, very <leep, 

angular cobbly sandy soils and sandy soils are mapped in a 

complex with other soils. 

One part of this association is cultivated in dry farming 

system and an other part is idle land, but was in native · 

pasture formerly. 

Apak series. 

The Apak series consist of gently sloping, moderately <leep and 

very <leep, somewhat excessively drained, angular cobbly, car

bonatie sandy soils. 

They are only in one area in the western part of the surveyed 

area, southward from the village Apak Y. 

Almost all this soil is cultivated. Same weeds occur of which 

Peganum harmala (Üzerlik) is mostly dominant. 

The parent material i s weathered from limestone. The level 

ranges from about 1020 to about 1025 meters. 

The dry surface layer is very pale brown (10 YR 7/3) to light 

gray (10 YR 7/2) and the texture ranges from angular cobbly 

sand to angular cobbly sandy loam. It ranges from 10 to 25 cm 

in thickness and it has a weak subangular structure if culti

vated and a weak platy structure when it is idle land. 

Below the surface layer is a 20 to 40 cm of material, that is 

transitional to the substratum in most cases. lts texture ranges 

from angular cobbly sand to angular cobbly loam. The amount of 

angular cobblestones in the soil ranges from 20 to about 60% 

and the structure of the soil is subangular. 

The subs tratum is white (10 YR 8/2) or very pale brown ( 10 YR 

8/3) and its texture ranges from angular cobbly sand to 

angular cobbly loam. It overlies limestone bedrock, which 

occurs at different depths. 
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Detailed description . 

A detailed descri ption of a representative profile is given in 

Appendix II, profile 12. 

Apak angular cobbly sandy soils (map unit Tp 1.1) 

The soils have layers similar to those described for the series 

and make up about 0,4% of the Erosion Camp Area. The amount of 

angular cobbly stones of the surface soil s hows important dif

ferences. On arable land these angular cobble stones are often 

plowed up and removed by the farmers. In places the profile may 

be truncated and a few very s mall areas of limes tone out cr op 

are included in t his mapunit. 

These somewha t e xcess ive l y dr ained soils have a rapid permea

bility. Surface run-off ranges from s l ow to rapi d and depends 

on the slope gradient, the intensity of rainfall and the depth 

of the bedrock. 

Use and management . 

These soils are chiefly arable land. Small grains are cultivated 

in dry farming system and the angular cobble stones are a 

handi cap in tillage. 

Karata9 series. 

The Karata~ series are commonly nearly level, in places gently 

sloping, mostly very <leep, in places moderately <leep to 

shallow, somewhat excessively drained, carbonatie, coarse and 

moderately coarse textured soils. 

They occur in three mapping units in the western part of the 

surveyed area, westward from the deserted village Karata~ Y. 

The largest part of this soil is cultivated. 

The parent material seems to be either a beach deposit or a 

sediment deposited as spits and flats in the former pleis tocene 

lake. It ranges from light colored calcareous gravel to 
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gravelly coarse textured soils or moderate coarse textured soils. 

The waterworn pebbles are rounded and this material is derived 

from mainly limestone. It overlies either hard limestone, or 

in places soft chalky lime. Going downward onto the lacustrine 

plain this coarse material is thinning out over lacustrine loamy 

and clayey deposits. 

The level ranges from about 1005 to 1015 meters. 

The dry surface layer is commonly very pale brown (10 YR 7/3) 

or pale brown. lts texture ranges from gravelly sand to sandy 

loam, which contains rounded gravel. In thickness it ranges 

from 20 to 30 cm and has commonly a subangular structure. 

Below the surface layer is commonly 30 to 50 cm of material, 

that ranges from gravelly sand to sandy loam. 

The substratum is commonly white gravel or gravelly coarse 

textured material or sandy material with rounded pebbles . I t 

i s stratif ied and there are commonly many fragments of shells 

throughout the profile. Even layers of shells may occur in 

the subsoil. The upperside of the substratum may be weakly to 

strongly cemented by secundary lime. The pebbles have commonly 

lime pendants at their lower sides. 

Karata9 gravelZy sandy soiZs (map unit Tp 2.1) 

These soils have layers like those described for the series and 

they make up about 1% of the Erosion Camp Area. 

DetaiZed description . 

A detailed description of a representative profile is given 

in Appendix II, profile 13. 

Included with this map unit are small areas of shallow to 

moderately deep Karata~ gravelly sandy soils, underlain by 

a lacustrine substratum or by hard limestone bedrock. Also 

included are small exposures of level lirnestone bedrock. In 

places the substraturn appears at the surface as result of very 
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local water erosion. 

This somewhat excessively drained soil has a rapid permeability. 

Surface runoff ranges from slow to moderate and depends on the 

slope gradient, intensity of rainfall and the depth of the 

bedrock. Winderosion is under vegetation, a slight hazard. 

Use and management. 

The largest part of this map unit is cultivated in dry farming 

system. Wheat, rye and other small grains are cropped mainly 

according wind strip cropping principles. 

A small part is idle land. In some places the substratum can 

be a source of gravel, that can be used for example for 

improving tracks. 

Karata9 sandy soils (map unit Tp 2 2 ) 

Thes e soils have layers , which are coarse t extured with some 

gravel and which are similar to those described foio the series. 

They occupy less than 1% of the Erosion Camp Area. 

DetaileJ description. 

A detailed description of a representative profile is given in 

Appendix II, profile 14. 

As the Karata~ sandy soils are thinning out over lacustrine 

deposits, few areas with a clayey substratum are included in 

this map unit. Also included are small areas of Kindam soils and 

small areas, where the surface soil has been reworked by wind. 

These somewhat excessively drained soils take in water readily. 

The water moves through the profile at a moderate rate. The fer

tility is low and the winderosion is a slight to moderate 

hazard if cultivated. Water erosion is not a hazard. 

Use and management. 

One small part of this map unit is cultivated, according wind 
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strip cropping principles. Small grains are cropped in dry 

farming system. 

The largest part of this map unit is idle land . In the future 

when the vegetation cove r on the idle land may be in excellent 

conditions, deferred grazing with a proper degree of use and 

uniform graz ing seems t o be possible. 

EcelePtolu seY'?,eS . 

The Ecelertolu soil series consist of moderately steep to 

nearly level, very deep, somewhat excessively drained to well 

drained, carbonatie , chiefly coarse and moderately coarse 

t e xtured soi ls . 

They occur in two map units in the northwestern part of the 

surveyed area and are near the deserted village "Ecelertolu Y. " . 

Tht=y lit= mainly on the fuotsloµes dnd c.olluvial smdll fans of 

the escarpment of the Apak limestone platform. 

A small area is on the sloping part of the edge of this lime

stone platform . 

One part of this soil i s cultivated and another part i s idle 

land, which was former grazing land. The dominant pl ant species 

i s Peganum harmala (O zerlik) . 

The parent maTerial seems to be mainly colluvial material, 

which in places overlies abrasion angular cobbly deposits or 

lacustrine deposits in some lower places . 

The level ranges from about 1020 to 100 5 meters. 

The dry s urface layer i s very pale brown to light gray and 

the texture ranges from angular cobbly sand to angular cobbly 

sandy loam or from sand to sandy l oam, with some angular cobble 

s tones. lts thickness ranges from 15 to 35 cm. The structure 

is commonly weak platy on soils of idle land and subangular 

in soils of cultivated land. 

Below the s urface layer i s a 50 to 80 cm of material, that in 

texture ranges from sand to sandy loam . The structure may be 
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granular or angular blocky. 

The substratum is a lacustrine sandy or loamy sediment, which 

i s often stratified and contains layers of shells. 

Calcareous angular cobblestones and sometimes pebbles occur 

throughout the profile and may cover the soil in a significant 

amount in several places. 

Detailed description. 

A detailed description of a representative prof ile i s given in 

Appendix II, profile 15. 

Ecelertolu complex~ angular cobbly sandy soils. (map unit 

Tp 3. 1) 

This complex consists of Ecelertolu angular cobbly s andy s oils , 

Apak angular cobbly sandy soi l s and areas in which limestone 

bedrock i s overlain by s hallow t o moderately deep soil 

material. In few places gullies occur on the sloping concave 

slopes below the escarpment . This map unit occupies about 0,3% 

of the Erosion Camp Area. 

Ecelertolu angular cobbly sandy soils make up the largest part 

of this complex and have layers s imilar to those described for 

the series. 

The degree of stoni ness varies greatly. The calcareous angular 

cobble s tones occupy about 0,01 to about 10% of the surface 

in areas near the escarpment, which were formerly in native 

pasture and are now idle land. These angular cobble stones on 

and in these soils have mainly been washed from the limestone 

platform and from th e escarpment onto these soil s or may have 

been deposited by the abrasion action along the escarpment in 

the former pleis tocene lake. The stoniness on arable land i s 

less because the s tones have been removed. I n several places 

some pebbles occur in the soil. 

The Apak angular cobbly sandy soils make up an important part 
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of this complex. They occur mainly on those sloping footslopes 

of the excarpment, which are fenced in the Erosion Camp Area. 

These soils have layers s imilar to those described for the 

series, except for the surface soil, which may be eroded or 

burried in several places. 

These shallow to moderately deep soils are overlying hard 

limestone bedrock or sometimes soft cha l ky- like material. 

During or after a period of heavy rains the areas which catch 

water from the gullies of the limestone platform above are 

flooded f or a s hort time . This run off ranges from slow t o 

moderat e on these chiefly somewha t excess i ve l y drai ned soils, 

whi ch are s ubject to watererosion. Winderosion is a slight 

hazard on cultivat ed land. 

Use and management . 

A part of these s oils is idle land, but has been in native 

pasture formerly. They are mainly covered wi t h Peganum harmala 

(Ozerl ik ). Another part is cult ivated and wind strip croppi ng 

principles are put into practice in few places. Small grains 

like wheat and rye are cultivated in dry farming system. It 

s eems that th e yie lds on these soils are somewhat higher than 

the average yield in the plain, as the crops can profit by 

water, coming from the Apak platform. 

Ecelertolu complex, sandy soils . (map unit Tp 3.2 ) 

This map unit occurs between Ecelertolu complex , angular cobbly 

sandy soils (map unit Tp 3 .1) and the Karafaki clayey soils 

(map unit Lm 4.1) and is a transitional map unit. 

It makes up about 1% of the Erosion Camp Area. 

This comple x cons i s ts mainly of Ecelertolu sandy soils and 

Karafaki c layey soils . 

The Ecelertolu sandy soils have layers similar to thos e des 

cribe d for the series . They also contain angular cobble s t ones 
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and somet i mes gravel, hut less t han t he Ecelertolu angular 

cobble sandy soi l s. 

In some places t he Ece l ertolu sandy soils are thinning out in 

eastern direction over a substratum like that, described for the 

Karafaki series. Included with this map unit are small areas of 

soils disturbed by man along the track from Apak Y. to Eceler

tolu Y., which probably have been a very ancient small canal or 

track. In severa l places angular cobb l e stones have been removed 

from the surface soil. 

These nearly l evel soils are mostly well drained. Surface runoff 

is slow and the permeability is moderate in th e sandy surface 

and subsurface soil and slower in the substratum. Nevertheless 

water may accumulate in small amounts in low spots for short 

periods, following a heavy rain or rapid melting snow. The water 

is coming fr>om the Limestone platform Watereros i.on is no problem 

and winderos i on i s a s light to moderat e hazard in c ultiva t e d 

areas and is a slight hazard in idle land. 

Use and management. 

Same areas of this map unit are cultivated in dry farming sys

tem. 

In the Topraksu area, wind strip cropping is put in practice. 

The fields are about 50 meters wide and the long sides have 

different dimensions and are parallel to a E-W direction. Many 

areas of this map unit are idle land and have been grazing land 

formerly. They are main l y covered with Peganum harmala (Üzerlik) 

5.4.5 Man disturbed land. 

GenePal descPiption. 

These miscellaneous landtypes consist of areas in which human 

life and commonly also livestock had been concentrated for 
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long times. These many small areas occur in and around the 

villages or in aboriginal living places and make up about 0,7% 

of the Erosion Camp Area. 

The vegetation of these two landtypes has been overgrazed, 

damaged by trampling and the land has been eroded around wells. 

Mud and sundried bricks have been f abricated around the village 

centre and has been used for mudhouses and other mudbuildings. 

Even large stones have been brought from far and rubbish has 

been burried. 

The soils have been so altered that their normal soil character

istics are destroyed. 

This l andty pe has been ma pped i n two map units. 

Recent man disturbed land .(map unit U 1) 

The areas of this landtype are in and around villages in the. 

Erosion Camp Area. Now these villages are deserted, except 

Kindam Y. (see chapte r 2 .1). 

These areas are level or nearly level and consist of very deep 

carbonatie soil materials, mixed with ashes, bones, potsherds, 

charcoal and, in places, stones. 

All the areas are idle land and in places a steppe vegetation 

occur, in which Peganum harmala (U zerlik ) is dominant. 

Anci ent man disturbed land . (map unit U 2) 

This map unit consists of very old living places. The mud

houses have been destroyed and only low ruins occur. They are 

sites of aboriginal human homes, large enough to map. 

They consist of mixtures of soil materials, ashes, charcoal, 

artifacts , bones and in places stones. 

This landtype consists of level or n2arly level areas with 

very deep, carbonatie soil materials. All these areas are idle 

land and they are commonly covered with a steppe vegetation, 

in which Peganum harmala (Uzerlik) is dominant. 
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6 Classification of soils 

The soils of the Erosion Camp Area have been grouped according 

to two classification systems: 

1) The new comprehensive system of the Soil Survey Staff 

of th e U.S. Department of Agriculture (7th Approxi

mation) 

2 ) The U.S. Soil Classification (Soils and Man 1938 et al) 

6.1 SOIL CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO THE 7th APPROXIMATION. 

This new soil classification sys tem is used in the Konya 

Project and its advantages are discussed in the Preliminary 

Report, no. 1, chapter 6, para 6.1. 

The following list shows the preliminary classification of 

the soils of the Erosion Camp Area. 

a) Orthic Psamrnustents occur in Komoba A series , Günagili A 

series, Kindam series, Kayirlika9i series, Kartan series, Apak 

series and Karata9 series . 

b) Orthustentic Psamrnustents occur in Komoba B series , and 

Karatas series. 

c) Calcorthids occur in Karafaki series. 

d) Orthic Camborthids occur in Ecelertolu series . 

e) Not considered as soils,(not-soils) occur in the active dune 

land and dark active dune land. 

Each of the great groups or subgroups is discussed in the 
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following paragraphs . 

sub a - Most of the soi l series in the Erosion Camp Area seem 

to lack diagnostic horizons, except an ochric epipedon and thus 

belang to the order of Entisols. These usually dry soils 

belang to the suborder of Ustents. The great group is Psam

mustent, because the soils are coarse textured. The subgroup 

of Orthic Psammustents includes the soils with coarse textures 

to depths of 75 cm or more and with more than 5% of the sand 

fraction, that is not quartz, tourmaline, zircon, rutile, or 

similar minerals. An accumulation of secondary lime can be 

observed as mycelia, powdery pockets, white spots or very soft 

concretions in the Komoba s eries, Karata~ series and Kindam 

series or as lime pendants in the Karatas series and Kartan 

series . These Orthic Psammustents occur in the Aeolian s and-

plai n , the lime:stone platform alld the volcau.i.c rnoun la .i.11s . 

sub b - This subgroup is considered to integrade toward the 

great group of Orthustents and includes the Psammustents, 

which have textures finer than loamy fine sand within 50 cm. 

Redistribution of carbonates can be observed as seggregations 

of lime in mycelia, powdery pockets and generally a weak ca 

horizon occurs. Orthustentic Psammustents occur in the Aeolian 

sand plain, the Lacustrine plain and at the edge of the 

Limestone platform . 

sub c - The Karafaki series have the best developed horizons in 

the Erosion Camp Area. They have an ochric epipedon and a gypsic 

horizon. These usually dry soils belang to the order of 

Aridisoils and to the suborder of the Orthids, be cause they 

have no argillic or natric horizon or duripan. 

The gypsic horizon puts these carbonatie soils in the Great 

Group of Calcorthids. They have a conductivity of the saturation 

extract more than 1 millimho per cm at 25°C (see table 5, 

Appendix II). 

In these soils part of lime and gypsum have been removed from 
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the surface soil by percolating water and deposited in a 

lower layer designated as respectively a ca-horizon and a cs

horizon. 

The secundary lime can be observed as lime mycelia, powdery 

pockets or sometimes as very soft concretions and the ca 

horizon is moderate or well developed. Locally a weak calcic 

horizon occurs at such a depth, that these carbonatie soils 

are classed as an Orthic Calcorthid (profile 7, Appendix II). 

The es horizon underlies the layer accumulated with lime and 

the gypsum can be seen as cristals or powder, embedded in soft 

lime. 

The Calcorthids occur in the lacustrine plain. 

sub d - Several soils in the Erosion Camp Area have been wind

eroded or may be burried by colluvial deposits. These usually 

dry soils, having an ochric epipedon, belang to the order oi 

Aridisols. Their cambic horizon puts them into the suborder of 

Orthids. These soils are classed with the subgroup of Orthic 

Camborthids, because it is considered that the weak to moderate 

developed ca horizon does not reach the criteria of a calcic 

horizon. 

The secundary lime can be seen as white seggregation or soft 

white concretions. 

These soils occur locally throughout the Erosion Camp Area, 

except in the volcanic mountains. 

sub e - The shifting sands, etc. are not included in this soil 

classification system. If the surface of the land has no 

vegetation, i t is considered that the land has no soil . 

6.2 SOIL CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO THE U. S.CLASSIFICATION 

(Soils and Man 19 38 et al. ) 

A great soil group consists of soils, which are similar in 
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several fundamental characteristics . They have the same kind 

and number of horizons, although corresponding horizons are 

not necessarily of the same thickness or expressed with the 

same degree of c larity. In some characteristics the soi l s of 

any given group may differ considerably. Many soi l s have some 

of the significant characteristics of more than one great soil 

group and are called intergrades . This soil classification 

system has been developed since long times. The following list 

shows the tentative classification of the soils, according to 

orders, suborders and great soil groups. Approximate equivalents 

according to the 7th Approximation are given too. 

AzonaZ. order 

Alluvial soils 

occur in : Kayirlika~i 

series 

Alluvial soils (intergrading 

to Calcisols), occur in: 

Karata,;; series 

Il Il 

Ecelertolu series 

Kartan series 

Alluvial soils (intergrading 

to Regosols), occur in : 

Günagili A series 

Pl'ofile 
(a) no. 

10 

13 

14 

15 

11 

5 

According to 

?th Approx. 

Orthic 

Psammustent 

Orthic 

Psammustent 

Orthustentic 

Psammustent 

Orthic 

Camborthid 

Orthic 

Psammustent 

Orthic 

Psammustent 
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f>rofile 

no 

Regosols (includes Dry Sands), 

occur in : Active dune land 3 

Dark active dune land 

Regosols (intergra ding to 

Calci sol s ) occur in: 

Komoba A series 

Komoba B series 

Kindam series 

Lith osol s , occur i n 

Apak series 

Intrazonai order 

Calcimorphic suborder 

Calcisols occur in 

Karafaki series 

Calcisols (truncated), 

occur in : Blown- out Active 

dune land 

Calcisols (intergrading to 

Sierozem) occur in : 

Karafaki series 

6 

2 

9 

12 

8 

4 

7 

According 

?th Approx. 

Not considered as 

soil 

Not considered as 

soil 

Or t hi c 

Psammustent 

Orthustent ic 

Psammustent 

Orthic 

Psammustent 

Or t hi c 

Psammustent 

Calcorthid 

Not considered as 

soil 

Orthic Calcorthid 

a) Detailed profile des criptions are given in Appendix II. 
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Appendix 1 

Same phenomena of the Active dune land. 

One of the most important tasks of Topraksu is to stabilize 

the drifting sand in the Erosion Camp Area. 

The following details may be useful. They are obtained from 

the literature, from personal observations and from informations 

of local people. Much local information has been gathered by 

our Turkish colleague, Mr. Celal Karakus from people, living 

in the villages around the Erosion Camp Area. 

Ia. The development of the desert-like Active dune land. 

According to local information dunes have existed in the 

Erosion Camp Area since time immemorial. Formerly, however, 

only a few dunes occured and they were covered with a scant 

vegetation of mainly Artemisia s pecies (Piren). 

Formerly a small number of herds, consisting of sheeps and 

goat s , were grazed around in this almost s tabilized sandy land 

and the animals passed t he night in enclosed spaces . 

The largest part of the population lived on the products of 

t hese animals . Even t heir excrements were collect e d and were 

used for the fires, necessary for cooking and for heating the 

mud-huts during the cold winter. 

However, since about 1945 the population has increased regu

larly as the state of public hea lth gradually improved, The 

logi cal consequence of this development was the increase of 

the livestock and more he rds were grazed on the same area. 
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In a period around the years 1952 and 1953 the rate of i ncrease 

of the populat ion has been relatively high. In t hat t i me a few 

hundred refugees mainly from Bulgaria, have been sheltered in 

Karapinar (cöcmen evleri). Mainly in the beginning this group 

of men had very little personal properties or livestock. They 

had to go in the fields for picking woody plants on an intensive 

way, because they needed fuel for cooking and for heating their 

houses. 

Thus the protective vegetation cover of the sandy soils have 

been damaged seriously over large areas, mainly by picking woody 

plants, by overgrazing and trampling. 

According the informations it seems that the two successive very 

dry years 1956 (with an annual precipitation of 198 mm) and 

1957 (with an annual precipitation of 207 mm) have seriously 

hur t the vegetation as well. 

The wind got more and more hold on the harren sandy soils of the 

Erosion Camp Area and the sand started to drift over larger 

extents. So, several parts altered in a desert-like area. 

I b. The effects of the wind in the Erosion Camp Area. 

When the wind blows over the Erosion Camp Area, it produces 

a mist consisting of both dust and sand particles. 

The nature of the movement of particles by the wind in deserts 

has been closely investigated by Bagnold (1954), who distin

guished three types of movement: suspension, saltation and 

surface creep. Only very fine particles, those with diameters 

less than about 0,2 mm, are carried in suspension by the winds, 

normally found at the surface of the earth . 

Saltation is most significant in understanding the erosive 

action of sand. In a turbulant flow of air near the surface 

local upward currents may lift a sandgrain . As it falls it is 

moved in the general wind direction. Thus the path, taken by 

a moving grain, consists of a short, near vertical ascent and a 
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FIGURE $EKIL 13 

A sand surface (after Bagnold) 
KumZuk yüzey (BagnoZd dan) 

A pebble surface (after Bagnold) 
GakLZZLk yuzey (BagnoZd dan) 

FIGURE 
14 

. 

I 
win 

$EKIL -

II 

FIGURE 
$EKIL 

15 

A 

B 

Formation of a slip-face on a barchan dune 
(for explanation see text) (after Bagnold) 
Barchon humuZda kaymLs yüzey formasyonu 
(izahat icin metne bak) (BagnoZd dan) 

Formation of sand ripples (for explanation see text) (after Bagnold) 
Kum daZgacLkZarLnLn (izahat icin metne bak) (BagnoZd dan) 

65.007-84 



longer s l oping fall ( f i g .1 3 . I .). When it strikes the surface , i t 

may either rebound, thus repeàting its motion, or it may start 

saltation of another sand grain by impact . The height attained 

by sand grains undergoing saltation depends on the velocity of 

the grains and thus basically upon wind velocity and on the 

nature of the surface. On pebble surfaces saltation is notice

ably higher than on sand surf aces ( fig .13.II), but even on these 

surfaces grains undergoing saltation rarely reach more than 

1,80 meters above the surface. The energy of the falling grains 

may not be absorbed in rebounding or in starting saltation by 

impact, but may be used in disturbing a number of grains, 

which are driven forward fora short distance on the surface . 

At low wind velocities the jerky movement of these grains may 

be observed, but as the wind velocity increases this appears 

lo change ir1to ct steady f01'wctrJ l.I"eeµ uf the surfac..e grains. 

This surface creep merges into very low saltation . 

Thus it may be seen, that the only grains actually suspended 

in the air are the very fine ones. The upper parts of the 

sandstorms, which may rise very high into the air are composed 

solely of dust and sand movement takes place only very near 

the ground level. When the dust-laden wind meets an obstacle , 

the <lust particles rarely strike the obstacles as they are 

diverted around it in the general air flow and so exert little 

or no erosive effect. The sandgrains, however , are confined to 

a layer very near to the surface and thus their erosive effect 

is very limited in vertical extent, while surface creep can 

obviously affect only an extremely limited vertical range. The 

work of wind erosion is therefore very limited. 

Also the process of the deflation or removal by the wind of 

the fine products of weathering and fine textured deposits have 

been observed mainly in the eastern part of the Erosion Camp 

Area. On the sandy surface the wind removes the finer products 

in suspens ion and may shift the sand by saltation and surface 
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creep, thus leav ing a surface of gravel. 

These deflation surfaces have been given a variety of names: 

desert pavement, erosion pavement, etc. In this report the 

name desert pavement is used. 

Probably of greater importance than the erosion produced by 

winds are the forms of the winddeposits in the Erosion Camp 

Area . 

Two types of individual sand dunes can be distingui shed in the 

surveyed area, namely: rounded sanddunes and crescentic sand 

dunes or barchans (see chapter 2-3, sub 1 B). 

The rounded dunes have a rounded shape (see fig. 14-I). Their 

height ranges from about 2 to 4 meters and they occur mainly 

in the southwestern parts of the several belts (map unit Dd 2.1) 

and in large blowouts. 

The barchans have a crescentic shape with two horns (fig . 14-III 

an IV) and occur main ly in the north-eastern parts of the 

several belts in the Active dune land. (map unit Dd 2. 1). 

They are about 2 to 12 meters high. Their average southwestern 

(windward) slope is about 10° and a pattern of small ridges of 

few centimeters apart, which form and reform, occur on the 

surface . The very steep north-eastern (lee side) slope is 

about 30°. 

The dunes are built up of stratified sandy material. The texture 

layers are mostly thin and are often parallel to the surface 

of the slip-face . The texture of the sand deposits of a 

barchan is given in Appendix II , Table 4 . 

The horns consist of somewhat coarser sand than the mass of 

their dune and point mainly to about the north east. 

Almost all the dunes rest on a caliche-like layer, which has 

some resistance to the wind erosion (see chapter 2- 3, sub 1B). 

The dune surface has often sand ripples of a few cm high. A 

barchan dune will tend to form from a mound of sand , the 

development envisaged by Bagnold being as fellows. 
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In crosssection (fig. 14 - I ) the greatest effect of the wind 

will be felt on the wind-ward slope of a mound of sand, and 

will lead to a pronounced movement of sand grains to the crest. 

Just beyond the crest they will tend to accumulate, for the 

effect of the wind is felt less here. 

Accumulation at the top of the lee-slope leads to a steepening 

at that slope (fig. 14-II), and hence toa decrease of the 

wind effect on it. The steepening of the lee-slope by accu

mulation at the top goes on until the angle of the rest of the 

material is exceeded (E-F in fig. 14-III), when shearing takes 

place along a slightly less steep surface (G-H in fig.14-III). 

Thus, the slip face of the barchan advances by a process of 

oversteeping and shearing. The flanks of the original mound 

of sand advance more rapidly than the centre for the rate of 

advance is inversely proportional to the height of the slip 

f a ce. In this way the cres centi c barchan f orm i s developed . 

The wings advance until they are very much in the shelter of 

the mainmass of the dune, where the sand flow is less and 

their rate of advance is retarded. 

The coarse sand particles cannot be blown by wind over the 

windward side till the crest of the barchan dune and turn off 

to the wings and form the coarser textured horns (Tricart and 

Mainguet, 1965). 

According Bagnold (1954) the barchan dune is formed when the 

wind is nearly uni-directional. It is orientated with the 

horns downwind. 

The rate of advance of single isolated barchans varies much in 

several parts of the world. 

Beadnell gives figures for a period of a year for the movement 

of five barchans of different heights in a desert area (Kharga 

Oasis Egypt). 
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Dune Height ln meters Total advance 
ln meters/a year 

a 20 10, 9 

b 17 10, 8 

c 11 16 , 2 

d 10, 5 18, 8 

e 4 18,4 

Buringh (19 60 ) has calculated average dune speeds of 20 meters 

a year for drifting dunes in Irak over longer periods. He used 

therefore two series of aerial photographs. The second series 

was taken of the same dune land, several years after the first 

one. 

Personal observation in the field and on the aerial photographs 

of rndny years old agree wi Lh infonna tious of local people, who 

told, that the dunes moved very slowly, mainly in north-eastern 

direction, for example about 5 meters a year. 

A phenornenon which may counteracts the absolute rate of advance 

of the dunes in north-eastern direction, is observed in the 

Erosion Camp Area. During the period of this survey, the wind 

had blown from the reverse direction of the dominant winds for 

about two weeks. In that time small crescentic dunes had been 

formed by north-eastern winds on the top of a few large 

barchans. A new small slip-face was formed, facing to the other 

side , namely to the south-west. 

The forms of the different dunes are often obscured . The 

front - side of several dunes catches up the beginning of the 

backs of the preceding ones, as the dunes have different speeds. 

Other barchan dunes may touch each other by their horns and so 

they occur in colonies in several places . Local rocky obstacles 

may obscure the forrns of the individual dunes too . 

Also the formation of ripples, which cover the sandy surface in 

many places, are intensively studied by Bagnold (1 954 ). 
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The formation of sand ripples is closely connected with the 

process of saltation. If a surface with chance irregularities 

is imagined (fig.15) on to which grains are being driven by 

saltation, it i s obvious that the frequency of bombardement by 

sand grains will be greater on the slight slopes, facing the 

wind (B-;C., fig. 1 5 ) ' than on slopes facing away from the 

wind (C-D, fig. 15). Thus on B-C the rate of arrival of the 

grains and the surface creep will be greater than on the re

verse slope (C-D). In fact material will be arriving at C 

faster than it can be removed. 

sand 

Similarly in an hollow such as B the sandgrains are being driven 

faster towards C than they are arriving, thus accentuating the 

hollow. 

As all sand surfaces process change irregularities, even though 

they may be only on the magnitude of a few sandgrains, there i s 

a natural tendency for ripples to form. The wave length of 

such ripples varies with the strength of the wind, which controJs 

the distance travelled by each grain during saltation . 
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Appendix 11 

Detailed descriptions of profiles. 

Profile no. 7. 

Soil series: Komoba A series.Map unit : Dd.1 . 1. Survey no.: P53. 

Area Plain of Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Central. Anatolia, 

Turkey. 

Location : 1.5 km westward from Girginli Y. , near the fence. 

(43,8 l ongitude , 58,7 latitude). 

Llevation : 1005 m. 

Physiography : Aeolian sandplain. 

Topography : Subnormal relief. 

Parent material : Aeolian, carbonatie, sandy deposits. 

Drainage condition : Excessively drained. 

Groundwater : ca. 20 m. Salinity : Free of excess of salt. 

Moisture : 0-40 cm dry, 40-150 cm moist. 

Landuse : Idle land. 

Rootdistribution : Plentiful fine roots down to ca. 40 cm. 

Biological activity : 1 Krotovina at ca . 140 cm and small 

tubular holes (1 cm diameter) of insects. 

Vegetation : Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir) on hummocks (< 80 cm 

high). 

Profil e description . 

Al 0-20 cm.Grayish brown (2,5 Y 5/2) fine sand,light brownish 

gray (2,p Y 6/2), when dry. Carbonatie and common fine 

frag!Tlents of s hells. No distinct s tratifi cation. Single 

grain and weak, coarse, s ubangular blocky structure. Loose 
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to soft when dry , loose to very friab l e when moist non

plastic, non-sticky. Few macro- , common mesopores . 

Plentiful fine roots. Clear, smooth boundary . 

AC 20-67 cm. Grayish brown (2,5 Y 5/2) fine sand, light brown

ish gray (2,5 Y 6,4/2) when dry. Carbonatie and common 

fine fragments of shells. No distinct stratification. 

Moderate, coarse, subangular, blocky structure. Slightly 

hard, friable, non-plastic, non-sticky. Few macro- , common 

mesopores. Plentiful fine roots in the upper part, 

necreasing downward. Gradual smooth boundary. 

Cca 67-150 cm. Light brownish gray to light gray (2,5 Y 6,5/2 ) 

loamy fine sand, light gray to white (2,5 Y 7,5/2) when 

dry. Carbonatie. Weak and moderate, coarse angular blocky 

structure. Hard to very hard, firm, slightly plastic, 

slightly sticky . Common macro- , common mesopores . One 

crack of 10 mm filled up with f ine s andy s oil, probably 

from the surface with fine fragments of shells. Segre

gation of lime in few medium and coarse, faint, white, 

soft concretions. 1 Krotovina at 140 cm. 

Diagnostic horizon : Ochric epipedon. 

Soil classification : Orthic Psammustent. 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 

Profile no . 2. 

Soil series : Komoba B series. Map unit 

P45a. 

Dd.1.1. Survey no.: 

Area : Plain of Karapinar , Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, 

Turkey . 

Location: 1,5 km N.E. ward from Çardak Y., ca.5 m northward 
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from the fence ( 40 , 2 longitude , 62 lat i tude ) . 

Elevation : 1002 m. 

Physiography : Aeolian sandplain . 

Topography : Subnormal relief. 

Slope : Undulating. 

Parent material : Aeolian carbonatie, sandy deposits on lacus-

trine, carbonatie, loamy and clayey deposits. 

Drainage : Somewhat excessively drained. 

Groundwater : ca. 15 m. Salinity : Free of excess of salt. 

Moisture : 0-40 cm dry, 40-150 cm moist. 

Landuse : Idle land. 

Biological activity : Krotovinas. 

Rootdistribution : 0-40 cm abundant fine roots. 

Vegetation : Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir) on low hummocks 

( '- 50 C lll h _i g]l) . 

Profile description: 

A 11 0-37 cm. Grayish brown (2,5 Y 5/2) very fine sand with 

fine fragments of shells, light brownish gray to gray 

(2,5 Y 6,5/2) when dry. No distinct stratification. 

Carbonatie. Single grain and weak, very coarse subangu

lar blocky structure. Soft and loose when dry, loose 

when moist, non-plastic, non-sticky. Few macro-, common 

mesopores, abundant fine roots. Gradual s mooth boundary. 

A 12ca 37-58 cm. Grayish brown to light brownish gray (2,5 Y 

5 , 5/2) very fine sand, light gray (2,5 Y 7/2) when dry. 

Carbonatie. No distinct stratification. Weak and 

moderate coarse subangular blocky structure. Soft, very 

friable, non-plastic, non-sticky. Common macro-, many 

mesopores. Few, fine roots. Common Krotovinas. Segre

gation of lime in few and common medium and coarse 

faint white ( 2 ,5 Y 8/2 ) soft concretions. Abrupt, 

irregular boundary. 
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AC 58- 80 cm. Gr ay i s h brown t o l ight browni sh gray ( 2 , 5 Y 

6 , 5/2 ) s ilt l oam, wh i te ( 2 , 5 Y 8/0 - 2 ) when dry . Car

bonatie . Moderate coarse , angular blocky structure. 

Hard, friable, slightly plastic, slightly sticky . Few 

macro-, common mesopores . Many Krotovinas. Abrupt, wavy 

boundary. 

C 80- 150 cm. Li ght brownish gray to light gray ( 2,5 Y 

6,5/2) silty clay, white (2,5 Y 8/2) when dry. Carbo

natie. Moderate coarse angular blocky st ructure. 

Slightly hard to hard, firm, plastic, sticky. Common 

macro-, common mesopores. Prominent shell layer 

(Dreissensia spec. ) at 110 cm. 

Diagnostic horizon : Ochric epipedon . 

Soil classification : Orthustentic Pc;ammustent . 

Descri be d by : A. F . Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 

Profile 3. Soil peel no. 65 - 3. 

Landtype : Active dune land. Map unit : Dd 2. 1. Survey no. P44. 

Area : Plain of Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, 

Turkye. 

Location : At the end of the N.S. maintrack, 5 km southward of 

Kindam Y. on a barchan dune at the windward s ide . 

Profile per pendicular on the crest line of the barchan . 

(44 longitude, 66,4 latitude). 

Elevation : 1005 m. 

Physiography : Aeolian sandplain, active dunes. 

Topography : Subnormal relief. 

Slope : Moderately steep, short slope. 

Landuse : Waste land. 
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Parent material : Carbonatie Aeolian sand. 

Drainage condition : Excessively drained. 

Salinity : Free of salt excess. 

Groundwater : ca. 20 m. Permeability 

Moisture : 0-70 dry, 70-170 moist. 

Root distribution : no roots. 

Erosion : Severaly overblown land. 

Vegetation : None. 

Profile description. (see Fig. 16) : 

Rapid. 

C 1 0-0,5 cm. Light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2) sand, light 

gr ay (10 YR 7 /2) when dry. Carbonatie. (less than 95% 

quartz). Single grain structure. Loose when dry, loose 

when moi s t, non- plas ti c , non-s ticky. On the dune

surface much shell tragments and coarse sand. Very tew 

macro-, many mesopores. Abrupt, smooth boundary. 

C 2 0,5-70 cm. Light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2) fine sand, 

light gray (10 YR 7/2) when dry. Carbonatie (less than 

95% quartz). Stratified. The texture layers make an 

angle of 20°-30° with a horizontal plane. Single 

grain. Loose when dry, loose when moist, non-plastic. 

non-sticky. Very few macro-, many mesopores. Diffuse 

smooth boundary. 

C 3 70-165 cm . Light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2) fine sand , 

light gray (10 YR 7/2) when dry . Carbonatie. Moist and 

stratified. Other properties are the same as in C 2. 

Soil Classification : Not considered as soil (not-soil). 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 
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Figure 16 

Profi l e Profil no . 3 

Soi l Peel 
no . 65-3 

Toprak kabugu 

Land type : 

Active dune land . 

Map unit : Dd 2 . 1. 

Remm0 ks : 

The profile is perpendicular 

on the crest line and is at 

the windward side of a 

bar•chan. 

Carbonatie . (ca 77% CaC0 3 
equiv .) stratified fine sand. 

The texture layers make ang

les , rangin g from about 20° to 

30° with a horizontal plain . 

The white s pots are fragments 

of shells . 
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Table 4 
Profile no.3. Soil Peel no. 65-3. 

(a) 

Hori- Depth 300 210 150 105 75 se 32 16 8 2 CaC0
3 

in % 
> 420µ < 2µ 

zon cm 420 300 210 150 105 75 50 32 16 8 equivalent 

Cl 0- 0' 5 22 . 2 10 . 4 8.3 9.2 16.7 12 .4 6.5 4 .3 1.4 1. 4 1.4 5.7 76.5 
(b) 18 . 0 10. 1 9.3 12. 1 20.8 15 . 0 5. 5 2 .0 0.3 0.5 1. 7 4.7 

C2 0,5 - 70 1.0 3 . 3 6.7 11. 3 22.7 1 5 . 1 5. 8 4 .3 1. 8 2.4 1 . 2 24 . 4 77 . 7 
(b) 0 . 7 2.7 8.3 17. 7 34.8 19 . 9 5 . 4 1. 2 0.7 0.5 1. 3 6 . 8 

C3 70-170 2.0 6.0 12.6 15 . 7 20.1 9 . 9 3 . 9 2. 4 1. 2 1. 8 4.2 20 . 2 78.3 
(b) 1. 9 6.2 16. 9 24.8 27.8 11. 0 2.5 0.7 0.3 0.8 1 .8 5 . 2 

Moisture in pH of sat. E. C. in mmhos C.E.C . 
% at satur . paste (c) per cm, 25°C (d) (e) 

20 7.8 0.45 2 

23 7.6 0.50 3 

24 7.8 0.51 3 

(a) Particle size distribution and Caco 3% are determined i n Wageningen. Texture with pi pette 
method. Dispersion with sodium hexarnethaphosphate . Caco

3 
removed with HCl. Organic mat ter 

removed with H2o
2

. (x) 
(b) Without removal of Caco 3 .Cc) Glass electrode, using_saturated soi l paste . 
(d) Wheatstone bri dge, using saturation extract . (e) Na+ saturation (pH 8,2) displ acement with l n . 

ammoniumacetat e and determination of Na+ displaced wi th Lange flame spectrometer . 
(x) The other analyses are made in Ankara, according methods , described in Handbook no.60 U. S.D . 

~ of A. (1954). 



Profile no . 4. 

Landtype : Active dune l and. Map unit : Dd 2. 1. Survey no.P45. 

Area : Plain of Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Centra l Anatolia, 

Turkey. 

Location : At the end of the N-S. maintrack, 5 km southward 

of Kindam Y., between two crescenti c dunes (barchans) 

(43,9 latitude, 66, 4 longitude ). 

Physiography : Aeolian sandplain. Active dunes. 

Topography : Flat to subnormal relief. Slope : level. 

Landuse : Waste land. 

Parent material : Carbonatie lacustrine sandy to clayey de

pos i ts. 

Drainage condition 

of sal t . 

Well drained. Salinity Free of excess 

Groundwater : 1 5 m. Moist11re : 0-1 0 dry , 10-1 50 cm mois t . 

Erosion : Severely blown out land . 

Stoniness : no s tones, class 0. 

Root distribution : No roots. 

Biological activity : Many Krotovinas and many cocoons of 

insects. 

Vegetation : none. 

Profile description 

B 31 0-1 cm. Crust of grayish brown to light brownish gray 

( 2,5 Y 5,5/2 ) fine sand , white to light gray ( 2,5 Y 7,5/2) 

when dry. Carbonatie. Massive . Slight l y hard, friable , 

s lightly plastic, s lightly s ticky. Few macro-, few meso

pores. On the surface of the crust occur common old 

cocoons and few fragments of pottery and obsidian 

implements. 

B 32 1- 9 cm. Grayish brown to light brownish gray ( 2 ,5 Y 5,5/2) 

ca loamy fine sand, white to light gray (2,5 Y 7,5/2) when 

dry. Carbonatie. Weak, coarse and medium, subangular 
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blocky structure. Slightly hard, firm, slightly plastic, 

slightly sticky. Few macro-, many mesopores. Many old 

cocoons of insects and common Krotovinas. Canals and 

casts. Segregation of lime in common, medium and coarse 

faint white soft concretions. Abrupt irregular boundary. 

B 33 9- 36 cm. Light gray (2,5 Y 7/2) silty c l ay loam, white 

ca ( 2,5 Y 8/2) when dry. Carbonatie. Moderate coarse sub

angular blocky structure . Slightly hard, firm, plastic, 

sticky . Few macro-, many mesopores. Segregation of lime 

in few medium and coarse, faint, white, soft lime

concretions. Abrupt, smooth boundary. 

C 36-150 cm . Light gray (2,5 Y 7/2) s ilty clay, white 

(2,5 Y 8/0- 2) when dry. Carbonatie. Moderate, coarse , 

angular blocky structure. Slightly hard, firm, plastic, 

sticky . Many macro , many mesopor~~ . Few f ine dist l nct 

rus t mottles . Few black coatings of Manganese oxide on 

the surface of structure elements. 

Soil classification :Not considered as soil (not - soil ). 

Described by : A.F. Groneman . 

Date : June 1965. 

l?Y'ofile no . 5 . 

Soil series : Günagili A series . Map unit 

Survey no . P55. 

Dd.3.1 . 

Area : Plain of Karapinar , Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia , 

Turkey. 

Location : 1,5 km N. N.W. -ward from Vahapobasi Y, near the fence 

(65,6 latitude, 48,8 longitude). 

Elevation : 1002 m. 

Physiography : Aeolian sandplain. 
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Topography : Subnormal relief. 

Slope : Level to undulating. 

Parent material : Aeolian volcanic calcareous, sandy deposits 

Drainage condition : Somewhat excessively drained. 

Groundwater : ca. 20 m. 

Salinity 

Moisture 

Free of excess of salt . 

0-50 cm dry, 50-120 cm moist. 

Landuse : idle land . 

Root distribution : Few fine roots down to 50 cm . 

Biological activity : No Krotovinas or cocoons. 

Vegetation : Marrubium parviflorum (Tapir) on low hummocks 

and few Artemisia scoparia (Piren). 

Profûe description : 

A 1 0-70 cm. Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) fine basalt sand , 

light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) when dry. Calcareous. 

Same black fine basalt gravel and common fragments of 

shells. No distinct stratification. Single grain struc

ture. Loose when dry, loose when moist, non-plastic, non

sticky . Common macro-, many mesopores . Fine fine roots. 

Diffuse, smooth boundary. 

C 70-120 cm . Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) very fine sand , 

light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) when dry. Calcareous, 

some very coarse sandgrains and common fragments of 

shells. No distinct stratification. Massive and single 

grain. Loose to soft when dry, loose when moist , non

plastic non-sticky. Few macro-, common mesopores. 

Diagnostic horizon : Ochric epipedon. 

Soil classification : Orthic Psammustent. 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 
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Profile no. 6. 

Landtype : Dark active dune land. Map unit 

Survey no. P54. 

Dd.4. 1. 

Area : Karapinar , Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, Turkey. 

Location : 2 km N.W.-ward from Vahapobasi Y. On the top of a 

rounded dune (48,4 longitude, 65,6 latitude). 

Elevation : 1004 m. 

Physiography : Aeolian sandplain, active dunes. 

Topography : Subnormal relief. 

Slope : Level to rolling. 

Parent material : Aeolian sandy deposits, local dark volcanic 

sand. 

Drainage condition Excessively drained. 

Groun<lwd Ler : cct. 20 111. 

Salinity 

Moisture 

Free of excess of salt . 

0-45 cm dry. Permeability 

Landuse : waste land. 

Root distribution : no roots. 

Biological activity : none. 

Vegetation : none . 

Profile descY'iption : 

rapid. 

C 1 0-46 cm. Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) fine sand, 

very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) when dry. Calcareous, some 

dark rounded volcanic fine gravel and common fragments 

of shells. Quartz less than 95%. No distinct stratifi

cation. Single grain structure. Loose when dry, loose 

when moist, non-plastic, non-sticky. On the surface a 

discontinuous thin desert pavement of dark volcanic 

coarse sand and dark volcanic rounded fine gravel. Very 

few macro-, many mesopores. No roots. Diffuse smooth 

boundary. 

C 2 46-60 cm. Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) fine sand, 
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very pale brown (1 0 YR 7/4 ) when dry. Calcareous, Some 

dark volcanic rounded fine pebbles and common fragments 

of shells. Quartz less than 95%. No distinct stratifica

tion. Massive. Loose when dry, loose when moist , non

plastic, non-sticky. Very few macro-, many mesopores. 

Soil classification : Not considered as soil (not-soil ). 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 

Profi Le no . 7. Soil Peel no. 65-2. 

Soil series : Karafak1 series . Map unit : Lm 4. 1. 

Survey no : PIL.. 

Area : Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, Turkey. 

Location : 5 km westward from Karapinar and 500 m. southward 

from the highway (43, 1 longitude, 74 latitude). 

Elevation : 1000 m. 

Physiography : Lacustrine plain. 

Topography : flat Slope : level 

Landuse : Idle land near arable land, dry farmed . 

Parent material : Carbonatie lacustrine loamy and clayey 

deposits. 

Drainage condition : Moderately well drained to well drained . 

Groundwater : ca. 8 m. 

Moisture : 0-50 cm dry, 50-70 cm moderately dry, 70- 170 cm moist 

Root distribution : 0-72 cm plentiful roots, 72-130 cm very few 

old roots. 

Vegetation : Predominantly Alhagi camelorum and Glaucium 

corniculatum. Some Adonis flammea. 
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Profile des cription 

A 11 0-3 cm. Light brownish gray (2,5 Y 6/2) loam, light gray 

( 2 , 5 Y 7,5/2) when dry. Carbonatie. Strong , very fine, 

granular structure and few shell fragments under a soft 

crust of about 0,5 cm thick. Slightly hard, very firm, 

slightly plastic, slightly sticky to sticky. Many macro-, 

many mesopores. Abrupt smooth boundary. 

A 12 3- 32 cm . Light brownis h gray ( 2,5 Y 5 , 5/2) silty clay loam 

light gray ( 2,5 Y 7/2) when dry, Carbonatie. Compound, 

weak subangular blocky and moderate medium granular 

structure. Slightly hard, friable, plastic, sticky. 

Common macro-, common mesopores. Very few roots decom

posed in clear moder and round excrements of one mm dia-

meter. Common cocoons of about cm diameter and many 

rou;id car t htln t.XCY(c;mtlnt:::; of 1 mm di améteI' . ClL<.1r , ir n!gu 

lar boundary. 

II B2 32-53 cm. White (2,5 Y 7,5/2) silty clay, white (2,5 Y 

ca 8/2) when dry. Strong medium subangular blocky structure . 

Slightly hard to hard, very firm , plastic, sticky . 

Carbonatie . Common macro-, common mesopores . Common 

medium and coarse, distinct segregation of lime with 

clear boundaries, white ( 2 ,5 Y 8/0-2) when dry. Few, 

soft , coarse, rounded concret ions of lime. Gradual 

irregular boundary. 

II Cl 53 - 75 cm . Light brownish gray ( 2 , 5 Y 6 , 5/2) silty clay 

white (2,5 Y 7 ,5/ 2 ) when dry . Carbonatie . Strong medium 

subangular blocky structure . Sli ghtly hard , very f irm 

s lightly plastic, sticky . Few macro- , common mesopores. 

1 Krotovina at 70 cm and 8 cm diameter . Few roots of 

Alhagi camelorum. Clear, smooth boundary. 

II C2 75-142 cm . Light brownish gray (2,5 Y 6/2) clay, white 

es ( 2,5 Y 8/2) when dry. Carbonatie. Moderate, medium 

angular blocky structure . Very hard, very firm, slightly 
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plastic and sticky. Few fine distinct rust mottles 

(5 YR 5/8). Many gypsum veins and pseudomycelium, many 

gypsum cristals embedded in soft lime and few soft 

rounded medium clusters of gypsum cristals. Very few 

macro-, very few mesopores. Some black (2,5 YR 2/0) 

coatings of manganeseoxide on the elements and on the 

surface of the macropores. Few shell-fragments. Gradual, 

smooth boundary. 

II C3 142- 165 cm . Light gray (2,5 Y 7/2) clay white ( 2,5 Y 

es 7,5/2) when dry. Carbonatie. Compound strong wedge 

shaped and with parallelepiped natural structural ele

ments with a strong medium angular blocky structure. Ex

tremely hard, extremely firm, plastic, sticky to very 

sticky. Very few macro-, very few mesopores. Common 

gyps um and lime pseudomycelia and few gypsum cristals . 

Few shell fragments. Black (2,5 YR 2/0) coatings of man

ganese oxyde on the structure elements. 

Diagnostic hoPizons Ochric epipedon 

Cambic horizon 

Gypsic horizon 

Calcic horizon 

Soit classification : Orthic Calcorthid. 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : 29-5-1965. 
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Figure 17 

Profile Profil no.7 

Soil Peel 

Toprak kabuiju no.65-2 

Soil series 

Karafaki series 

Map unit 

Lm.4.1. 

Remarks : 

1 . Carbonatie 

(ca. 54% CaC.0
3 

equi v. ) 

loamy and clayey 

lacustrine deposits . 

2 . Weak calcic horizon 

between 32 and 53 cm. 

with white soft , coarse 

r ounded concretions of 

lime . 

3. Strongly developed 

gypsic horizon between 

75 and 142 cm . 

'L Structure of parallelepi

ped natural structural 

elements below 142 cm . 
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Table 5 
Profile no . : 7. Soil peel no.: 65 - 2 

(a) 

Particle size distributi on in mu 
Hori - Depth 300 210 150 105 75 50 32 16 8 2 Caco

3 
in 

>420 µ - - - - - - - - - - <2µ < 2 % zon cm . 
420 300 210 150 105 75 50 32 16 8 equiv . <16 

All 0- 3 (a) 0 . 2 0.6 1.4 2. 1 3.8 4 . 2 4.5 6.9 6.5 2 .0 17. 1 50 . 7 53 . 4 
(b) 1. 3 2. 1 3 . 4 4.7 6 . 8 7.4 7.9 11.9 9. 1 4.5 17 .8 23 . 1 0.51 

Al2 3- 32(a) 0 . 2 0.3 0 . 6 1. 0 1. 5 1. 7 2.0 11.3 2.0 5 .2 9.7 64 . 5 54 . 5 
(b) 0 . 9 0.9 1.4 2.0 2 . 8 3. 1 3.5 9 . 9 6.6 9.6 24. 1 35 . 2 0 . 51 

II B2 32 - 53 ( a) 3.9 3 . 7 3.2 8 . 5 11. 1 69 . 6 58 . 4 
ca (b) 7.0 3 . 8 7.4 9.4 28 .0 44 . 4 0 . 54 

II Cl 53 - 75 ( a) 1. 5 5 . 5 7.3 8.0 21.4 56 . 3 54 . 0 
(b) 2.4 5 . 2 8.6 10.1 27.7 46 . 0 0 . 55 

II C2 75 - 142 3.8 3 . 6 2.4 9.5 14.3 66 . 4 48 . 0 
es (c) 

II C3 142 - 165 4.2 3 .4 4.0 9 .4 14.8 64 . 2 52 . 3 

(c) 

______ .... ~----



+ 
(J1 

Hori - Depth 

zon cm. 

---
A 11 0-3 

A 12 3-32 

II B2 ca 32- 53 

II Cl 53- 75 

II C2 es 75- 142 

II C3 142- 165 

H20 in % 

at s atur. 

70 

74 

76 

83 

82 

86 

Table 5. Cor.tinued. 

pH of sat. E.C. i n mmhos C.E.C. 

paste 
per cm, 25°C of 
sat. extr. 

(d) (e ) (f) 

7.9 0. 9 10. 8 

8 .0 1. ' 11. 6 

8.3 1. 2 12 .8 

8.2 1. ' 12.4 

7.7 1. 7 10.3 

7.9 2.E 12. 7 

(a) Part icle size distribution and Caco3 % are de t e rmined in Wageningen. 

Texture with pipette method. Dispersion with sodi um hexame t haphos phate. Caco3 removed with 

HCl. Organic matter removed with H2o2 . The ot her anal yses are made in Ankara, according 

methods, described in Handbook no.60 U.S. D. of A. (b) ~i thout HCl treatment. 

( c ) Particle size distribution without HCl tre at ment not reported . Samples gave indication of 

flocculation from gypsum. 

(d) Glass electrode , using saturated soil pas t e. (e) Wheatstone bridge, using saturation extract. 

(f) Na+ saturation (pH 8,2) displacement with l n . ammoniumace t a t e and deterrr:ination of Na+ dis 

placed with Lange flame spectrophotometer. 



Profile no.8. 

Soil series : Karafaki series. Map unit : Lm 4 .1. Survey no.P59. 

Area : Karapinar , Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, Turkey. 

Location : 1 km S . E. -ward from Ecelertolu Y. (7 2 ,5 latitude, 

42 , 5 longitude) . 

Elevation : 999 m. 

Physiography : Lacustrine plain. 

Topography : Subnormal relief. 

Slope : level. 

Parent material Carbonatie, lacustrine, loamy and clayey 

deposits. 

Landuse : Arable land. Dry farming. Wheat, rye. 

Groundwaterdepth ca. 10 m. 

Drainage condition : Well drained. 

Ir•Pi gdtl on . llone. 

Stoniness : O. 

Human activity : Plowing. 

Biological activity : 4 Krotovinas (10 cm diameter) and ancient 

cocoons (1 cm diameter) . 

Root distribution 0-70 cm plentiful roots. 

Vegetation : Some stubbles of rye. 

Profile description 

Ap 0-12 cm . Gray brown to light brownish gray (2,5 Y 5,5/2) 

silt loam, light gray to white (2,5 Y 7 , 5/2 ) when dry. 

Weak , very thick platy structure , breaking to very fine 

granular structure . Carbonatie. Soft , very friable 

slightly plastic, slightly sticky. Few macro-, few meso

pores. Gradual smooth boundary. 

Al 12-25 cm. Gray brown to light brownish gray ( 2,5 Y 5 ,5/2) 

silty clay loam, light gray to white (2,5 Y 7,5/2) when 

dry. Carbonatie. Moderate, medium, granular structure . 

slightly hard, friable, plastic, slightly sticky to 
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sticky. Few macro-, common mesopores. Few roots are de

composed to moder. Gradual, smooth boundary. 

A3ca 25-56 cm. Light brownish gray to light gray (2,5 Y 6,5/2) 

clay, white (2,5 Y 8/0-2) when dry. Carbonatie. Moderate 

fine, s ubangular blocky s tructure. Slightly hard to 

hard, firm, plas tic, s ticky . Few macro-, many mesopores. 

Stains of white s egregations of lime. Few roots decom

posed to moder . Diffus e, s mooth boundary. 

AC 56- 92 cm. Li ght br ownis h gray to light gr ay ( 2 , 5 Y 6 , 5/2 ) 

si lty c l ay, light gr ay t o white ( 2 , 5 Y 7 , 5/2 ) when dry . 

Carbonati e . Moderat e , f i ne , s ubangular blocky s tructure . 

Hard to slightly hard, firm, plastic, sticky. Few macro-, 

common mesopores . Cl ear, s mooth boundary . 

Cl cs 92-127 cm . Light brownish gray to light gray (2,5.Y 6,5/2) 

clay, light gray to white (2,5 Y 7,5/2 ) when dry. 

Carbonati e. Mode r a t e and s trong, fine, angular, blocky 

s tructure. Hard to slightly hard, firm, plastic, sticky. 

Very few macro- , fel'I mesopores . Veins with .gypsum powder 

and s pot s of white segregation of lime . Fragments of 

s hells. Common and f ew fine distinct rus t mottle s . 

Di ffus e, s mooth boundar y . 

C2 127-1 50 cm. Light br ownis h gray to light gray ( 2 ,5 Y 

6 , 5/2 ) c l ay ,light gray to white ( 2 , 5 Y 7 , 5/2 ) when dry 

Carbonati e . Same s t r ucture and cons i sten cy as i n Cl cs . 

Very few macro-, few me s opores. Common, fine , dis tinct 

r us tmottles . Few gyps um powder and f ragments of s hells. 

Few segregation of lime. 

Diagnostic ho~izons 

Soil classification 

Ochri c epipedon, gyps i c horizon. 

Calcorthid . 

Described by : A. F . Groneman . 

Date : June 19 65 . 
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Profile no. 9. 

Soil series : Kindam series. Map unit : Lp 1.1. Survey no.P37. 

Area : Plain of Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia 

Turkey. 

Location : 600 m N.W. of Kindam Y. ( 72 , 3 latitude, 44,6 longi-

tude). 

Elevation : 999 m. 

Physiography : Lacustrine plain. 

Topography : Subnormal relief. Slope : level to nearly level . 

Parent material : Wind reworked deposits on lacustrine de-

posits. 

Landuse : Idle land (formerly in native pasture). 

Groundwater depth : ca . 15 m. Stoniness O. 

Drainage condition : somewhat excessively drained. 

l rrigation : none. Human activity : none. 

Bi ological activity : 4 Krotovinas. 

Root distribution 

dmmward. 

0-40 cm plentiful fine roots, decreasing 

Vegetation : Marrubium parviflorum on low hummocks of < 50 cm 

high. 

Profile description : 

Al 0-30 cm. Grayish brown to light brownish gray (2,5 Y 

5,5/2) fine sand to very fine sand, light brownish gray 

to light gray ( 2 , 5 Y 6 , 5/2 ) when dry . Carbonatie . Very 

weak, very thick, platy struct ure. Soft , very friable , 

slightly plastic, non-sticky. Few macro-, common mesopores. 

Diffuse smooth boundary. 

ACca 30-90 cm . Light gray (2,5 Y 7/2) fine sand to very fine 

sand, white (2,5 Y 8/2) when dry. Carbonatie. Moderately, 

weak, fine, subangular blocky structure . Slightly hard, 

friable , slightly plastic, s lightly sticky . Few macro-, 

cormnon mesopores. White, very faint spots of lime. Clear 
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smooth boundary . 

C1 90-115 cm. Light brownish gray to light gray (2,5 Y 6,5/2) 

silt loam, white t o light gray (2,5 Y 7,5/2) when dry. 

Carbonatie. Moderate, coarse , subangular blocky structure. 

Slightly hard, very firm , plastic, sticky , Many macro-, 

many mesopores . Clear, s mooth boundary . 

C2 11 5-14 3 cm . Light brownish gray t o light gray ( 2 ,5 Y 

6,5/2) stratified fine sand and s ilt loam, light gray 

to white (2,5 Y 7,5/2) when dry. Carbonatie. Moderately 

weak, fine and coarse, subangular blocky structure. 

Slightly hard, very firm, plastic sticky. Few macro-, 

common mesopores . Clear smooth boundary. 

C3cs 143-165 cm .Light brownish gray to light gray ( 2,5 Y 6,5/2) 

stratified fine sand and silt loam, light gray to white 

(2,5 Y 7,5/2) when dry. Ccirbonatic... Same struc..ture ctnd 

consistence as C2. Very few macro-, few mesopores. Veins 

of gypsum powder and lime. Clear smooth boundary. 

C4 > 165 cm . Light brownish gray to light gray (2,5 Y 6,5/2) 

silty clay loam, light gray to white (2,5 Y 7,5/2 ) when 

dry. Carbonatie . Compound weak, very coarse prismatic 

and moderate strong, coarse , angular blocky structure . 

Hard, firm, plastic, sticky. Few fine distinct rust 

mottles. Faint veins of white gypsum and lime in pockets 

and on cracks . 

Diagnostic horizon : Ochric epipedon. 

Soil classification : Orthic Psammustent, 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 

Profile no . 70. 

Soil series : Kay1rl1ka~1 series . Map unit Lp 2 . 1. 
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Survey no. P13. 

Area : Karapinar, Great Konya Plain, Central Anatolia, Turkey . 

Location : 2,5 km N.E.-ward from Vahapobasi Y. (Lat itude 66,6, 

l ongi tude 50, 8 ). 

Elevation : 1000 m. 

Physiography : Lacustrine plain, Slope 

Topography : Subnormal relief. 

level. 

Parent materi al : Lacustrine deposits, derived from volcanic 

ash, sand and gravel. 

Landuse : Poor native pasture. 

Groundwater depth : ca. 10 m. 

Drainage condition : Well drained. 

Irrigation : none. 

Human activity : none. Salinity : Free of excess of salt. 

Biological activity : Krotovinas. 

Root distribution 0-50 plentiful fine roots, decreasing 

downward. 

Vegetation : Peganum harmala (Ozerlik). 

Profile description. 

Al 0-50 cm. Dark grayish brown to grayish brown (10 YR 

4,5/2) gravelly coarse sand, grayish brown to light 

brownish gray (10 YR 5,5/1) when dry . Calcareous. Dark 

brown to black rounded pebbles. Structureless and 

massive. Loose to soft, when dry, loose to very friable 

when moist, slightly plastic , slight l y sticky . Common 

macro-, common mesopores. Few Krotovinas. Asymmetrical 

ripples on the s urface up to about 8 cm high. Locally 

desert pavement occurs . Abrupt , irregular boundary. 

AC 50-72 cm. Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) gravelly loamy sand , 

white (10 YR 8/2) when dry. Calcareous. Weak, medium, 

subangular blocky structure . Hard, firm, plastic, 

slightly sticky. In the lower side few fine distinct rust 
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mottles . Few Krotov i nas . Cl ear , i rregular boundary. 

Cl 72-150 cm. Very pale brown ( 10 YR 7/3 ) silt loam to 

silty clay loam, white (10 YR 8/2) when dry. Cal careous. 

Moderate, coarse, angular blocky structure. Very hard, 

very firm, very plastic, sticky to very sticky. Few, 

fine, faint and distinct rust mottles. 

Diagnostic horizons 

Soil classification 

Ochric epipedon. 

Orthic Psammustent. 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Dat e : June 1965 . 

Profile no. 77 . 

Soil seri es : Kart an seri es. Map uni t : Mv 2.1. Survey no.P5 1 . 

Area : Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, Turkey . 

Location : 1 ,5 km N. E. -ward f r om Kindam Y. , ( latitude 72,7, 

l ongitude 46, 5). 

Eleva tion : ca. 10 10 m. 

Physiography : Ancient beach, adjoining Rockland. 

Topography : Subnormal relief. Slope : Gently sloping. 

Parent material : Gravelly beach deposits at the edge of the 

volcanic mountains. 

Landuse : Idle land. 

Groundwater de pth : ca. 20 m. 

Drainage conditions : Somewhat excessively drained . 

Irrigation : none. Salinity No salt efflorescence. 

Human activity : none. 

Biological activity : 2 Krotovinas and ancient cocoons. 

Root distribution : 0-80 cm plentiful fine roots. 

Vegetation : Marrubium parviflorum.(Tapir). 

P1°of i le de scr1'.pti on 

Al 0-12 cm. Dark brown to brown (10 YR 4,5/3) fine gravelly 
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loamy sand, pale brown to very pale brown (10 YR 6,5/3) 

when dry. Calcareous . Dark brown, rounded fine pebbles. 

weak, thick, platy structure. Soft, very friable, slightly 

plastic to non-plastic, slightly sticky to non-sticky. 

Common macro-, many mesopores. Clear, smooth boundary. 

AC 12-59 cm. Grayish brown to light brownish gray (10 YR 

5,5/3) fine gravelly loamy sand, very pale brown (10 YR 

7/3) when dry. Calcareous. Waterworn, <lark brown pebbles 

and fragments of shells . Weak, coars e, s ubangular blocky 

s tructure. Soft, very friable, s lightly plasti c t o non

plas tic, s lightly s ti cky t o non-s ti cky . Many macro- , many 

mesopor es . 2 Krotovinas. Diffuse, s mooth boundary. 

Cl ca 59-1 03 cm. Pale brown (10 YR 6/3 ) fi ne gravelly l oamy 

sand, very pale brown ( 10 YR 7,5/3 ) when dry. Cal careous , 

Wdterworn pebbles, coated with lime, hdve lime pendants at 

their lower side . Weak and moderate, coarse subangular 

blocky structure. Sl ightly hard to soft , friab l e , s l ightly 

plastic , sli ght ly st i cky . Few macro-, common mesopor es . 

Clear wavy boundary. 

C2ca 103-115 cm. Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) fine gravel, very pale 

brown (10 YR 7,5/3) when dry. Between the waterworn 

black fine pebbles occur loamy material and mu ch fragrnent s 

of shells. Pebbles are coated with lime and have lime 

pendants. Weakly cemented. Hard and s lightly hard, fri

able, non-plastic and non-sticky. Few macro-, few meso

pores. Gradual wavy boundary. 

C3 11 5- 150 cm. Pale brown (1 0 YR 6/3) fine gravel, very pale 

brown (10 YR 7,5/3) when dry. Thin layers of loamy sand 

and thin layers of fragments of shells occur. Single 

grain. Loos e when dry, loose when mois t, non-plastic, 

non-sticky. Few macro-, common rnes opores . 

Diagnostic horizon Ochric e pipedon. 
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Soil classification : Orthic Psammustent. 

Described by : A.F. Groneman . 

Date : June 196 5 . 

Profile no . 72. 

Soil series : Apak series . Map unit : Tp 1.1. Survey no. P40. 

Area : Plain of Karapinar, Great Konya Plain, Central Anatolia, 

Turkey. 

Location : 1 ,8 km S .-ward from Apak Y (68,9 latitude, 41 

longitude) . 

Elevation : 1025 m. 

Physiography : Limestone platform . 

Topogr•ciphy . Subnormal re liet. Slope : Gently sloping. 

Parent material : Residuum of hard and soft limestone. 

Landuse : Fallow arable land. Dry farming . Rye, wheat. 

Groundwater depth : ca. 40 m. 

Drainage condition : Somewhat excessively drained. 

Irrigation : none. Salinity : no efflorescence of salts. 

Human activity : Plowing and angular cobble stones are removed 

from the surface soil. 

Biological activity : No Krotovinas. 

Root distribution : 0- 40 cm Few roots, decreasing downward . 

Vegetation : Few Peganum harma la and few this tles. 

Profile description : 

Ap 0- 20 cm. Brown to pale brown (10 YR 5,5/3 ) angular 

cobbly sand, very p'ale brown (10 YR 7/3 ) when dry, 

Carbonatie. Single grain and very weak, very fine sub

angular blocky structure. Soft, very friable non- plastic 

non- sticky . Few macro - , common mesopores. Clear, smooth 

boundary . 
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AC 20- 50 cm. Pale brown to very pale brown (10 YR 6,5/3) 

angular cobbly loamy sand, very pale brown (10 YR 8/3) 

when dry. 40% of the horizon is occupied by calcareous, 

angular cobble stones . Carbonatie. Weak, very fine 

subangular structure. Soft to slightly hard, very friable 

non-plastic, non-sticky. Few macro-, few mesopores. 

Gradual, wavy boundary. 

Cl 50-150 cm. Very pale brown (10 YR 8/3) and white (10 YR 

8/2 ) sand and soft chalky limestone, white ( 10 YR 8/0) 

when dry. 60% of the material are angular cobblestones 

of hard limestone. Carbonatie. Weak, medium, angular 

blocky structure. Hard, firm non-plastic, non-sticky. 

Very few macro-, few mesopores. Gradual, wavy boundary 

> 150 cm. Limcs t one be drock. 

Diagnostic horizon : Ochric epipedon. 

Soil classification : Orthic Psammustent. 

Described by : A.f, Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 

Pmfile no . 7 3 . 

Soil series : Karata9 series . Survey nr.P30. Map unit : Tp 2 . 1. 

Area : Plain of Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, 

Turkey. 

Location : 700 m S.S.E.-wards from Apak Y. 

Coordinates : 41,4 longitude, 70, 1 latitude. 

Elevation : 1014 m. 

Physiography : Ancient beach at the edge of the limestone

platform. 

Topography : Subnormal relief. Slope : nearly level. 

Parent material : Carbonatie gravelly beach deposits . 
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Drainage condition : Somewhat excessively drained. 

Groundwater : ca. 20 m. Salinity : Free of excess of salt. 

Irrigation : none. Stoniness : Class 0. 

Landuse : Arable land, dry farming (rye, wheat), fallow. 

Rootdistribution : 0 - 50 cm plentiful roots, decreasing down-

ward. 

Biological activity : Krotovinas and cocoons of insects and 

rounded earthy casts of ca. 2 mm diam. 

Human activity : Plowing. 

Profi le description : 

Ap 0-20 cm. Brown (10 YR 5/3) finely gravelly, fine sand 

with shel lfragments, pale brown t o very pale brown 

(10 YR 6,5/3) when dry. Rounded limestone pebbles: Weak 

very fine , sub angul ar· blocky structure . Carbonat i e . 

Soft, very friable, slightly plastic, non-sticky. 

Many macro-, many mesopores. Clear smooth boundary. 

A1 20-65 cm. Brown (1 0 YR 5/3 ) gravelly, loamy fine sand 

with shell fragments, pale brown to very pale brown 

(10 YR 6 , 5/3 ) when dry. Rounded pebbles. Carbonatie. Weak, 

fine subangular blocky structure. Slightly hard, friable, 

slightly plastic, non-sticky to slightly sticky. Clear, 

wavy boundary. 

II C1 65-75 cm. White (10 YR 8/2 ) finely gravel. Very thick and 

m ca thick, platy structure. Carbonatie. Weakly and strongly 

cemented. The diameter of the rounded pebbles is mostly 

about 2 cm and lime pendants are below the pebbles. 

Shellfragments. Clear smooth boundary. 

II C2 75-150 cm . Stratified white (10 YR 8/2) finely gravel. 

Rounded limestone pebbles. Massive. Shellfragments. 

Diagnostic horizon : Ochric epipedon. 

Soil classification : Orthic Psammustent. 
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Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 

Profile no. 74. 

Soil series : Karata~ . Map unit : Tp 2 . 2 . Survey no. : P50 . 

Area : Plain of Karapinar, Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, 

Turkey. 

Location : 600 m northwest-ward from Karata~ (42,4 longitude, 

69, 3 latitude) . 

Elevation : 1008 m. 

Physiography : Ancient beach at the edge of the limestone 

platform. 

Topography : Subnormal re lief . Sl oµe : Gen tly sluµ .i.llg . 

Parent material : Sandy beach deposits. 

Landuse : Arable land. Dry farming (wheat, rye). 

Groundwater depth : ca. 20 m. 

Drainage condition : Somewhat excessively drained. 

Irrigation : none. Human activity : Plowing . 

Biological activity : No Krotovinas. 

Rootdistribution : 0-50 cm few fine roots. 

Vegetation : Wheat. 

Profile description 

Ap 0-15 cm . Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) loamy sand, very pale 

brown (10 YR 7/3) when dry. Some rounded finely pebbles. 

Carbonatie. Very weak, medium, subangular blocky struc

ture and s ingle grain . Soft and loose when dry, very 

friable, non-plastic, non-sticky. Few macro-, common 

mesopores. Clear wavy boundary. 

A1 15-30 cm . Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) loamy sand , very pale 

brown (10 YR 7/3) when dry. Some rounded finely pebbles 
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and few fragments of shells. Carbonatie. Weak, medium, 

subangular blocky structure. Soft, very friable, non

plastic, non-sticky. Few macro-, common mesopores. 

Gradual, smooth boundary. 

Cl 30-80 cm. Light brownish gray to light gray ( 10 YR 6,5/2) 

ca sandy loam, white (10 YR 8/2) when dry. Some finely 

rounded pebbles, and fragments of shells. Carbonatie. 

Moderate, medium, subangular blocky structure. Slightly 

hard to hard, friable, slightly plastic, non-sticky. 

White (10 YR 8/0- 2) segregation of lime. Few macro-, 

common mesopores. Clear, smooth boundary. 

C2 80-150 cm. Pale brown to very pale brown (1.0 YR 6,5/3) 

stratified sand and sandy loam very pale brown (10 YR 8/3) 

when dry. Some rounded pebbles and fragments of shells. 

Carbonatie. SinglP grain. LoosP whPn dry. f,oose when 

moi s t, non-plas tic , non-s ti cky. 

ûiagnos tic hoY'izon : Ochric epipedon. 

Soil classification : Orthustentic Psammustent. 

Described by : A.F. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 

PY'o fi Ze no. 7 5. 

Soil series : Ecelertolu series . Map unit 

Survey no. P36. 

Tp 3. 1. 

Area : Karapinar , Great Konya Basin, Central Anatolia, Turkey. 

Location : 500 m northward from Apak Y. 20 m westward from the 

fence. (41 longitude, 71,5 latitude). 

Elevation : ca . 1008 m. 

Physiography : At the footslope of the escarpment of the lime

stone platform. 
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Topography : Subnormal relief. Slope : Gently sloping. 

Parent material : Colluvium from the limes tone platform over 

abrasion deposits. 

Drainage condition : Somewhat excessively drained. 

Irrigation : None. Stoniness : class 3. 

Groundwater depth : ca. 25 m. 

Landuse : native pasture. 

Biological activity : Many old cocoons, casts of insects and 

few channels. 

Rootdistribution : Plentiful roots, decreasing to 115 cm. 

Vegetation : Peganum harmala. (Ozerlik). 

Profile description : 

All 0-12 cm . Brown to pale brown (10 YR 5 ,5/3), loamy coarse 

sand with calcareous pebbles and calcareous angular 

cobblestones, very pale brown (10 YR 7,5/3) when dry. 

Weak, thin, platy structure. Soft, very friable, non

plastic, non-sticky . Few macro-, common mesopores . 

Abrupt, smooth boundary. 

A12 12-20 cm. Brown to pale brown (10 YR 5,5/3) loamy coarse 

sand with cal careous finely pebbles and calcareous angular 

cobblestones, very pale brown (10 YR 7,5/3) when dry. 

Weak and moderate, coarse, angular blocky structure. 

Slightly hard, very friable, non-plas tic, non-sticky. Few 

macro-, common mesopores. Plentiful roots. Clear wavy 

boundary. 

B21 20 -60 cm. Light brownish gray to light gray (10 YR 6,5/2) 

very fine sandy loam, light gray to white (10 YR 7,5/2) 

when dry. Carbonatie. Moderate, medium, granular struc

ture. Many cocoons and few channels and rounded earthen 

casts of < 1 mm diameter. Plentiful roots. Slightly 
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II B22 60-90 cm. Light brownish gray to light gray (10 YR 6,5/2 ) 

Ca very fine sandy loam, light gray to white (10 YR 8/2) 

when dry. Carbonatie. Moderate, coarse subangular blocky 

structure . Hard to slightly hard, friable to firm, 

slightly plastic, slightly sticky. White (2, 5 Y 8/0-2) 

common coarse faint lime segregations. Few macro-, 

common mesopores. Few roots. Gradual wavy boundary. 

II Cl 90-115 cm. Light brownish gray (2,5 Y 6/2) loam, light 

gray to white (2,5 Y 7,5/2) when dry. Carbonatie. 

Moderate coarse, angular blocky structure. Hard, firm, 

plastic, slightly sticky. Few macro-, common mesopores. 

Very few roots . Abrupt irregular boundary. 

II C2 115-200 cm . Light brownish gray to light gray ( 2,5 Y 

6,5/2) very fine striltified sand, white (2,5 Y 7,?/2) when 

dry. Carbonatie. Layers ot shells and shell-tragments. 

Massive. Slightly hard, very friable, non-plastic, non

sticky. Very few macro-, few mesopores . Few, fine and 

medium distinct rust mottles. 

Diagnostic horizons 

Soil classification 

Ochric epipedon. 

Cambic horizon. 

Orthic Canborthid . 

Described by : A.f. Groneman. 

Date : June 1965. 
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Appendix lll 

Plants, which may occur in the Great Konya Basin, listed by 

ZHUKOV SKY, P. and H. BIRAND. 

Androsace maxima, Alyss um dese r torum, Sali cornia herbacea, 

Trig l ochin maritima , Kochi a pr os trat a , Frankeni a sp ., Antr i pl ex 

sp . , Helocharis sp . , Statice sp . • 

Bromus tectorum, B. scoparius, Poa bulbosa, Agropyron orientale, 

Elymus caput medusae , Festuca ovina, Xeranthemum orientale, 

Scabi osa anatolica, Centaurea depress a , C. mixta, C. s ols titialis 

St achys l avandulae f olia , Linum anatoli cum, L. flavum, 

'Helianthemum salicifolium, Saponaria prostata, Astragalus 

atropurpureus, A. collinus, Anchusa hybrida, Salvia ceratophylla 

S. syriaca, Alyssum murale, A. campestre , A. strictum, A. 

tortuosum, Anthemis montana, A. widemanniana, Valer i anella 

vesicaria, Rochel i a stellulata, Adonis flammea, Zizyphora 

tenior , Camelina sp ., Achillea santolina , Androsace maxima, 

Hypecoum procumbens, Moltkia coerulea, Wiedemannia orientalis, 

Galium coronatum, Roemeria hybrida, Crocus sp., Gagea sp., 

Muscari sp., Ornithogalum sp., Ranunculus tÜrleri, Matthiola 

oxyceras , v . s •• 

Thymus squarrosus, Artemisia fragrans , Salvia cryptantha, 

Noea spinos i ssima , Frankenia sp .. 

Senecio vernalis , Veronica multifida , Geranium tuberosum , 

Anchusa hybrida, Ajuga chia, Scorzonera mollis, Salvia syriaca 

Cephalar'ia s yriaca, On os ma as perum, Lepidium draba, Sis ymbrium 
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altissimum, Thlaspi perfoliatum, Cirsium acarna, Xanthium 

spinosum, Onopordum acanthium, Beta trigyna, Ranunculus 

cuneatus, Boreava orientalis, Hordeum murinum, Hyoscyamus niger, 

Carduus nevileri v.s .. 

References : 

( 1) BIRAND, H. 

Mer'a olarak stebimiz ve botanik yönünden meseleleri . 

Y. z. S . Dergis i. Sayr 1, (42). 

( 2 ) BIRAND, H. : 1958. 

Turkiye Bitlileri. A preliminary list of species collected 

in Turkey. Ankara Universitesi. Botanik 1 Ankara. 

(3) ZHUKOVSKY, P. : 1951. 

TÜrkiye 1 nin zirai bünyesi, T.Seker Fab. A.S. yayinlarindan. 
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AEOLIAU SAllDPLAUi 
RÜZGARLARLA NEYDAJIA GELEI/ KUMW SARA 

Shif'ting and stabilized sand dunes 
Bir yerden ttl$?.narak bG§ka bir ye'f'e yerle~mi~ 1,e otunr.1.n kum tepel. E:. ri 

Komoba A and B series 
Kanoba A ve B se~"'1. leri 

Komoba complex, stabilized sandy soils, low hummock 1 
Kanoba kompleksi, stabilize kumlu topraklar, ':dl~ i.al..ga l.i. 

Komoba complex, sandy soils , wind eroded phase 
Ktxnoba kompleki;i, z:'(.lzgarlarla annarak meydano. ge'lm '. t1 ia.oilu toyz•aklar fa.ai 

Kanoba complex, sandy soils , overblown phase, high iuano::ky 
Kanolxz kc:nrplekoi" kumlu top:roklar, tirtUZ.U faz, yW<a 'k da!g:zl:i. 

Acti ve dune land 
aktif kwnlu sai1a 

Gunagili A and B series 
Gunagili A ve B oeri'Leri 

Gunagili complex, Stahil.ized dark sandy soils, lo-4 1Ul!I1ocky 
Gunagili kompWksi, stabili~e koyu roank.li kun!u. top -ak.laJ•, al.çak. da.Lgal.1-

Gunagili complex, dark sandy soils 1 wind eroded pha..>e 
GwuzgiU. kompU1ksi, koyu renkli kunlu. top:rak.llll", roU •gt:J' cr :n1yor.una ~UI faB1-

Dark active dune land 
Koyu Nnldi ale if lamilu saha 

LACUSTRl?lE PI..Alll 
GIJLLERDEN HASIL OLAJ/ SARA 

H3rl soils 
Kinaçli toprak.l.ar 

KarafaJu series 
Xo.ra.fak.1- serisi 

Karafakl claye:r soils 
Karafah killi toprakla.M. 

Karafaki clayeJ soils, phase with few to coomon low sandhil.ls 
Beun. yer'l.erde iummtiyetle alçak kwn tepecikleri bulu um karafak. t. kil. li topraklar 

Karafaki sandy soils, phase with corrmon t) many la.t s amit.ills 
Karafak.-z, kwnlu topraklart., genellikl.e çok alçak. kumiepelEl""; bul:mar1 fazt. 

Karafak1 sandy soils 
Karaf ah kwn top rak laM. 

Soils of the sandplain 
1ûun ovas-z,ni.n topraJ laM. 

Kindam series 
Kindam serisi 

Kindam sandy sc.·ils 
Kindan kunlu tt:prak.la:ri. 

Kayirlü::asi seriE.s 
Kayi.rlt.kasi. seriEi 

Kay1rl.J.kas1 da.l'k gravelly sandy soils 
Kayi.rl't-kast. kci:u. çak.1-1.h kumlu. topraklazo 

VOLCAl/IC HOUllTAIUS 
VOLKAllÎK DAÓLAR 

Soils of volcanic 1i.ountains and hills 
Volkanik daglart.n 11e tepel.erin toprak1.ar 

Andikli series 
Andt.kh serisi 

Andikli angular cobbly sandy soils 
Îcinde bUyilk. kl)f!eli tagl:i ku.mlu top1uk.1.ar 

Kartan series 
Kartan serisi 

Kartan gravelly sandy soils 
Kartan çahlh kwnlu topraklar 

Basalt rock lar.d 
Baza l t kaya lcm:!an meydana gel.mi§ arazi 

LIHESTO!IE PLATFORll (TERRACES.4) 
KiREÇ TAfjillDAJ/ MEYlAJIA GELEI/ PLA!rFOR14 

Soils of flat terrë:.ces 
Dil.z teras toprak. la:M. 

Apak series 
Apak. serisi 

Apak angular ccbbly sandy soils 
Apak k~peli iri tagh lamilu topl'aklar 

Karata.? series 
Kara'tcl§ serisi 

Karatas gravelly sandy soils 
Korata§ oahlh kwnlu topraklar 

Karatas sandy soils 
Karatag kwnlu topl'aklar 

Ecelertolu series 
Ecelertolu serisi 

Ecelertolu complex, angular cobbly sandy ~ oils 
E:celertolu kögeli ta.gl:i. kumlu topraklar 

Ecelertolu complex , s andy soils 
Ecelertolu karrpleksi, kumlu topl'aklar 
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HAil DISTIJRBED LAJID 
l!ISAllill MflD.4HALE E'ITÎGI ARAZÎ. 

Recent man d.isturbed land. 
Yakt.n z.ammda insani~1 müdaJ1ale ettigi azoazi. 

Ancient man d.isturbed land. 
Geçmi§te insani.n miidahale ettigi arazi, 

Kain road (asphalt) 
Esas yol (asphalt) 

Track 
Tali yol- 'iz 

Drainage canal 
Drenaj rbopaltma) kanah 

Gully 
Se l yatafft. 

fence and boundary of the Erosion Camp Area 
Erozyon kamp sahasi.ni.n hudutlart. ve çitlel'i 

Esca.rpment 
Dik meyil 

Contour Line {meters above sea level) 
TeslJiye çizgi.si (yi.Jkseklik çi.zgisi) 

Town or village 
Kasaba veya köy 

Described soil profile (Repor t , Append. Il ) 
Tasni f edilmig toprak. profili (Rapor, EK. II) 

Boundary of the map unit 
Ba:rita ünite hududu 

Konya project Konya projesi 

soil survey 1965 by A.F.Groneman 

A. F.Groneman tarafindan yap1lmt$ttr 

Agri cul t ural Un iversity Wageningen Holland 

Dev/et Zi raat Ün iversitesi Wageningen Hollanda 




